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WORKING GROUP ON THE EXAMINATION OF THE
ADMINISTRATIVE AND BUDGETARY PROCEDURES
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

FINANCING OF UNITED NATIONS PEACE-KEEPING OPERATIONS

Statement made by the representative of the United States of America at the
fifteenth, meeting of the Working Group of Twenty-One on 27 March 1963

I wish to express my appreciation to you and to the Working Group for

permitting me to postpone until today my final statement on the subject of

financing United Nations peace-keeping operations.

The principal reason why I have waited to make this statement until all

other members of the Group have spoken has been my desire to ascertain

whether there existed any basis on which the majority of the Group could join

in a specific recommendation to the special session of the General Assembly

in May. I am speaking now with the certainty that, despite the great efforts

which have been made, and the fact that we have achieved a much better

understanding of the dimensions of the problem before us and have narrowed our

differences, an agreed solution is not yet at hand.

In stating this conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I want to make it clear that

I do not underestimate the value of the work of this Group under your able

guidance. Never before have the issues been so thoroughly explored. Never

before has there been produced such a realization of what is the hard core of

our financing problem. There has clearly emerged a recognition that the problem

cannot be solved by a single Member State or group of States - that only a

sincere and honest acceptance and implementation of the principle of collective

responsibility of all Members can assure the survival of this Organization.

This means that there has been real progress - and, Mr. Chairman, much

of the credit for this is attributable to your untiring and patient efforts.
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The fact that considerably more progress is necessary before the General Assembly

acts in May does not detract from the achievements of the Group.

What I have said about progress, Mr. Chairman, should not be understood

to imply a belief on our part that the present financial situation and prospects

of the Organization are less grave than when this Group convened. There

is as yet no real basis for any such view. Accordingly, the position of

the United States on this matter remains as I stated it to the Group on 6 March.

Let me summarize that position briefly. The United States believes that

we must all concentrate first and foremost on financing the two present

peace-keeping operations of the United Nations for the second half of 196~3-

It is a mistake to ignore the real problems of the present in a search for

solutions of problems not yet before us.

In dealing with the problem of financing the costs of UNEF and ONUC for the

second half of 1963, the United States will oppose any proposal that it pay

an. assessed percentage of more than 32.02 per cent. It continues to believe

that a strong case can be made for financing costs of the amounts likely

to be involved on the basis of the regular scale of assessments. It is

unable to consider any other method of financing thus far proposed pending a

review at the special session of the General Assembly of what progress

has been made in the improvement of the United Nations financial situation -

and that means primarily what Governments have done and are doing to pay

arrears on past assessments and to fully subscribe the United Nations Bond issue.

The degree of progress made in this regard will greatly influence the position

of the United States at the special session of the General Assembly.

How has the United Nations been financing UNEF and ONUC since 1 July 1962?

Clearly it has been doing so from the proceeds of the sale of United Nations

Bonds - and just as clearly the United States has been purchasing 50 per cent

of the Bonds. These facts impel me to point out that more than $50 million

in Bonds are still unsold despite the fact that the United States remains

prepared to purchase half of this amount. If other Member States will

purchase all of the remaining 50 per cent - as they should - then the UNEF
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and ONUC could continue to "be financed as at present for the remainder of

1963. At a minimum; the sale of a substantial part of the balance of the

Bonds could so reduce the amount to be assessed for 19̂ 3 UNEF and ONUC

costs that the special session could well decide that the regular scale of

assessments was the appropriate basis for financing the small remainder.

This readiness of the United States to purchase another $25 million in Bonds

on a fifty - fifty matching basis shows its positive attitude towards the

financing of UNEF and OMJC. We would like to see this attitude matched by

other States in a position to help assure the sale of the entire United Nations

Bond issue.

Mr. Chairman, while I have already said that the United States cannot

at this time consider giving its support to any proposal thus far made in

this Group by other delegations, the United States delegation believes it

owes to those who have made specific proposals the courtesy of commenting on

the main features of them. Accordingly, I turn now to A/AC.113/R.l8, placed

before us by the delegations of Argentina, Brazil, Cameroon, India, Nigeria,

Pakistan, and the United Arab Republic.

A basic feature of A/AC.113/R.18 is that it would impose a mandatory

assessment in excess of 32.02 per cent on the United States. I have already

made it clear that we oppose this feature.

Another element of A/AC.llJ/R.lS is that it consolidates the financing

of peace-keeping operations and applies one financing method to the

consolidated account. ¥e have serious doubts about this approach and are

strongly inclined to favour treating the financing of major peace-keeping

operations separately. Indeed, on this point it appears to us that

A/AC.113/R-18 is internally inconsistent. If there is a consolidated account

and a single assessment, how would the authors of A/AC.113/R.18 propose to

apply its concept of exempting a so-called "victim" and surcharging a so-called

"aggressor", since surely the States so characterized would differ with each

peace-keeping operation ?

There is then the proposal in A/AC.113/R-18 that only a total of

$5 million a year of the costs of all major peace-keeping operations be financed
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on the basis of the regular scale of assessments. We cannot understand the

justification for such a minimum figure. I use the word minimum advisedly, for

the application of the $5 million figure means that the approximately fifty

States that are assessed on the regular scale at .05 and below would each be

assessed a total of only $2,500 on the regular scale. This hardly appears to

be a serious proposition. We believe that the proposal by other delegations

that at least $10 million per operation be assessed on the regular scale is

much more worthy of consideration, though we believe that setting the amount

at $20 million per operation could well be justified.

Related to what I have just said is the range of reduced percentages

fixed for the developing countries in A/AC.llJ/R.lS. We appreciate that

these represent a decided advance over the proposal in A/AC.113/no°

Nevertheless, they provide for developing countries a lower assessment

percentage on the financing of a total of $40 - $5° million than was approved

by the General Assembly in I960, when an amount of almost $70 million had

to be assessed for ONUC and IMEF. Thus, they represent a shifting of such a

magnitude of the cost of peace-keeping operations to a relatively few

countries that they are most difficult to justify if all Member States are to

continue to have a voice in the decisions concerning such operations. We

believe that suggestions made by other delegations for increasing the

percentages in question are much more realistic than the proposals in A/AC.113/R.18.

On the matter of deciding what countries are entitled to reduced percentage

assessments for peace-keeping operations, we find some difficulty with the

method proposed in A/AC.11J/R.18. We doubt that the Conmittee on Contributions

can make the decision in this respect as proposed in A/AC.113/R-l8°

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we join with those who have criticized the use

in A/AC.113/R-18 of the "victim" and "aggressor" concept in fixing a scale of

assessments. Such political concepts have no place here, and it is completely

impractical to apply them. What we are talking about is financing an operation

to maintain the peace in which all - and especially actual and potential victims -

have a special interest. In a world without a collective security system, a

"victim" bears the whole financial brunt of protecting himself. Can it be
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seriously argued that in a collective security system the entire burden is

shifted to others and the "victim", who benefits most from a peace-keeping

operation, is completely freed of financial responsibility for the operation

which protects him? It is equally difficult to accept the idea that the

financing of a peace-keeping operation can "be made to rely to any significant

extent on surcharging a State said to have made the operation necessary. What

happens to the gap created if that State refuses to pay the surcharge? One

cannot rely on a so-called "aggressor" to finance f.n operation directed to

impede his activities.

Mr. Chairman, I have been very frank in my criticism of certain features

of A/AC.113/R.18. I do not wish this critical comment to obscure our

recognition of the fact that the authors of the proposal have spent many hours

in a determined effort to formulate and place before us what they consider

to be a moderate and constructive approach to the problem being studied by the

Working Group. Their efforts have already borne some fruit, and I am certain

that they will contribute to the eventual solution of this problem. We

respect the views of the authors of A/AC.113/R.18 and know that they will

respect our criticisms and give them consideration when this matter is taken

up again at a later date.

Mr. Chairman, I wish to say a few words on the interesting statement made

yesterday by the distinguished representative of the United Kingdom concerning

an ad hoc approach to the financing problem. He has suggested a method

using voluntary contributions by developed countries in place of mandatory

assessment percentages above regular scale percentages. In discussing

this and other ad hoc approaches, I would hope that the rnai.ibars o? the .orking

Group would look also at another suggested approach, which appears to

merit equal consideration. This is the possible financing of excess percentages

from the miscellaneous income of the United Nations. A further suggestion

which merits attention has been the proposal to permit developed countries

to contribute some part of their total contribution, however arrived at, in

the form of unreimbursed goods and services acceptable to the Secretary-

General for a peace-keeping operation.
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There was one other point of special interest in the United Kingdom statement.

This was the suggestion that, if the Organization were at some future time

to consider a special scale of assessments providing for increased mandatory

assessments for developed countries, then there should "be created a special

mechanism giving an increased voice to developed countries in the decision

to apply such a scale. This would seem to be a thoroughly justified approach,

and one which I believe all Members should consider carefully.

Mr. Chairman, the United Nations Organization is still a fragile mechanism.

It can be badly hurt by the withholding of assessed contributions necessary

to finance its operations. An equally serious threat to its future would

be for us to attempt, while continuing to give equal political voice to all

Member States, at the same time to shift the bulk of the financial responsibility

to a few. The Organization cannot thrive if power is disassociated from

responsibility. An increase in the number of voices heard in the making of

political decisions must mean a greater - and not less - sharing in the

financial responsibility for the carrying out of these decisions.

My final point is this. There must be a return to the basic objective for

which this Organization was created after the last great war. There must

be again an awareness that our basic purpose and interest is to keep the peace

and "to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war". We must think

again of peace-keeping as a great mission - not a burden. We must recognize

that we must all play a part, and an important part, if this mission is to be

successful.
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Statement made by the representative of Japan at the twelfth meeting
of the Working'Group of Twenty-One^on 21 March 1965

I have so .far refrained from making any statement of a general character

in deference to the appeal, which you, Mr. Chairman, made at the beginning of our

work, namely, to confine our statements so far as possible to positive proposals

on the immediate task that confronts us, rather than merely repeating our .

previous positions. This silence on the part of my delegation does not in any

sense imply a lack of interest in the subject. . On the contrary, we have now

carefully and closely examined the proposals advanced by many other delegations,

and we are indeed grateful to these delegations for their sincere efforts to

find some common ground within the Working Group on this problem which so

clearly appears to defy an easy solution. My delegation welcomes in particular

the strenuous efforts-of the seven countries - Argentina, Brazil, Cameroon,

India, Nigeria, Pakistan, and the United Arab Republic - which have presented

their concerted views to us in the memorandum dated 15 March (A/AC.113/R.18).

A preliminary study of this memorandum indicates that it represents a valuable

step towards the meeting of minds among the members of the Working Group in its

search for a satisfactory solution. I should like, therefore, to present at

this stage the following preliminary observations on these and other proposals,

reserving the right to elaborate on them at some later stage.

1. First of all, my delegation is happy to note a common recognition, now

clearly discernible among the members- of the Working Group, despite the opposition

of a small minority, that the principle of collective responsibility applies

63-06896 /...
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to the financing of United Nations peace-keeping operations. The memorandum

of the seven countries, if I understand it correctly, appears to base its whole

proposition upon this principle, and the delegations of these countries are to be

congratulated for taking this approach in spite of some differences in their

original positions as reflected in the statements made by them earlier in this

Group,

The principle of collective responsibility could perhaps best and most clearly

and simply be achieved if the expenses of the United Nations peace-keeping

operations, irrespective of their magnitude, were apportioned by the General

Assembly to all the Member States on the scale of assessments applicable to the

regular budget of the Organization. As many delegates have pointed out, the costs

of peace-keeping operations are just as much expenses of the Organisation as are

any other financial obligations, and they differ from other expenses only in their

potential magnitude. The regular scale of assessment, as pointed out by the

distinguished representative of the United States, is based broadly on relative

capacity to pay, and makes substantial adjustments for low per capita income

countries.

2« My delegation, however, is not unaware of the difficulties facing a number of

Member States in meeting their shares in the cost of peace-keeping operations, when

such operations become large in scale, requiring heavy expenditures for their

execution. It appears to my delegation that there is a general consensus in the

Working Group to the effect that (l) a certain initial segment of the expenses.

of peace-keeping operations should be apportioned on the regular scale of assessment,

and (2) when the magnitude of the expenses exceeds the initial segment, a special

scale of assessment should apply to the remaining expenses. This would be necessary

in order to bring about some adjustments in the shares of less developed countries

whose capacity to pay would make it difficult for them to meet assessments which

would be due under the regular assessment scale. In principle, my delegation

supports this majority view. If the Working Group should now decide to embark

upon the establishment of a concrete formula for cost-sharing on the basis of

this general consensus, I would regard $10 trillion per operation as an appropriate

figure for the initial segment to which the regular assessment scale should apply.
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3* I should now like to turn to the second point of the general consensus that

I mentioned a minute ago; that is, the necessity of establishing a special scale

of assessment for expenses "beyond the initial segment of a certain agreed amount*

The crux of the matter, upon which the success of our Working Group hinges, lies

indeed in devising a method of calculating a special scale of assessment, in

particular, how and to what extent the percentage shares of the developing countries

should "be reduced from those in the regular assessment scale, and how the

reduction thus obtained should be made up. In this regard, my delegation takes

quite an interest in the special scale of calculation formula proposed by the

distinguished representative of Australia at our meeting of 15 February. The

gist of this formula is, that "above this amount (the amount of the initial

segment to which the regular scale applies) there would be a special scale based

strictly on capacity to pay, without a ceiling and without a floor, &nd with a

special allowance for the 'under-developed1 countries with low per capita incomes".

The Australian representative went on to say that "this allowance would be

calculated by a formula which would raise to, say, 60 per cent, the maximum

reduction in the national-income figure for countries with a per capita, .income

below 200 dollars", and he continued "those countries which did not receive the

allowance would renounce their percentage reductions under this special scale..."

in order to ensure an even distribution of the burden of financing the reduction

and a reasonable limitation upon the percentage share of the higher contributor.

'I believe that this proposal deserves the serious study of the Working Group.

Another commment that I should like to make on the question of a special

scale is that, no matter what kind of formula could be worked out and agreed upon

in the Working Group for the computation of the special scale, it should not be

such as to require a radical and drastic change in the contribution of any Member

State in comparison with that which has "been assessed in recent years in respect

of UNEF and OMUC expenses. While the past patterns of UNEF and OHUC are in no

sense considered as precedents binding upon the Working Group with any kind of

legal force, they provide us with good guidelines. A formula which would result

in a drastic deviation from past patterns in terms of percentage shares of

individual Member States, assessed or voluntary, would make it extremely difficult
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for any Member State or its legislative branch to accept the foruula. My country,

for one, would IDS in no position to accept a formula requiring her to'contribute

at a rate more than her regular scale of assessment, which would be double her

percentage share in past UNEF and (MJC expenses.

k. Most of the preceding speakers have mentioned the desirability of voluntary

contributions. A cost-sharing formula which would depend upon particular amounts

of voluntary contributions as an indispensable factor for financing is bound to

be unreliable, and thus not ideal. However, we believe that the door for such

contributions should always be kept open, and furthermore that encouragement should

be given for a flow of such contributions.

5. Last, but in no way least, my delegation wishes to draw the attention of

the Working Group to a time factor in the application of any new cost-sharing

formula which may be worked out by the Group.

Many delegations either stressed the need for, or expressed their views on

the assumption of, establishing a cost-sharing formula applicable to any future

peace-keeping operations. Other delegations emphasized the desirability of an

ad hoc arrangement applicable to a limited period. It is beyond any doubt that a

long-term solution - if agreement is possible on any such solution - is much more

desirable than any short-term ad hoc arrangement. Yet, as there are many other

considerations to be taken into account on the matter, my delegation would wish to

know first what sort of agreement could emerge on the method of cost-sharing. But

what we are most anxious to hear now is an enunciation of the views of other

delegations on when whatever cost-sharing formula we may arrive at should begin

its application* As we are all aware, apportionment of expenses has not been made

for UHEF and ONUC for the period of one year beginning on 1 July of last year,

while the authorization of expenditures for the'same period has already been given

to the Secretary-General. If this period of an entire year or even any portion

of it were to be left unassessed, the deficit caused thereby would no doubt cause

irreparable damage to the financial situation of the United Nations. When the

General Assembly decided upon the sale of United Nations bonds at its sixteenth

session a year and a half ago, the United Nations was indeed on the verge of

bankruptcy. While the financial position improved thereafter due to a

considerable success in the sale of bonds, the United Nations would delude itself
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if it depended upon this relative success in the sale of bonds, and failed to take

any positive financing measures with regard to UNEF and OHUC expenses for the

period that I mentioned. It would in fact, by this June.j find itself in the same

financially precarious situation of near bankruptcy that it had reached in the

fall of 1961. The primary purpose of the sale of United Nations bonds was to

improve the precarious financial position of the United Nations in general, it

was not to use the proceeds for the definitive financing of specific operations.

For the sound fiscal policy of the United Nations, ray delegation therefore

subscribes to the view expressed by the distinguished delegate of Canada on

15 March to the effect that the assessment should be made retroactively for the

period starting from 1 July 1962, and not from 1 July 1965.
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of the Working Group of Twenty-One on 13 February

.At our first meeting you emphasized that the task of this Working Group

is difficult and that solutions will not "be found without a genuine willingness

to negotiate our differences. You also appealed to us to avoid extreme positions

and the re-opening of issues which can fairly be considered as settled by recent

decisions of the General Assembly. The Australian delegation agrees that it is

important to avoid at this stage inflexible pesitions or a dogmatic approach and

to recognize that we are working in an area where there have been} and still o.re,

genuine differences of opinion. We also want to respond to your appeal to put

forward concrete proposals.

However, the working out of satisfactory concrete proposals requires some

consensus on general principles so that we can see more clearly where the

possibilities of agreement lie. For this reason I wish to indicate the principles

which my delegation believes should provide the point of departure for our work.

These principles can be stated briefly. First,, the costs of peace- keeping

operations are the collective responsibility of all Members. If the General

Assembly apportions all or part of these costs., each Member must pay his

apportioned share. Second, the apportionment by the Generol Assembly should be

broadly according to the capacity of each Member to pay. I believe there is

fairly wide agreement on these principles not only in this VJorking Group but

also in the General Assembly. But there seem to be some differences of opinion

63-:0719.2
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regarding their meaning and their implications. This is why I wish to make

some preliminary remarks.

The first point I would make is that collective responsibility does not

relate exclusively or even mainly to peace-keeping activities. This Organization

is the collective responsibility of its Members. All its activities are the

responsibility of each Member. The Charter makes no distinction between

peace-keeping and other activities. Peace-keeping activities are as much c.

normal activity of the Organization as other activities, and as much a normal

responsibility of each Member. Similarly, the costs of peace-keeping activities

are as much a collective responsibility of Members as the costs, for example,

of running the General Assembly. Peace-keeping costs do not differ in kind from

other expenses but only in their potential magnitude. Therefore, my delegation

cannot accept the view that any State or group of States has only a "symbolic"

or "token" financial responsibility for the costs of the maintenance of peace

and security. As far as I am aware, there is no authority either in the Charter

or in the practice of the United Nations for this proposition. If the assessment

of a Member State is only a very small part of the costs of a peace-keeping

operation; it is not because the State has a "token" or "symbolic" responsibility

for the expenses but because that small share represents the most that the State

can reasonably be expected to pay in relation to the costs involved and to its

contributions to other areas of United Nations activities, and having regard to

the contributions of other Members.

Another point I would make about collective responsibility is that the

principle will find a better expression if Members who vote in the future for

peace-keeping operations ccrcmit themselves thereby to a predetermined share of the

costs or at any rate to an agreed approach to cost-sharing. This does not mean

that respect for the principle of collective responsibility requires the

adoption of a firm and inflexible formula for all future circumstances. But it

does mean that our approach should take into account the need to ensure that the

arrangements we work out can be applied if appropriate, not only to current

peace-keeping operations but also to the sharing of future peace-keeping

expenses. The Working Group therefore has a responsibility and an opportunity

that goes beyond the immediate problem of how to finance UNEF and OMJC.
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The second principle - that apportionment of peace-keeping expenses by

the General Assembly should be based broadly on capacity to pay - is well

understood and long established. The only comment I would make at this stage

is that capacity to pay is a relative, not an absolute concept. It is not simply

a question of whether a Member State can afford to pay a certain amount of money.

It is equally a question of ensuring that no State, whether large or small, rich

or poor, should be asked to bear a share of the costs that is disproportionate

or inequitable in relation to the shares of other Members. This principle of

relative capacity to pay is reflected in the regular scale of assessments though

with limitations to which I shall refer later.

Indeed the regular scale of assessments is widely regarded as equitable.

There are strong arguments in favour of using this scale to finance peace-keeping

costs. For *ne thing, the regular scale already makes a significant allowance

for countries with low per capita incomes. However, although peace-keeping costs

do not differ in kind from other expenses of the Organisation, it would be

unrealistic to ignore the fact that these costs may be extremely heavy. It is

not always possible to foresee all the financial implications of a peace-keeping

operation. It may be necessary to act quickly before all the circumstances are

completely clear. Once the operation has been launched, the expenditure will be

more difficult to control or limit than expenditure on other forms of United

Nations activity. A point may therefore be reached beyond which the costs

become so heavy that their continued apportionment *n the regular scale will throw

a much greater burden on some countries than on others. In these circumstances

we must be prepared to contemplate some variation of the percentages worked out

for the regular budget - not because the fundamental principles on which the

regular scale is based are inapplicable but because a fair application of those

principles to heavy peace-keeping costs will lead to a different pattern of

cost-sharing. It is equally evident that if the percentage shares of some

countries are reduced, s. correspondingly larger amount will have to be provided

by at least some of the other countries.

The Australian delegation therefore believes that we should work towards

an arrangement for sharing future peace-keeping costs which begins with the

regular scale, which apportions costs broadly on the basis of capacity to pay,
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and which enables a special allowance t« be made for countries which can fairly

claim that the sharing of costs above a certain level, in accordance with

the regular scale, would place an unreasonable burden on them.

With these rather general comments as a point of departure, I would now

like to turn to four separate but inter-related wuestions. First, what

proportion of peace-keeping costs should be shared on the basis of the regular

scale - that is, at what point in the expenditure curve is there justification

for considering a special scale? Second, what countries have the strongest claim

to benefit from a special scale? Third, how can we work out reasonable reduction?1

And, fourth, how can these reductions be financed without placing unreasonable

burdens on the other Members?

It is probably impossible to find an answer to any of these questions which
will fully satisfy everyone. Therefore the suggestions I am coins to make arc not

put forward, in a dogmatic way. Instead they represent our view of the approach

which offers the best prospects not only of reaching agreement but of expressing

that agreement in a concrete and practical form.

The answer to the first question (i.e. at what point do peace-keeping costs

become sufficiently heavy to justify consideration of a special arrangement or

scale) need not be entirely arbitrary. We must recognize that there is a limit

to the resources which any Government, rich or poor, can make available to the

United Nations family. The capacity of a Government to contribute towards heavy

peace-keeping ^osts is directly related to the amounts it is contributing to

other activities of the United Nations, whether voluntarily or by assessment.

Therefore, instead of plucking a specific figure out of the air - whether

5 million dollars or 50 million dollars - it would seem more reasonable and

logical to relate the point at which a special arrangement should apply to the

level of expenditure under the regular budget. This could be done by expressing

the amount as a percentage of the regular budget for the year in which the costs

are incurred rather than as a specific sum.

At this stage, I do not wish to express a firm view on the actual percentage

figure. The representative of China has suggested that the regular scale should

apply to an amount equivalent to 5 per cent of the regular budget but that this

should be the only amount to be apportioned. I must say that the Australian
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delegation cannot accept the proposition that there are some thirty-five

Member States whose capacity to contribute to a peace-keeping operation in 1963

is limited to sixteen hundred dollars each. The representative of Canada has

made another suggestion. He has suggested that the first 10 million dollars

of a peace-keeping operation should "be assessed on the regular scale. This is

certainly a more realistic approach.

Let me, then, put forward as a suggestion that we say that peace-keeping

costs amounting to not less than 10 per cent of the regular budget should be

apportioned on the regular scale. Beyond that point a special scale might
aPPly- This method of determining the point at which the regular scale could

be varied has th» double advantage of precision and flexibility. It also

reflects the fact that the expenses of the Organization are indivisible. The

trganization cannot be solvent in one area of its activities and bankrupt in

another. A Government which in its domestic budget finds itself confronted

with very heavy expenditure in one sector, takes this into account in

considering its capacity to act in other areas. In the same way we in the

United Nations cannot, and should not, approach the problem of sharing heavy

peace-keeping costs as if these costs were isolated from and unrelated to other

areas of United Nations expenditures and to the total resources which Governments

can make available for United Nations activities.

The second question which arises is what countries have the strongest

claim to the benefits of a special scale. Several proposals have already been

made in this connexion. For example, it has been suggested that reductions

should be given to those countries in receipt of technical assistance through

United Nations programmes. My delegation finds this formula vague and

unsatisfactory. It is true that countries which receive any significant amount

of technical assistance generally have pressing problems of economic and social

development, but it does not follow that a country not receiving such assistance

has no such problems. Furthermore there is no necessary relationship between

the receipt of technical assistance and capacity to pay peace-keeping costs of

a defined magnitude. The economic conditions of countries receiving technical

assistance also vary enormously. A Member State, for example a new Member,

might not yet be in receipt of technical assistance but might have a reasonable
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claim to a reduction in its share of costs above a certain level. The Australian

delegation sees very little logic or wisdom in an approach "based on whether a

country is receiving technical assistance, though at first sight it has the

attraction of simplicity.

It has also been suggested that countries which contribute less than a certain

percentage to the regular budget should be entitled to special consideration.

This approach is also unsatisfactory since relative percentage shares of the

regular budget may not reflect corresponding degrees of economic development.

Indeed, some countries on a lower percentage might be much better off than

others paying a higher percentage when their position is considered from the

viewpoint of standards of living. Here again it is very difficult to be

precise because there will always be exceptional circumstances to be taken into

account and also some "border line" cases.

One approach which is at least as precise as the others and probably

more equitable would be to define the countries with the greatest development

problems in much the same way as the United Nations has in recent years come

to define the so-called "under-developed" countries. This definition may be

expressed in very broad terms as Africa excluding South Africa, Asia excluding

Japan, the Middle East and America excluding the United States and Canada.

We come now to the heart of the matter. How should we work out the percentages

for the special scale? And by special scale, I mean the scale which would apply

to the sharing of costs above the initial amount to be apportioned on the

regular scale. This special scale would make a special allowance for the

so-called "under-developed" countries within the broad definition mentioned

earlier, I have already said that the approach should be based on relative

capacity to pay. I would suggest that for the purposes of the special scale this

principle should be applied strictly, that is, without the limitations which

the regular scale puts on the principle. A special scale without these

limitations, i.e. without a ceiling for the highest contributor or a flow for the

lowest contributor, would reduce very significantly the percentage assessments of

many Member States. Indeed it would lower the percentages of practically all

Members except the highest contributor. Furthermore, in addition to the reductions

which would result from the elimination of a ceiling and a floor, we believe there
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is a good case for some additional allowance for countries with very low

per capita incomes. The Australian delegation would suggest that this allowance

might be calculated in much the same way as the Committee on Contributions

calculates the corresponding reductions for the regular scale, that is, by

applying a formula whereby the lower the per capita income the more the percentage

deduction approaches the maximum reduction (at present 50 per cent) from the

national income figure. I believe it is unnecessary at this stage to expand on

the technical aspects of such an approach. But I would suggest that for the

special scale a new formula could be easily worked out - preferably by the

Committee on Contributions - which would increase to, say, 60 per cent the

allowance for countries with a per capita income of, say, two hundred dollars

or less.

The effect of a special scale without a ceiling and without a flo»r, and

with an increased allowance for countries with a very low per capita income,

would be to give very substantial relief to the less-developed countries in

the sharing of heavy peace-keeping costs. At the same time this arrangement

would raise significantly the percentage share of the highest contributor.

In order to ensure that this percentage share did not become inequitable and

disproportionate, the Australian delegation would propose that all the countries

which are not "under-developed" and which would therefore not receive a special

per capita income allowance - that these countries should renounce the reduction

in their percentages which would result from this special scale. The significant

reductions thus renounced would be used to lower the percentage share of the

highest contributor to a figure which we would not consider to be unreasonable.

At this point I would like briefly to review the proposals I have put

forward. The Australian delegation has suggested that the costs of a peace-

keeping operation up to an amount of not less than,, say, 10 per cent of the

regular budget should be apportioned among all Members on the regular scale.

Above this amount, a special scale would apply, based strictly on capacity to

pay without a ceiling and without a floor and with a special allowance for the

"under-developed" countries with low per capita incomes. This allowance would

be calculated by a formula which would raise to, say, 60 per cent, the maximum

reduction in the national-income figure for countries with a per capita incor.ie
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below two hundred dollars. Those countries which did not receive the allowance

would renounce their percentage reductions under this special scale so that the

burden of financing the reductions would be more evenly distributed and so that

the increase in the percentage share of the highest contributor would be kept

within a reasonable limit.

Before concluding, I would like to add three comments. First, I have made

no mention in this statement of voluntary contributions. This is because

the Australian delegation believes that we should work towards an arrangement

which can be put into effect without relying on voluntary contributions. This

does not mean that voluntary contributions would be excluded. On the contrary,

they would be welcome since they would reduce the amount to be apportioned.

Second, I have not referred to several criteria which have been put forward here

and in the General Assembly. This is because the Australian delegation believes

that the best hope of concluding our task successfully is to use criteria that are

well established, generally acceptable in themselves, and capable of producing

a specific scale of percentages. Finally, I would emphasize that special

arrangements for sharing heavy peace-keeping costs affect all Member States and

not just one or more groups. While the less-developed countries are

understandably concerned that they should not be committed to pay a share of heavy

costs which they consider unreasonable and inequitable, so also the more

developed countries are concerned that they will not find themselves committed

to an arrangement which in some circumstances might throw a disproportionate or

unfair share on one or more of them. This is a point which must be weighed

carefully. Any arrangement recommended by this Working Group will need to take

account of this and also of the fact that countries which at present make large

voluntary contributions to technical and social activities will inevitably find

difficulties in maintaining their contributions if they are at the same time to

meet heavy peace-keeping costs which they feel are excessive. This last point

is also relevant in connexion with the question of arrears of contributions, a

matter to which we will turn our attention in due course.
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Mr. Chairman, the Australian delegation believes that these proposals

provide an approach to the financing of heavy peace-keeping costs which is

practical, flexible, and relatively simple. The proposals also take account as

far as possible of the legitimate interests of Member States. For these reasons

we believe that they offer a good "basis for agreement.
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Since the proposals contained in document A/AC.113/R.18 were tabled in

this Group, a number of delegations have taken the floor to make comments on

them. I would like to say on behalf of the authors of this memorandum, of which

my country is one, how much we very appreciate the kind words that have been

said about our efforts and how encouraged we feel at the constructive spirit

in which their proposals have been received by a majority of those who have

spoken. In welcoming the memorandum, a number of members have offered criticism

of, or expressed doubts about some of the proposals contained in it. The authors

have done me the honour to entrust me with the duty of giving clarification

and explanations regarding these proposals and principles in the hope that such

further elucidation might lead the Working Group, as a whole, towards a general

consensus of opinion.

Before going on to deal with the specific points raised by various speakers,

I would like very briefly to refer to two criticisms, of a relatively negative

nature, which could be made against the seven-Power memorandum. In the first

place, it was asserted that the Security Council alone is entitled to apportion

expenses of peace-keeping operations and that consequently any proposals for

the apportionment of such expenses by the General Assembly are ultra vires.

On the other hand it was suggested that it was premature, if not Utopian, to

try to establish or isolate general principles on the basis of which the General

63-07188 /-••
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Assembly could apportion peace-keeping expenses in the future. The simple

answer to "both these criticisms is, of course, that this Working Group has to

work within its mandate which is to study "special methods for financing peace-

keeping operations of the United Nations, involving heavy expenses, such as those

for the Congo and the Middle East, including a possible special scale of

assessment"; while the seven authors of the memorandum do not take a rigid or

liberal view of this mandate, they could naturally not be expected to proceed

on any contrary or wholly different assumption as to the basis of their work.

Nevertheless, if I may say so in all modesty, in drawing up the memorandum, vhich

is before the Working Group, they did keep very much in mind the political

realities to which many speakers have made reference. Certainly, there is no

suggestion in their memorandum that the very important role of the Security

Council in the maintenance of international peace and security can be ignored.

Nor could the authors overlook the fact that for many years now the General

Assembly has indeed been apportioning expenses of peace-keeping operations and

has believed itself to be within its rights in doing so. I am mentioning these

points as factual elements in the situation facing the United Nations and do

not intend to offer an opinion one way or another, on the controversy surrounding

these questions.

The seven-Power memorandum thus limits itself to suggesting the principles

on which the General Assembly might proceed to apportion peace-keeping expenses,

if and when it is called upon to do so.

Mr. Chairman, there is no doubt about the complexities of the problem

of finding a solution for the financial difficulties facing the United Nations.

It is true that peace-keeping operations that may occur in future will differ

in their origin, character, size, duration, cost and surrounding circumstances.

An attempt to find "an ideal solution, good for all time and circumstances"

runs the risk of being vain; however, the authors of the seven-Power memorandum

do not share the opinion that this Working Group should, therefore, give up

its efforts to draw lessons and conclusions from the peace-keeping operations that

the United Nations has so far carried out and, on the basis of these conclusions,

try to reach agreement on general principles. We are gratified that many of

the speakers, who have commented on the seven-Power memorandum, share this feeling.

I have no need to state, Sir, that the memorandum reflects a consensus which was
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the result of a great deal of give and take, in the interests of the Organization

and its future, among the seven countries which have subscribed to it. The

authors had also very much in mind the need to avoid doctrinaire positions and

to put forward ideas on which general agreement would be possible, both here

and in the General Assembly. None of the ideas contained in the memorandum

can be described as constituting a radical new departure. Each of the principles

outlined in the memorandum has, at one time or another, received the approval

of the General Assembly. What we have tried to do is to put forward a set of

principles which are consistent with the letter and spirit of the Charter, bearing

in mind the evolving role of the United Nations, and which would appear as

reasonable, fair-minded and practical to members of this Working Group and of

the United Nations as a whole.

Mr. Chairman, after these preliminary observations of a general character,

I turn now to the memorandum itself to examine it in the light of the comments

that have been made about it by a number of speakers.

In the first place a question was raised as to the date from which any

agreed principles or formula would become applicable to the apportionment of

peace-keeping operations. Our colleague of Canada who was supported by the

representative of Japan considers that such a formula or set of principles

should go into effect from 1 July 19&2, the date on which the last assessment

made by the General Assembly for peace-keeping expenses came to an end. In logic,

agreement should be reached on the formula and principles, before this question

can be taken up. At all events, the question is not one to which the authors

of the seven-Power memorandum can give an authoritative answer. All they can

say is that if the Working Group accepts their proposals, as we would like it

to do, and if the General Assembly adopts them, as we hope it might, then the

authors of the proposals would, of course, not object to their being made

applicable from any date that the General Assembly considered appropriate. It

would be premature at this stage, when we have yet to agree on a formula and its

principles, to make any recommendations about the date of their applicability.

The next point arises in connexion with the proposal made in paragraph 1

of part A to the effect that the special method of financing suggested in the

memorandum would not apply to expenses on peace-keeping expenses amounting to less
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than $5 million in any financial year. Expenses up to this figure would be assesed

in accordance with the regular scale of assessment and the figure is of course

additional to the expenses on peace-keeping provided for in the regular budget.

Some speakers consider that the amount of $5 million is inadequate. The

main thing atout this paragraph is that it provides for apportionment at the

regular scale of assessment of a certain amount of expenditure incurred on peace-

keeping operations each year. The principle is important. The amount itself is

related to part B of the memorandum, of the financial implications of which our

distinguished colleague of Brazil gave us a lucid exposition yesterday. I do

not therefore feel it necessary to enlarge upon the matter other than to say

that the authors of the memorandum do consider $5 million a reasonable figure.

Operations of the size of OMJC, it is to be hoped and prayed, will "be rare

exceptions. Horinal expenditures on peace-keeping operations are likely to "be

much smaller. In any case the authors of the memorandum are quite sure that

suggestions for including in the regular scale the first $10 million of each

peace-keeping operations in each year,, would place an unreasonably heavy burden

on Member States, with relatively low capacities to pay.

Paragraph 2 of the memorandum states the obvious in saying that expenses

on peace-keeping operations which are met outside the scope of the General

Assembly's competence in the ways enumerated, would not be apportioned by the

General Assembly. The financing proposals put forward in the memorandum would

apply to expenses on peace-keeping which are not covered by such arrangements

and would apply to all such expenses. There is thus no question of a shortfall

arising.

This paragraph and the one that follows refer to voluntary contributions

toward meeting expenditures on peace-keeping operations. Voluntary contributions

have indeed been very much a feature of the two major peace-keeping operations

undertaken thus far by the United Nations. There appears to be some division

of opinion within the Working Group on the role that voluntary contributions

should continue to play in peace-keeping expenditures. Many delegations have

questioned the wisdom of any system of financing peace-keeping operations which

would need to depend on voluntary contributions. On the other hand, the failure

to agree on some special scale of assessment and reliance on ad hoc findancing
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methods would make voluntary contributions an essential and unavoidable part

of financing peace-keeping expenses, if reductions are to be granted, as in

fairness they should be, to countries which are unable to bear the extra

financial burden of meeting heavy peace-keeping expenses. The authors of the

memorandum, while considering that voluntary contributions to peace-keeping

expenses would in the present circumstances continue to provide some part of peace-

keeping expenses and should therefore be welcomed, agree that financing of peace-

keeping operations should not become dependent on voluntary contributions. It

is for this reason that in paragraph 3 of the memorandum they have drawn attention

to the desirability of establishing a voluntary peace-keeping fund which would

institutionalize voluntary contributions and eliminate the uncertainties as

well as the onesidedness which have characterized them so far. They are aware,

of course, of the many problems that would have to be solved before such a

fund can be set up. Without wishing to minimize the seriousness and complexity

of some of these problems, I find it difficult to agree with my distinguished

colleague of the United Kingdom when he states that it is yet too early even

to make a study of the problem concerned. This is not the first time that the

idea of a voluntary peace-keeping fund has been suggested but there never has

been a full examination of its feasibility and implications. Both those who

consider that the establishment of such a fund would be a good idea and those

who doubt its wisdom or practicability would benefit from such a study being

made. It would stimulate thinking on the subject and related questions and

even if nothing positive emerges immediately, attention will have focussed on

the problem involved.

I leave aside, for the moment, paragraphs k and 5> and turn to paragraph 6,

which refers to the special responsibility of the Permanent Members of the Security

Council in respect both of the maintenance of international peace and security

and of the cost of the maintenance of international peace and security. A number

of the members have suggested that it is somehow invidious to assert that Member

States, which have been given primary responsibility under the Charter for

keeping the peace of the world, should also bear a correspondingly substantial

responsibility for peace-keeping expenses. In point of fact, they do bear a

heavier financial burden, even under the regular scale of assessment. This

arises not only from the fact that the Permanent Members of the Security Council
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possess statutory responsibilities and prerogatives of a special kind under the

Charter but because in fact they possess also the overwhelming share of the

wealth and military strength of the world. It is, I think, evident that whether

the financial responsibility of the Permanent Members of the Security Council

is described as being special or not it would be difficult to work out a formula

for meeting the extra burdens involved in heavy peace-keeping expenditures in

which these Members did not have to bear a proportionately larger share of these

expenditures. In the case of one Permanent Member of the Security Council,

this statement is, perhaps, not altogether accurate. The distinguished

representative of China suggested amendments to paragraphs 2 and 3 of part B

of the memorandum, designed to take account of this anomaly. The authors of

the memorandum recognize that a problem exists in this case and would be willing

to give very careful consideration to the amendments suggested by the distinguished

representative of China, should the stage be reached of giving consideration to

the memorandum with a view to its adoption by the Working Group.

Paragraphs 10 and 11 have elicited comments from many speakers. What do

these paragraphs state? Paragraph 10 says that the case of victims of acts

which led to a peace-keeping operation should be given special consideration.

This paragraph focuses that in the event of a finding by the General Assembly

that a Member State or Member States were responsible for such acts, then

that matter too should Toe given appropriate consideration. Sir, these two

paragraphs are the result of a consensus of opinion among the authors of the

memorandum, of which they form an essential and important part. The authors

of the meEorandum are therefore happy to note that no opposition has been

expressed to the principle that vhere there are victims of acts leading to a

peace-keeping operation, they should be given special consideration. This

principle is so patently in accord with the dictates of common sense and of

natural justice that i~, would be difficult indeed to find grounds for opposing

it.

Wow, Sir, the meaning of the two paragraphs is plain and clear. We have

not set forth anything radical or subjective; nor are we suggesting anything

that is not already within the power of the General Assembly to do. We are not

laying down a priori definitions of who is a victim and who is the opposite.
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It is certainly not the intention of the authors that every time the Organization

undertakes a peace-keeping operation, it should feel "bound to seek out a victim,

still less that in every case it should proceed to apportion guilt or

responsibility.

This morning we heard the distinguished representative of the United States

make some criticism of these paragraphs. I have not yet had time to study

Mr. Plimpton's statement carefully and, therefore, do not know whether the

criticism amounts to an express opposition to the principles contained in these

paragraphs or whether it only enters reservations to them. The first point

raised by Mr. Plimpton was that the provision regarding the grant of total

exemption from assessment to victims was inconsistent with the seven-Power

formula for lumping all peace-keeping expenditures together for the purpose

of apportionment. I would submit that the inconsistency is apparent rather than

real. In practice, it would not be at all difficult to separate the amounts of

expenditures relating to different peace-keeping operations and, in any case,

the seven-Power memorandum does not suggest that victims should in all cases

be given total exemption from assessment. On the contrary, depending on the

circumstances, the General Assembly may decide in particular cases to allow

an exemption only of a symbolic nature. The representative of the United States

also had objections of a philosophic nature against the concept of victim States.

To this I would say that, while the victim State does benefit from a peace-keeping

operation, it must be recognized that it has also suffered the consequences

of the acts that led to the peace-keeping operation concerned. Collective

security is a most important element of the United Nations structure and we

all share in it and benefit from it. However, the fact that on occasion a

State might be victim of attack, indicates that the system of collective security

has in that case broken down.

It was suggested by the distinguished representative of Sweden - and his

suggestion was supported by the representatives of Italy, the Netherlands and

United Kingdom - that agreement might be reached on this point on the basis of

providing special reductions in the assessments of victim States to take account

of the fact that acts committed against them would have reduced their capacity

to pay. I would like to take this occasion to say in what great respect we
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hold the distinguished representative of Sweden and the delegation of which

he is a member. We are extremely grateful to him for the very helpful .and

constructive statement he made here some days ago on the seven-Power memorandum.

We appreciate equally the spirit in which he has put forward this suggestion.

I would like only to say that I very much hope that we shall not treat this

matter as a problem in semantics. When a country is attacked, naturally it

suffers losses of various kinds, buildings are destroyed, people are killed,

economic growth receives a setback and so on. This is one element which the

Assembly may take into account when giving special consideration to the position

of a State which was subjected to attack. There are other elements of a ir.oral

and political nature which too must enter into consideration. We do not believe

however that any useful purpose would be served by going into these various

aspects of the problem. As I said, the meaning of paragraphs 10 and 11 is

plain and clear and their wording devoid of any subjective bias or polemical

overtones. The authors hope therefore that on these two important paragraphs

the Working Group will find it possible to be of one mind.

The remaining paragraphs of the memorandum are based on the fact, a fact

which is not disputed, that in the case of a large number, indeed a majority,

of the Member States of the Organization, capacity to contribute towards heavy

expenditures on peace-keeping operations is relatively low and that they should

not be expected to contribute towards such expenses on the scale designed for

the regular budget of the Organization or the application of which would place

an unduly heavy burden on their economies and hinder their economic development.

While there is general agreement on this principle, a number of members of this

Group have expressed the opinion that the specific proposals made in the seven-

Power memorandum give more relief to the developing countries than they consider

justifiable. In the statement he made yesterday our distinguished colleague

from Brazil worked out the arithmetic of the formula contained in part B of

the memorandum. I think it will be seen that the adoption of this formula does

not place a significantly lighter burden on the developing countries than they

have been carrying under the various ad hoc arrangements made so far to finance

UI'JEF and OHUC. Nor does it place an unfairly heavier burden on the remaining

Members, if one includes in the total of their contributions to the two operations

the amounts which they -have contributed voluntarily.
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It was suggested that the classification of Member States into only two groups

is somewhat rough and ready and that a sliding scale would more accurately reflect

the relative capacity of Member States to pay towards heavy peace-keeping expenses.

If the division of Member States into those with developed economies appears an

over-simplification, then I would say that that is the precise virtue of the

scheme. The seven authors of the memorandum felt that a classification that was

simple, and had the sanction of usage, woxild "be more generally acceptable and

easier to work in practice than one which in the interest of accuracy or

judiciousness attempted to take account of the whole range of shades and nuances

kbetween rich and poor Member States.

¥e have not yet had the benefit of actually examining any such sliding scale

but one wonders whether the amounts that various Member States would actually

have to pay would be very different under such a sliding scale from what they

would be paying under the twofold grouping suggested by us. Our proposals

envisage that the Committee on Contributions would study the matter taking into

account, among other things, the elements mentioned in paragraph 9 and would

then make appropriate recommendations to the General Assembly. The General

Assembly would examine the report in the same way as it examines the regular

reports of the Committee on Contributions and, assuming that the formula we have

suggested in part B has been accepted, proceed to assess peace-keeping expenses

^accordingly. The distinguished representative of Australia expressed certain

misgivings regarding this procedure. The procedure appears more cumbersome

than it will turn out to be in practice; in any case any other procedure for

classifying Member States on the basis of their capacity to contribute to

heavy peace-keeping expenses would be likely to raise similar misgivings. In

point of fact, we all do recognize on the basis of common sense that certain

States have a more limited capacity to contribute to heavy expenses of this

nature and I doubt if under one procedure or another, the lists of such countries

would be different.

Mr. Chairman, the discussions which have taken place in the Working Group

after the submission of the seven-Power memorandum show clearly that a wide

measure of agreement exists on the proposals contained in it. The distinguished

representative of Sweden summed up admirably the general consensus. As he

himself said, there is scope for enlarging the consensus. It was not
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to be expected of course that our proposals or for that matter any proposals put

forward by a delegation or a group of delegations would receive unanimous acclaim

and approval. The authors of the memorandum had no such expectation when they

presented it to the Working Group. Rather have they tried, by putting forward

ideas which in their, opinion are fair, realistic and practicable, to stimulate

our discussions along lines which might result in general agreement. As I said,

their hopes have not been belied and we are much nearer a consensus than many of

us had thought possible when we began our work here. We would hope very much

that, even at this late hour, it would be possible for the Working Group to agree

on submitting some concrete and clear-cut proposal for the General Assembly's

consideration. Should this however prove difficult, then we would urge that

the report which the Working Group will shortly be submitting to the Assembly

should reflect the very large measure of agreement that exists on the principles

contained in the memorandum. This would, we are convinced, assist the General

Assembly in its tasks when it meets in special session next May.

I have refrained, Mr. Chairman, from making any reference to the very

interesting thoughts indicated to us yesterday by the distinguished representative

of the United Kingdom. I am not competent to comment on them on behalf of the

authors of the seven-Power memorandum, nor can I do so on behalf of my own

delegation, since these proposals envisage financing arrangements of a novel and

far-reaching character, which all delegations would wish to examine very carefully

before pronouncing on them. At first sight, it would seem that the proposals

outlined by the United Kingdom in respect of future operations concern themselves

as much with the problem of authorizing peace-keeping expenses as with their

apportionment. They appear to imply also some modification of the concept of

collective responsibility. The point I would like to make, however, is that

subsequent consideration of these and other similar proposals need not preclude

the Working Group from agreeing on general principles of the nature contained

in the seven-Power memorandum, since these principles apply to the apportionment of

expenditures by the General Assembly and that eventuality of apportionment by the

General Assembly will arise at some stage under proposals of the nature

received yesterday from the distinguished representative of the United Kingdom.
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Some doubts have arisen on the interpretation of joint

memorandum A/AC.113/R.18, presented to the Working Group by Argentina, Brazil,

Cameroon, India, Nigeria, Pakistan and the United Arab Republic.

May I, Mr. Chairman, try to clarify these doubts on some matters relating

to the objective interpretation of the memorandum. A number of suggestions

and criticisms on the memo will be considered separately by one of the

co-sponsors, my distinguished colleague from Pakistan.

I shall ask your indulgence, Mr. Chairman, and distinguished delegates,

if I tend to be somewhat repetitious, but I feel that it is not only inevitable

but even useful to be repetitious in certain situations, particularly since

the objective is in this case the clarification of a point of our discussions

that has been almost a point of reference in our collective work.

What does the joint memorandum really mean? What are its implications?

1. In the case of future peace-keeping operations a special method of

financing should apply to all expenses incurred by the Organization which are

not provided f«r in the regular budget and which, subject to the exceptions

listed in the following paragraph, total more than $5 million in any financial

year.

2. The special method should not apply to the expenses of a peace-keeping

operation or operations the financing of which is provided for:
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(a) Under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations,

(t>) By common agreement of the interested parties approved by the

Organization;

(c) By voluntary contributions, covering part or whole of the expenses;

(d) By the acceptance by a Member States or Member States of meeting

the expenses, on behalf of the United nations, of part or whole of the

expenses.

3- The special method should be based on the following criteria:

(a) The individual capacity of Member States to pay;

(b) The difference between the capacity of each Member State to pay

when contributing to the regular budget of the Organization and its

capacity to pay when peace-keeping operations involving heavy expenditures

are concernedj

(c) The principle of increasing the share of certain Member States and

decreasing the share of certain other Member States according to the

magnitude of the expenditures involved,

(d) The greater responsibility for peace-keeping expenditures of the

permanent members of the Security Council in recognition of their

primary responsibility in respect of the maintenance of international

peace and security;

(e) The principle that developed Member States are more capable economically

and financially of meeting the expenses of peace-keeping operations

involving heavy expenditures, while developing Member States should be

considered less capable;

(f) Special consideration of the situation of a Member State or Member

States, victims of acts that led to a peace-keeping operation, including

total exemption in the apportionment of expenses;

(g) Appropriate consideration of the situation of a Member State or

Member States when the General Assembly determines that they are

responsible for acts that led t* a peace-keeping operation.

k. Unless in the view ef the General Assembly any future peace-keeping

operation involving heavy expenditures necessitates a different or ad hoc

method and without prejudice to the financial consequences of any consideration
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which might be given to the situation of a Member State or Member States which

may be the victims of acts that led to a peace-keeping operation or of a Member

State or Member States when the General Assembly determines that they are

responsible for such acts, the total expenses on peace-keeping operations

involving heavy expenditures, as defined in paragraphs 1 and 2 above, should

be apportioned according to the following formula:

(1) Up to 50 per cent of the next $20 million should be shared by all

Member States according to the regular scale of assessment, and

the remaining 50 per cent should be shared t>y permanent members of

the Security Council and developed Member States according to the

same scale duly rectified.

(2) Up to 25 per cent of the next $25 million should be shared by all

Member States according to the regular scale of assessment; up to

5 per cent, by the permanent members of the Security Council,

according to the regular scale of assessment duly rectified, and

up to 70 per cent by the developed Member States including those

which are permanent members of the Security Council, according

to the regular scale of assessment duly rectified.

(3) Up to 5 per cent of the next $50 million should be shared by all

Member States, according to the regular scale of assessment; up

to 5 per cent, by the permanent members of the Security Council,

according to the regular scale of assessment duly rectified; and

up to 90 per cent, by the developed Member States and the permanent

members of the Security Council, according to the regular scale of

assessment duly rectified.

(4) The excess over $ltO million should be apportioned according to an

ad hoc scale of assessment.

5- The following table illustrates the apportionment according to the

proposed formula cf costs up to $1C* million, expressed in terms of the

total amount of the assessments in each category of calculation:
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SCALE
$million m̂illion m̂illion ^million ^million

5 20 25 50 TOTAL

I.

II.

III.

All Member States
according to regular
scale of assessments

Permanent Members of
the Security Council
and developed Member
States according to
the regular scale
rectified

Permanent Members of
the Security Council
according to the
regular scale
rectified

5 10 6.25
(100$) (50$) (25$)

10 17.5
(50$) (70$)

1.25
(5$)

•5 20 25

2.5
(5$)

5̂
(90$)

2-5

(5$)

50

O ̂  t~7(~

23-75

T~> £,
(̂ ••J

~z 71;
J- \J

100

6. The individual assessments according to Scale II in this table cannot be

given, pending a decisicn on the grouping of Member States into either of the

two proposed categories, developed countries and developing countries. The

Committee on Contributions should be requested to report to the General Assembly,

as appropriate, on this grouping of Member States, taking into account inter

alia the following elements:

(i) Per capita income;

(ii) The insufficiency of national savings for the maintenance

of full employment and development; and

(iii) The balance of payments situation.

7. Scale III, comprising the permanent members of the Security Council, can

be stated as follows, on the basis of their share in the regular scale approved

for 1962, 1963 and 196k, duly rectified:
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„ , _ , Regular Scale
Regular Scale (rectified)

China 4.57 7-03

France 5-91*- 9-12

USSR 1^-97 23-00

United Kingdom 7.58 11.65

United States 32.02 9̂.20

65.08 100.00

8. Finally, in order to institutionalize and encourage voluntary contributions

towards the costs of peace-keeping operations, a voluntary peace-keeping fund

should be created towards which contributions would be welcome.

#• * #•

Wow I would like to add some estimates to illustrate my point, pending,

evidently, the results of the grouping of Member States into either of the

proposed categories, developed and developing countries. Let us begin by

stating with a certain amount of precision that the Committee on Contributions

would report to the General Assembly that the assessment of the developing

countries would amount to 13-70 Per cent. We already have the figure of

65.08 per cent as the amount assessed to permanent members of the Security

Council. Accordingly, it follows that the amount assessed the developed

Member States should be 21.22 per cent. On this basis, we could calculate

with the same degree of precision the rectified assessment of any developed

Member States, including among them the permanent members of the Security

Council. Let us take the case of the United States, for instance. Its

rectified assessment would be 37-13 psr cent. In other terms, the regular

assessment cf the United States being 32.03 per cent, it would be rectified

among the permanent members of the Security Council to 1*9-20 per cent, and

among the developed Member States to 37-13 per cent. On the basis of the

$100 million of the formula, the contribution of the United States would amount

under Scale I of the table to $7.607.125, under Scale II of the
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table to $26.919.250, under Scale III of the table to $1.865.0fO, or to the

total amount «f $36.391.375, or 36.39 per cent.

May I turn, Mr. Chairman, to two last psints of our past discussions.

I respectfully beg you t« understand that I now am speaking for my own

delegation alone, for the above considerations could and should be, to a

certain degree, considered as views shared in common, as I would hope, by

all the signatories of the joint memorandum.

I would now like to consider the prospects of our work, having

specifically in mind two stands on the over-all matter we have been entrusted

with by the General Assembly to study. In my first statement in this

Working Group, I had the opportunity to say the following words, which I

now repeat, according to document A/AC.113/R-7; page 2: "The future of the

United Nations will remain in jeopardy until the major Powers manage to

find s«me common ground. Until they find some way to recognize that the

previous resolutions authorizing military expenditures can be regarded as

legal, or at any rate as capable of being legalized by some means, it will

be very difficult - or so my delegation feels - to find a 'technical' solution

to our problem". And, in stating this fact, I have stressed the word

^technical". And I added: "it is plain to see that our problem becomes

strictly technical as soon as political understanding has been reached".

Now we can see that a political understanding seems to be still far

from sight. The position of the Soviet Union has been inalterably and

consistently sustained here by Ambassador Morozov. Even so, Mr. Chairman,

I hoped, during our discussions, that Ambassador Morozov would be able to

separate the issues to the point that some forward steps *ould be taken here

towards a certain compromise. Now, as I believed we all feel, we must be

sceptical in this direction. Let us hope, nevertheless, that a high level

of understanding can be reached. Because we believe that Member States

who are in arrears and object to making payments to meet the expenses of

peace-keeping operations on political or juridical grounds c«uld make a

special effort towards solving the financial difficulties of the Organization,

making the explicit reservations, should they consider it necessary to d<* so,
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that their payments would not imply the recognition of principles that they do

not accept. No one vould think of it as a surrender of principles. All would

think of it as a supreme effort of good will towards an Organization that,

after all, deserves it.

On the other side, .Ambassador Plimpton has stated here, as I quote from

document A/AC.113/R.17, the following: "The so-called ceiling applied to

the United States percentage in the regular scale is not an exception to the

general principles of cost-sharing adopted by the General Assembly - indeed,

it is one of those general principles. When in 19̂ 6 the General Assembly

accepted the recommendations of the Preparatory Commission that expenses of

the Organization should be based 'broadly' on capacity to pay, it expressly

contemplated the imposition of a ceiling on the contribution of the largest

contributor and it applied such a feiling in the very first scale of

assessments. Ever since that time the General Assembly has continued to

accept the principle that, in an organization of sovereign States - where

each nation has one vote - it is not in the interest of the •r.ganization to

depend too much financially on any one State or to concentrate too much

financial responsibility in any one State, regardless of what some statistics

might appear to imply with regard to relative capacity to pay". And

Ambassador Plimpton added to these considerations an impressive series of

factual data regarding the contributions of the United States to the United

Hatiens and its specialized agencies, either under the compulsory form or

on a voluntary basis, citing as the first datum of that impressive series

the following: "Under legislation enacted by the United States Congress in

1952, no United States representative may commit the United States to an

appropriation of funds in excess of 33-1/3 per cent of a budget of the United

Nations".

If we separate facts and doctrines, we see, factually, that the United

States currently contributes, practically, more than 33-l/;> per cent to aliacst

all the organizations of the so-called family of the United Nations.

Factually, too, no one ignores the reasons underlying the self-limitation

the United Nations imposed on itself in 19̂ -6, when the capacity to pay of

the United States of America was estimated, with a certain degree of precision,
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at 60 per cent as compared with the total capacity to pay of all the rest

of the Member States. Today, some eighteen years later, thanks to the

relative development of the world, the capacity to pay of the United States

is estimated, with a certain degree of precision, up to hO per cent, as

recognized in the Fifth Committee during the last session of the General

Assembly "by a representative of the United States of America.

From the point of view of pure doctrine, the reasons underlying the

self-limitation the United Nations imposed on itself are no longer the same.

But now we face a situation that I would dare to call a fait ̂accompli

doctrinaire. Even so, the United Nations should be able tt reconsider its own

doctrine. The legislation enacted by the United States Congress in 1952

is, certainly, an element to be taken into the highest consideration. But,

in spite of the fact that the United Nations is an Organization of sovereign

States, there is the prerequisite to the working together of these sovereign

States: their respect for the Charter and the recommendations of the United

Nations, if sovereign States do not wish, by sovereign national legislation,

to condition the functioning of the international Organization itself.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I feel, on behalf of my delegation, that

I would like to avoid a sceptical balancing of our work. I would like to

believe that, if certain Member States are not likely to make a supreme

effort for compromise, others will be. And that, thanks to the effort of

the majority, the Organization will be able to surmount its current financial

difficulties to remain the fundamental instrument of mankind - and the only one

conceivable in the world of today - I repeat, the fundamental instrument of

mankind for the discussion of opposite, contradictory or even antagonistic

views, in order to avoid the evil of evils - war.
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Our discussions during the last seven weeks have emphasized that we are

working in an area where there are genuine differences of opinion - an area

where it is important to avoid extreme positions or the reopening of issues

which can fairly be considered as settled by recent decisions of the General

Assembly. A willingness to negotiate is essential if we are to move forward

and it was in that spirit that the Australian delegation put forward proposals

which we considered to be a reasonable basis for agreement. These proposals

were based on two principles - first, t.:c.t the costs of peace-keeping operations

are the collective responsibility of all members; seco.id, that the apportionment

of these costs by the General Assembly should be broadly according to the

capacity of each member country to pay. I have suggested that the first

principle, i.e. collective responsibility, would find a better expression if

members who voted in the future for peace--keeping operations thereby committed

themselves to a pi .'determined share of the costs or an agreed approach to

cost-sharing, although I said that this did not necessarily imply the adoption

of a firm and inflexible formula for all future circumstances. I also expressed

the view that the principle of capacity to pay could be more easily and

realistically applied through the well established and generally accepted methods

and criteria used for working out the regular scale. Accordingly, the scheme-

proposed by the Australian delegation \<as fairly simple: first, the

apportionment of an initial amount on the regular scale; second, the application
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thereafter of a special scale based strictly on capacity to pay but with

additional allowances for the under-developed countries to be worked out in

much the same way as the Committee on Contributions calculates the "per caput"

allowances for the regular scale. This scheme has the advantage of flexibility

as well as simplicity. It could be put into operation as a special arrangement

without departing significantly from recognized principles and procedures. The

Australian delegation continues to believe that this approach provides the most

satisfactory method of sharing heavy peace-keeping costs. We appreciate the

support and consideration which our proposals have received and hope that we

can continue to move towards an arrangement whereby all heavy peace-keeping

costs may be assessed among all members.

Since our statement on 15th February there have been several new

developments as a result of discussions here and the intensive informal

consultations which have gone on among us. Perhaps the most important of these

developments has been the submission of a working paper including the considered

views of seven members of this Working Group. Although this paper includes

the only proposals put forward thus far by several delegations, we should not

forget that there is another working paper before the group which stands in the

name of Canada and which'outlines the general approach of a number of other

countries including Australia.

Several delegations have already said that the seven-power working paper

is a useful contribution to our proceedings. It is clearly the result of real

efforts on the part of the countries concerned to harmonize their views and to

move in a direction that they believe offers some prospects of majority support

and a solution in the interests of the Organization. The Australian delegation

also appreciates these efforts and we are anxious to respond to them in the same

spirit in which they were made.

The first point that I would make is that the general framework for the

main recommendations in this working paper is not so very far removed from the

broad approach of the Australian delegation. The working paper accepts

collective responsibility and capacity to pay as the main elements in any cost-

sharing arrangement. It accepts the apportionment of an initial amount of

heavy peace-keeping costs on the regular scale. It also accepts the application
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to the balance of these costs of a special scale "based on capacity to pay. Under

this special scale a special allowance would be made for countries which cculd

fairly claim that the sharing of costs above a certain level on the regular

scale would place an unreasonable burden on them. This claim would be recognized

by a recommendation of the Committee on Contributions. Since the percentage

shares of some countries would be reduced a correspondingly larger amount would

have to be provided by other countries.

Furthermore, the scheme put forward in the working paper does not depend

on voluntary contributions. It leaves the door open for such contributions and

encourages them. But it provides a means for closing the gap by compulsory

assessment if other forms of finance, including voluntary contributions, are no'c

available. This approach has our support. Voluntary contributions may be

welcome since they reduce the amount to be apportioned. But an arrangement

which cannot be put into effect without voluntary contributions will always be

uncertain in operation.

If this is a fair summary of the thinking behind this working paper the

Australian delegation welcomes it as a significant advance over previous

discussions of this matter.

In introducing this paper the distinguished representative of Brazil said

that it represented "a unity of views never before arrived at in the United

Nations" on this question. Despite the important differences which remain, I

would not disagree with that statement. For this reason and because we believe

that the ar̂ -j =• of agreement are now sufficiently wide to make possible further

progress in c.ue course the Australian delegation would like to comment also

on certain parts of the working paper which we cannot accept or which we would

wish to see modified. I will comment mainly on three questions - the amount of

heavy peace-keeping costs which should be apportioned on the regular scale, the

method of deciding which countries should benefit from special arrangements, and

the use of criteria based on the victim/aggressor theory to apportion costs under

a special arrangement.

It is clear from our discussions that there is a fairly wide difference of

opinion regarding the amount of heavy peace-keeping costs which should be

apportioned on the regular scale. The working paper suggests 5 million dollars.
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I agree with those who have said this amount is not a fair reflection of

collective responsibility, particularly in the light of the substantial

reductions which the paper recommends for many countries once this initial

amount has been apportioned. My delegation considers that the apportionment on

the regular scale of an initial amount of not less than 10 million dollars

per operation is realistic and in keeping with the spirit of the Charter and

the sovereign equality and responsibilities of Member States. Here I would

return to the point I made in my earlier statement. The capacity of a government

to contribute towards heavy peace-keeping costs and the ability of the United

Nations to respond to peace-keeping commitments are directly related to the

cost of other activities of the United Nations. Therefore it is reasonable and

logical to relate the point at vhich a special arrangement should apply to the

level of expenditure on other United Nations activities. This can be done by

expressing the amount as a modest percentage of the regular budget for the year

in which the costs are incurred. This would also be more in keeping with the

general tone and approach of Part A of the working paper which is drafted in

general terms and does not refer to specific figures except in paragraph 1.

A second point which presents difficulties for my delegation is the

reference in paragraphs 7 and 8 to two 'groups of countries, namely the

"developed" countries and the "developing" countries. The Australian delegation

welcomes the decision of the sponsors of this paper to abandon receipt of

technical assistance as the criterion for determining eligibility for

reductions and to look at this question in terms of the economic and financial

situation of member countries. However, we would suggest that the sharing of

costs on the basis of capacity to pay should not be approached by dividing the

membership of the United Nations into two categories. It is not simply a

question of saying that some countries are entitled to reductions and the

other countries can afford to pay for these reductions. On the contrary the

prcper expression of capacity to pay would be a sliding scale with different

percentages in much the same way as the regular scale percentages vary from

country to country. I would suggest that all we should say and all we need

to say in any general formulation of a cost-sharing arrangement is that there

are some countries in the under-developed areas of the world whose capacity to
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contribute to peace-keeping costs above a certain level is limited and which

therefore cannot reasonably "be expected to pay for these costs on the basis of the

regular scale. We do not need to define these under-developed countries with

accuracy or precision at this stage although the United Nations definition vhich

has been mentioned by several delegations provides a good guide. Economic

conditions change and there will always be border-line cases. Still less is

there any need to Indicate vhich countries are not under-developed. The main

difficulty that my delegation has with paragraphs 7 and 8 is that any attempt to

divide the Members of the United Nations into these two broad categories will

create unnecessary and perhaps insoluble problems. The two paragraphs would, in my

view be more acceptable if they were confined to a statement to the effect that

when costs go beyond a certain point the regular scale percentages require

modification to reflect the fact that there are countries in under-developed

areas which cannot reasonably be expected to contribute to heavy peace-keeping

costs at their regular scale percentages. After all, this is really what we want

to say. It goes without saying that any reductions in the regular percentages of

some countries will put a heavier financial responsibility on others. My

delegation hopes the co-sponsors of this working paper will consider this

alternative approach to the wording of these paragraphs and avoid the emphasis

on a two category classification with all the difficulties to which that gives

rise. One way of doing this would be to eliminate paragraph 7 and to modify

paragraph 8 to read "some Member States are more capable economically and

financially of meeting the expenses of peace-keeping operations involving heavy

expenditures, while other Member States are considered less capable, and this

difference should be reflected in the assessment formula".

This brings me to paragraph 9 concerning the Committee on Contributions.

The idea that the Committee on Contributions should have a part to play in the

apportionment of peace-keeping costs commends itself to my delegation. This

Committee is the organ established by the General Assembly to consider questions

concerning the capacity of member countries to contribute to the expenses of

the Organization. We agree that the Committee might be asked to determine

reductions and perhaps consider certain other aspects of any special cost-

sharing arrangement. But I have considerable misgivings about asking the
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Committee to indicate whether a Member State falls in one of two groups which

are hard to define. And I have even greater misgivings about the suggestion in

the last sentence of paragraph 9 that the General Assembly should conduct some

kind of examination of the economic and financial situation of a Msmber State

to determine whether it is "developed" or "developing". I suggest that this

procedure would create unnecessary problems in the General Assembly. Therefore

although the Australian delegation agrees that there should be provision for

using the Committee on Contributions we could not accept the mandate that appears

in paragraph 9« We feel it would be sufficient to indicate that the assessment

formula should take into account where appropriate the advice or recommendations

of the Committee on Contributions.

Another difficulty which the Australian delegation has with this working

paper arises from the references in paragraphs 10 and 11 to victims of aggression

and responsibility for aggression. The Australian delegation cannot accept the

view that these criteria ought to be used, as such, to determine the apportionment

of heavy peace-keeping costs. The cases of victims of aggression will be covered

by criteria such as capacity to pay in so far as that would be affected by the

consequences of aggression. As to the countries responsible for aggression history

has shown that it is not realistic to expect compensation from them of the kind

which would be material to the problem facing us. While therefore my delegation

can appreciate the reasoning behind the phrases and concepts in paragraphs 10 and

11, it is bound to regard this approach as unrealistic.

Regarding certain other aspects of the working paper I have only a few

comments. We would not wish to express any firm views at this stage about the

suggestion for a voluntary fund (although we have some misgivings about this) for

it is not an essential part of the scheme. The potential sources of financing

mentioned in paragraph 2 of Part A also do not appear to us to call for any special

comment since our understanding of this paragraph is that it is simply a more

detailed way of saying that any special s«ale or special arrangement for peace-

keeping operations shall apply only to the net amount, that is the amount which

remains to be apportioned after taking account of any other sources of finance

that may be available. As to the modification of percentages under a special scale
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my delegation considers that the reductions proposed in Part B of the working

paper are rather excessive in the light of the principle of capacity to pay.

However, we share the hope of the distinguished representative of Sweden that

our views are not so far apart as to exclude the possibility of a consensus on

this point.

Having made these comments on aspects of this working paper I wish to

emphasize once again that the differences which exist should not blind us to the

important areas of agreement. The Australian delegation does not agree with those

vho have implied that this Working Group has made no progress or that our report

can contain nothing more than a series of minority views. We hope - indeed we

expect - that the report will clearly indicate that there was in fact a consensus

or majority view in favour of several propositions. I would venture to suggest that

these propositions include at least the following four points :

(a) the sharing of peace-keeping costs must properly reflect the collective

financial responsibility of all Member States;

(b) a reasonable amount or proportion of the costs should be apportioned

according to the regular scale of assessment;

(c) the remaining costs should be shared on a basis reflecting as closely

as possible capacity to pay;

(d) this reflection of capacity to pay will require reductions in the

regular assessment percentages of Member States from under-developed areas

whose capacities to pay are limited.

If it is correct that there are a majority of members in this Working Group

•Who support these propositions then I think the report should say so, quite apart

from the views of individual countries or group of countries which may also be

reflected in the report. We will then 'have moved forward in the work with which

we were entrusted. Furthermore, if these propositions are accepted as a point

of departure for our discussions at the special session of the General Assembly

in May the Australian delegation believes that the areas of disagreement will

have been significantly reduced, the prospects of finding a practical solution will

have increased and this Working Group may be able to conclude its present series of

meetings on a note of cautious optimism.

I realize that much of what I have said concerns general principles and

that these general principles cannot carry us beyond a certain point. I also
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recognize that the United Nations is faced with an immediate financial problem

and that our answers to it must take account of the realities of the existing

political climate. One of these realities is that the representative of a major

Power - the largest single contributor to United Nations accounts - has made

clear that his Government cannot accept for the time being an arrangement involving

an obligation to contribute to peace-keeping costs beyond its share of those

costs on the basis of the regular scale. We have carefully considered the statement

of the distinguished representative of the United States. It vould be wrong to

ignore this statement and it -would be unrealistic to ignore the reasons for it.

In his references to the need for an improvement in the financial situation, the

representative of the United States has said what many other Governments have felt

and thought for some time.

During the discussion of the budget estimates of this Organization at the

last session of the General Assembly I referred to the rather gloomy picture

of the Organization's financial prospects in the following words:

"I have heard it said by some representatives that this picture of the
present situation and of future prospects is too gloomy. These persons
are inclined to argue that the money will be found somehow, that the big
nations need the United Nations just as much as the small developing
countries and so cannot afford to let it collapse, that the Organization
has managed to get along in the past and that despite the increasing
publicity given to the apparent financial crisis bills are still paid and
activities continue to go forward. The best that can be said for this view
is that it is foolish and dangerous. But it is more than that. It is
quite wrong. Whatever may have been the position in the last year or so
a point has now been reached when we can no longer proceed on the assumption
that in an unexplained but inevitable way contributions will pour in at the
eleventh hour to relieve some members of their responsibilities for putting
this organization on its feet.

"Until now the emphasis has been almost entirely - and in the
circumstances perhaps understandably - on finding a formula to suit
governments who for one reason or another declined to pay what other
governments felt was an equitable share of certain expenses. But the
problem has gone beyond that stage and is now much more serious. It is no
longer simply a question of working out arrangements to help those
governments to pay. It is equally a problem of persuading those countries
which have scrupulously fulfilled their obligations in .the past that they
should continue to assume an extra financial burden because some countries,
while not hesitating to benefit from what the Organization has to offer,
have made clear that they do not intend to meet their commitments."

A-
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I hope that there will be a positive response to this situation and concrete

evidence of a significant improvement in the financial situation.

Because of these political realities and because a consensus on general

principles is not enough to produce a practical solution the Australian delegation

is not optimistic about getting agreement at this time on satisfactory long-term

arrangements. However, we hope that even at this late stage a consensus may

emerge on satisfactory arrangements for sharing the immediate costs facing the

Organization in the Congo and Middle East in the coming months. There are several

ways in which this could be done. One such way was suggested this morning by

the distinguished representative of the United Kingdom. However, such an approach

would reflect the need to find an immediate short-term answer and it would

necessarily be without prejudice to the views of individual delegations on the

longer-term arrangement for financing. The Australian delegation would be willing

to explore such possibilities.

In this statement I have tried to respond to the views put forward in the

working paper submitted by seven members and to indicate the general position

of the Australian delegation at this stage of the working group's proceedings.

I have suggested that we have in fact come quite a long way forward, that there

is room for cautious optimism though not complacency, and that our report can

include a fair consensus on the principal elements in any framework for the

formulation of cost-sharing arrangements. My statement has recognized that the

present political climate makes it unlikely that we can agree now on a detailed

arrangement for future peace-keeping operations. However, the Australian delegation

still hopes that a consensus may emerge on a practical method of meeting the

immediate challenge - a method which would at the same time leave the door open

for the longer-term arrangements which are necessary if this Organization is to

survive and grow in strength.
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It was on 20 February that my delegation last intervened here on the substance

of the problems under study by this Working Group, when I made, and circulated

copies of, a brief general statement on behalf af the United Kingdom- At that time,

my delegation tried to help in the search for a generally acceptable solution

to the problem of financing costly United Ifetions peace -keeping operations in the

future, by indicating certain ideas or proposals which fall outside our own

notion of a possible consensus of opinion. Since then, Sir, we have all been

afforded, and most of us have used, some valuable time for informal consultations;

and I believe that these have been quite as intensive as you had hoped. During

the past month also, there have been at least three very significant developments in

the Working Group itself. On 6 March, we heard an -important statement of present

policy by the distinguished representative of the United States, a loyal supportar

and by far the highest contributor to the finances of the United Nations; and

this statement, which I am sure we have all studied with the greatest care, was

circulated as document A/ AC. 113 /R- 17 • Cn 15 March, a joint working paper was issued,

as document A/AC . 113/R • 18 , under the sponsorship of one-third of the twenty-one

Governments represented in this Group. On 21 and 22 March, several other

delegations made statements in which they commented on that working paper and, in so

doing, helped to define more clearly the areas in which a general consensus may

be found possible before the Working Group comes to approve its report on the first

item on our agenda. So, whatever may be the final outcome, it would certainly be
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wrong to say that no progress has been made; and, for this, we must all be grateful

to you, Sir, for the firmness and wisdom with which you have been presiding over

our work.

This morning, Mr. Chairman, I wish t» state more fully the views of the

United Kingdom delegation on methods for financing peace-keeping »perations

involving heavy expenditures, such as those an the Congo and the Middle East - those

which we have c«me to know as OMJC and UNEF. I shall "'jegin "by expressing again

our appreciation of the constructive efforts made by the delegations responsible for

the working paper in document R.l8. Like several previous speakers, we believe

that this paper usefully reflects a number of important principles which at least

a large majority of this Working Group would agree on for recommendation to the

General Assembly; and these were admirably summarized by the distinguished

representative of Sweden in his statement »n 21 March. In the application of these

principles, my delegation would join with those who consider that an appropriate

initial amount to be apportioned according to the regular scale of assessments

would be $10 million in a year for each operation of the kind we are discussing.

We also hold the view that, in any special scale which might be adopted for

apportioning costs beyond that level, subject to a suitable upper limit, it would

be fair and adequate to modify the regular scale percentages of Member States

in the under-developed areas of the world by halving those percentages, either

generally or perhaps on an average basis, and by this means paying due regard to

the relative capacity of Member States to contribute to expenses of this magnitude.

Following the example of the distinguished representative of the Netherlands,

I will not go deeply into the arithmetic. But it may be useful to point out that,

on this basis of apportionment, most of the Member States now at the minimum

of the regular scale - and they number nearly a third of the membership of the

United Nations - would be obliged to contribute annually to an operation costing

$50 million a year an amount of $12,000, which incidentally is I believe about

equivalent to the annual salary of one fairly senior professional officer in the

United Nations Secretariat.

In regard to what I have said so far, my delegation believes that, subject

perhaps to some further negotiation, the possibility exists of a consensus of

opinion both in the Working Group and in the General Assembly. We have noted also
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that the working paper in document R.l8 leaves open the possibility of peace-

keeping costs being partly met by voluntary contributions. Here is another point

•n which a general consensus should be possible, although we recognize that it

would be undesirable for the financing of the kind of operation we are talking

at»ut to be virtually dependent upon voluntary contributions.

While on the subject of voluntary financing, I should like to comment on

paragraph 3 of document R.l8, in which the idea of creating a voluntary peace-

keeping fund is briefly mentioned. My delegation seriously doubts whether this

idea is either desirable or practicable of achievement at the present stage in the

development of the United Nations; and we are inclined to think that even to

recommend a study of it would be at least premature and might only tend to raise

false hopes in the General Assembly and elsewhere, diverting attention from the

more immediate problems facing the Organization and Member Governments.

We all know what these problems are, Mr. Chairman; and I think we all agree

that they are extremely serious, however much we may differ as to causes and

remedies. I am sure that none of my colleagues here would misunderstand me when I

say that, in the view of the United Kingdom delegation, this Working Group

has a duty to look beyond achieving some highest common factor of agreement on

theoretical principles or formulae for cost-sharing and must take fully into account

the political realities affecting the future capacity of the United Nations

to act effectively for the maintenance of peace and security in our troubled world.

First, there is the present position of the United States Government, as

explained to us on 6 March by my distinguished friend Ambassador Plimpton. My

delegation has great sympathy with the emphasis then laid on the need for more

concrete evidence by the membership as a whole of the will to give the

•rganization the financial support essential to its survival, particularly by the

payment of arrears and by a more widely based support of the bond issue authorized

"by the General Assembly at the sixteenth session. Pending improvements in this

respect which we must all hope appear socn, let us face up to the fact that the

United States delegation has made very clear its position as to the level of

percentage assessment which it could accept.

In his same statement, the distinguished representative of the United States

drew attention to the situation with which the General Assembly will have to deal
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at the Special Session May; and he expressed the belief that the Working Group

should concentrate its attention as rapidly and fully as possible on concrete

proposals for financing UHEF and ONUC in the six months from 1 July to

31 December 1963. I shall refrain at this stage from commenting on the point made

last week by the distinguished representatives of Sweden, Canada and Japan - with

which in principle we have much sympathy - that the problem of further

assessments far UNEF and <NUC arises from the earlier date of 1 July 1962. Up to

the end of 1963 at any rate, it is clear that some further financing action by

the General Assembly will be necessary if these two operations are to cintinue

even on a reduced scale. In all the circumstances, my delegation believes that the

Working Group should recommend dealing with this matter on an ad hoc basis.

By this I mean that we should try to agree on a proposed method which, without

doing violence to generally accepted principles, would apply only to the period in

question and would be regarded neither as establishing a precedent for the

future nor as prejudicing the position of any one of us regarding arrangements in

the longer term.

•n the assumption that there is an early improvement in the financial

circumstances of the Organization, my delegation considers that a reasonable

ad hoc arrangement for the financing *f UNEF and OMJC to the end of 1963 would be

as follows:

(i) An initial amount of $10 million per operation should be apportioned on

the regular scale of assessments. If, as there is some reason to hope,

the costs of UNEF in the second half of 19̂ 3 can be reduced below

the authorized monthly rate of expenditure for the first half of the year

of $1.58 million, there would be perhaps considerably less than a total

•f $20 million on the regular scale, representing quite a modest

percentage of the regular budget for 19&3J

(ii) For the remaining costs, the regular scale should again be applied but

with the modification of halving the percentages of all Member States

which are covered under the appropriate United Nations definiton of

"under-developed areas" and which undertake to pay promptly their

peace-keeping assessments for 19&3;

(iii) Since this modification of the regular percentages of a great many

Member States would leave a shortfall, this should be met by means of a
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recommendation by the General Assembly to all Member States assessed at

their regular percentages unmodified, to make voluntary contributions

to the relevant accounts in accordance broadly with their relative

capacities to pay.

My delegation hopes that the Working Group vill commend this ad hoc

arrangement for 19̂ 3 to the General Assembly or, at least, will agree that it

provides a useful basis for discussion and perhaps negotiation before the time

comes for the Special Session to adopt financing resolutions.

At the same time, Mr. Chairman, my delegation would find it hard to accept

that the labours ofthis Working Group should result in nothing but an ad hoc

arrangement on these lines being recommended for 1963. We would like to be beyond

the limited but useful consensus which we see developing here on the few general

principles mentioned earlier in my present statement; and we should wish to

couple an ad hoc solution for 1963 with «,t least some further guide-lines for

special meth»ds of financing in future years. We recognize that the ideas put

forward in document R.l8 are intended to serve this purpose. But, here again,

I must revert to the hard facts of life which this Working Group must surely take

into account.

What must we regard as the primary object cf our studying the future financing

of expensive peace and security operations? Is it not, by thorough and frank

discussion and negotiation, to arrive at arrangements which will actually enable

the costs of peace-keeping to be met - in other words, arrangements for the

future which would enable the Organization to help maintain the peace without

running into serious, and p»ssibly mortal, political and financial difficulties?

From this standpoint, my delegation finds certain features of the seven-Power

working paper unhelpful and unacceptable. Other speakers have already mentioned

the objections to the subjective concepts in paragraphs 10 and 11 of document R.18.

We see no justification for exempting the so-called "victims of acts that led

to a peace-keeping operation" from their share of the collective financial

responsibility for the operation, although we see the case for some special

consideration, when expenses are apportioned, for a country which could show that

its capacity to pay has been reduced as a result of the situation leading to

the peace-keeping operation in quest!in. That would be an objective matter, to be
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determined under existing procedures. If paragraph 11 of document R.l8 is intended

to suggest that the General Assembly should look for a special financial

contribution from a Member State alleged to be "responsible for acts that led to *

peace-keeping operation", my delegation can think of no easier way to ensure

political discord and inability to cover the costs of the operation.

Secondly, paragraph 6 of document R.l8 appears to impose on the permanent

members of the Security Council a special responsibility for contributing to

peace-keeping expenditures. This may be intended to mean only that it is in some

way more deplorable for a permanent member of the Security Council than for

other Member States to fail to fulfil its financial responsibilities to the

Organization with regard to peace-keeping operations. But if it means that

permanent Members, by virtue of being such, ought to pay specially high percentages

in any special scale of assessments, my delegation must point out, as we have

done before, that there is no warrant for this in the Charter or indeed in logic.

In looking to the future, however, my delegation was extremely interested by

the suggestion of the distinguished representative of Canada on 21 March that, if

the permanent members of the Security Council are to have a special responsibility

regarding the financing of peace-keeping costs, it would not be unreasonable

for them to be given more opportunity to influence decisions relating to

financing methods. I shall come back to this thought later on.

Mr. Chairman, the future financing of United Nations peace-keeping operations

is a subject to which Her Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom have been

giving - and are prepared to continue giving - the most serious, constructive

and detailed thought. I hope that, from what I have already said today, it will

be clear how far my delegation would like to meet the preoccupations of those

many Member States which are concerned lest their share of collective financial

responsibility in this field might excessively strain their resources and

hamper the development of their economies. We have been equally conscious of the

need in the future to find some basis for reconciling the views of the large

majority about what the General Assembly may legally do in this whole area and the

views hitherto strongly held by other Member States, whose political and

financial co-operation will obviously be important to the Organization in the

years ahead if they desire to play a constructive part in carrying out the purposes
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of the Charter. As you have reminded us, sir, all of us in this room represent

Governments of Member States. Each and every such Government is, of course,

entitled to hold its own views on matters discussed in these halls and to express

them strongly and even, if necessary, repetitiously. But each Government

is also free to reconsider its views, whether in the light of changing

circumstances or for any other reason, and to adjust its position if it deems fit

without being regarded as feeble or inconsistent. This must be so if there is

to be any chance of peaceful co-operation among the nations of the world; and

it is in this light that compromise is possible between the sometimes conflicting

interests of different States, as of different individuals. In relation to

the present problem, I should like to remind the Working Group of something which

was recently said by Her Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,

The Earl of Home. In the course of a speech on 20 February 19̂ 3, in the House of

Lords of the United Kingdom Parliament, Lord Home referred to the Organization's

financial difficulties in connexion with UNEF and tNUC and, in speaking

generally about possibilities for the future, he used the following words:

"We must accept, I think, that there might be an occasion when a contributing
country feels so deeply that a decision to initiate an operation is wrong,
that it would refuse to pay, but as some countries are always going to
dislike some action, some compromise must be reached, or all action will ¥e
paralysed."

Against this background, Mr. Chairman, my delegation wishes now to share with

all our colleagues in this Working Group some thoughts about future financing

arrangements which we hope may at least open a way for further fruitful

discussions in the weeks or months ahead. We have done our best to work out

proposals which appear to us both to be entirely consistent with the United Nations

Charter and in line with the advisory opinion of the International Court of

Justice which the General Assembly accepted on 19 December last (in Part A of

resolution 185̂  (XVIl)), and also to provide a reasonable basis for a satisfactory

compromise which to some extent would meet the different preoccupations of all

the Member States in this Organization. The general lines of our present thinking

may be outlined as follows:

(a) The General Assembly should approach by stages the financing of a given

major peace-keeping operation in the future, because this will enable the
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Organization to make sure that, at each stage, the scale of action envisaged

is within -its finnnnisi-i. rapacity.

(b) In the first stage, an initial ami limited amount of expenditure should

be authorized and these expenses should be apportioned by mandatory

assessment on all Member States in accordance with an agreed scale of

percentages.

(c) If this proved insufficient, the-Assembly could authorize a further

limited amount of expenditure, perhaps as much in this second stage as in the

first, on the understanding that all those Member States which had voted

in favour or which had abstained on an original authorization would thereby

be deemed to have pledged themselves to make additional contributions on

an appropriate proportionate basis.

(d) If still further funds were required to continue the operation, the

question of financing would have reached a third stage, at which those

relatively few Member States on whom most of the costs would fall could justly

expect a greater say in the methods of financing to be adopted. This could

be provided by the Assembly's establishing a special financing committee,

perhaps not unlike this Working Group, and by agreeing to consider only

such recommendations as the committee put forward by a majority of at least

two-thirds of its members. The five permanent members of the Security

Council would be represented on the committee and, if all the five permanent

members concurred, the committee could recommend financing the third stage

wholly by compulsory assessment. In that event, the regular scale might

be used for apportioning the first $5 million and the remainder might be

apportioned on a special scale in which the five permanent members would

share 25 per cent of the total among themselves, as well as joining with all

others in contributing to the remainder at their regular percentages and

helping to cover the shortfall resulting from a 50 per cent modification in

the percentage shares of countries in the under-developed areas.

(e) If a case should arise where, at the third stage, the concurrence of

all five permanent members could not be obtained in the special financing

committee, the committee could only recommend (by at least a two-thirds

majority) the raising of funds by compulsory assessment to a limited extent,
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and on a somewhat different basis under which part of the costs would "be

covered through pledged contributions from those members not voting against

the committee's recommendation.

Mr. Chairman, these proposals are not really as complicated as I may have

made them sound; and I sbt.ll be asking the Secretariat to circulate my

statement as a Working Group document as well as distributing copies in English

immediately I have finished. My delegation hopes that our proposals will be

received in the spirit in which they have been put forward - that is to say with

a sincere desire to reach a satisfactory compromise "between conflicting

viewpoints which will help the Organization to fulfil its role in the maintenance

of peace and security with less difficulty and painful controversy than in

the recent past. We hope also that every Government represented here, as well as

all other Member States, will be prepared at least to study our proposals

in the same constructive spirit and to consider seriously whether a compromise

solution may not be possible along these lines. The United Kingdom delegation

holds itself ready to join in further consultations or to discuss particular

aspects with any of our colleagues. No doubt some Governments may feel unable

to offer their reactions in the very short time now left before the Working Group

is due to report. But our proposals both for an ad hoc arrangement for

financing UWEF and ONUC in 19̂ 5 and for a carefully balanced compromise scheme

for future financing will no doubt be clearly brought out in the Working Group's

Report as well as in its records to be given general circulation.

In conclusion, Sir, I shall not apologize for having spoken at seme length

this morning because I believe that my colleagues will recognize the difficulty

of putting forward this United Kingdom initiative, as well as our comments on

other proposals, in a shorter compass.
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Administrative and Budgetary Procedureŝ

1. Paragraph k of resolution 185̂ - B reads as follows:

"4. Requests the Working Group to study also the situation
arising from the arrears of some Member States in their payment of
contributions for financing peace-keeping operations and to recommend,
within the letter and spirit of the Charter of the United Nations,
arrangements designed to bring up to date such payments, having in
mind the relative economic positions of such Member States."

2. The present paper, therefore, limits itself to a consideration of the

situation arising from the fact that there are arrears of contributions of

certain Member States in so far as expenses of peace-keeping operations are

concerned. It is an attempt to make possible a solution of the problem, as

the General Assembly has asked for. specific recommendations in this respect.

3. The General Assembly has emphasized that in making suggestions for the

collection of arrears the letter and the spirit of the United Nations Charter

be respected, and also attention be paid to the relative economic positions of

such Member States.

4. At present 57 Member States are in arrears in respect of their assessed

contributions for payment to the UNEF special account, and 6j in respect of

the Congo ad hoc account. Some of these Member States object to making payments

to meet the expenses of these peace -keeping operations on political grounds;
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while others have found it difficult to make payments due to their peculiar

economic and'financial problems.

5. The .over-all situation shows the following facets:

(a) The present difficult financial situation of the Organization as a

whole;

(b) The financial difficulties which certain Member States face in paying

in a lump sum their accumulated arrears;

(c) The 6onsequences of the adoption by the General Assembly of its

resolution l85̂ «

6. '" During the period after the adoption of resolution 185̂ , some Member

States have already paid their arrears. It is greatly to be hoped that other

Member States that continue to be in arrears will pay their arrears, disregarding

other factors, as soon as their respective constitutional and financial

arrangements can be processed, and pending these arrangements, will make ..an

announcement of their intention to dp so; Member States who are in arrears and

object to making payments to meet the expenses of these peace-keeping operations

on political or juridical grounds are invited nevertheless to make a special

effort towards solving the financial difficulties of the Organization by making

this payment.

7. The magnitude of the accumulated arrears, en the UMEF and ONUC accounts may

create special problems, as regards immediate payment in full, for any Member

States who may have financial difficulties. The Secretary-General is invited

to commence immediately an examination of the situation and in consultation with a

such Member States work out arrangements with them as to the nost appropriate
modalities within the letter and. the spirit of the Charter of the United Nations,

including the possibility of payment of arrears by instalments, for bringing the

payments on these two accounts up to date as soon as possible. The Secretary-

General is also invited to submit a preliminary report on this subject to the

forthcoming special session of the General Assembly, and to report in full to the

eighteenth session of the General Assembly concerning the progress which has been

made in the payment of arrears and any recommendations he might have for improving

the situation if it is not- yet satisfactory.
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of the United Nations presented "by the delegations of Argentina,
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The following seven members of the Working Group on the Examination of the

Administrative and Budgetary Procedures of the United Nations - Argentina, Brazil,

Cameroon, India, Nigeria, Pakistan, United Arab Republic - present to the Working

Group as a whole the following principles which, they believe, should be considered

in the examination of the method for the financing of future peace-keeping

operations of the Organization.

1. Subject to the exceptions listed in the following paragraph, the special method

of financing United Nations operations for the maintenance of peace will apply to

all expenses incurred by the Organization in carrying out peace-keeping operations

•which are not provided for in the Organization's regular budget and which total

more than $5 million in any financial year.

2. The expenses of operations for the maintenance of peace provided for: (a) under

Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations; (b) by common agreement of the

interested parties approved by the Organization; (c) by voluntary contributions

covering part or the whole of a peace-keeping operation or operations; and (d) by

the acceptance by a Member State or Member States of meeting the expenses, on

behalf of the United Nations, of part or the whole of a peace-keeping operation or

operations should be excluded from among those expenses referred to in the above

paragraph.
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J. In order to institutionalize and encourage voluntary contributions for the

peace-keeping operations referred to in the above paragraph 2 (c), a voluntary

peace-keeping fund should "be created towards which contributions would be welcome.

IK Expenses for peace-keeping operations necessitating a special method for

sharing among the Member States should ¥e assessed taking into consideration:

(a) the individua.l capacity to pay of Member States; and (b) the difference

between the capacity to pay of each Meaber State when contributing to the regular

"budget of the Organization and its capacity to pay when peace-keeping operations

involving heavy expenditures are concerned.

5. The regular scale of assessment represents a measure of capacity to pay

where contributions to the regular budget are involved. A special scale of
i

assessmemt therefore requires to be established to reflect the capacity of

Member States to pay when peace-keeping operations involving heavy expenditures

are concerned. The special scale should be based on the principle of increasing

the share of certain Member States and decreasing the share of certain other

Member States according to the magnitude of the amount of the expenditures

concerned.

6. Permanent members of the Security Council should bear a greater responsibility

for peace-keeping expenditures in recognition of their primary responsibility

with respect to the maintenance of international peace and security.

7. For the purpose of the special assessment, Member States should be divided

into two groups, namely, (a) developed countries, and (b_) developing countries.

8. Developed Member States are more capable economically and financially of

meeting the expenses of peace-keeping operations involving heavy expenditures,

while developing Member States are considered less capable, and this difference

should be reflected in the assessment formula.

9. The Committee on Contributions should report to the General Assembly as

appropriate on the grouping of Member States, taking into account inter alia the

following elements: (a) per capita income, (b) the insufficiency of national

savings for the maintenance of full employment and development, and (c) the

situation of the balance of payments of each country. The General Assembly should

accordingly examine the situation of Member States in their relationship to

those groups.
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10. The situation of a Member State or Member States, victims of acts that led

to a peace-keeping operation, should be taken into special consideration,

including total exemption for them in the apportionment of the expenses.

11. When the General Assembly determines that a Member State or Member States

are responsible for acts that led to a peace-keeping operation, it should give

the matter appropriate consideration,

12. The special method set forth here should apply to all peace-keeping operations

involving heavy expenditures, unless in the view of the General Assembly any

future peace-keeping operation involving heavy expenditures would necessitate a

different or ad hoc method.

B

According to the principles set forth in part A above, and without prejudging

the financial consequences of the application of paragraphs 10 and 11 of said

part A, total expenses on peace-keeping operations involving heavy expenditures

and in excess of $5 million (mentioned in paragraph 1 of said part A) in any

financial year should be apportioned according to the formula set forth below:

1. Up to 50 per cent of the next $20 million should be shared "by all Member

States according to the regular scale of assessment; and the remaining

50 per cent should be shared by permanent members of the Security Council and

developed Member States according to the same scale duly rectified.

2. Up to 25 per cent of the next $25 million should be shared by all Membei

States according to the regular scale of assessment; up to 5 Pgr cent, by

the permanent members of the Security Council, according to the regular

scale of assessment duly rectified; and up to 70 per cent by the developed

Member States, and the permanent members of the Security Council,

according to the regular scale of assessment duly rectified.

3. Up to 5 per cent of the next $50 million should be shared by all Member

States, according to the regular scale of assessment; up to 5 per cent,

)*y the permanent members of the Security Council, according to the regular

scale of assessment duly rectified; and up to 90 per cent, by the developed

Member States, and the permanent members of the Security Council,

according to the regular scale of assessment duly rectified.

k. The excess over $100 million should be apportioned according to an

ad hoc scale of assessment.
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In. your wpening remarks, you very properly and very eloquently pointed out

the difficult nature of the task which the General Assembly has placed before

this Working Group. Perhaps this is the only point on which there is unanimous

agreement in this ro«m-

The problem itself may be stated simply. It is how to provide the necessary

funds to finance peace and security operations of the United Nations - and

specifically the operations in the Gaza Strip in the Middle East (TJWEF) and in the

Congo (ONUC).

While the statement of the prablem is simple, its solution is difficult. The

United Nations has struggled with the issue since late in 1956, and no one has

been really satisfied with the results of these efforts. The best illustration of

this is that every year between 1956 and 1961 saw a change by the General Assembly

in the methods adopted for financing these operations. It is not surprising

that the complexities of the problem have so far defeated our efforts to find a

single solution satisfactory to all. We must remember that we are still at an

early stage in the life of this world Organization, with few precedents to guide

us and many lessens still to be learned.

It occurs to me, Mr. Chairman, that perhaps one of the main reasons why we

have thus far failed to arrive at general agreement in our search for a solution

is that our approach has not taken sufficient account of the complexities I have

mentioned. Perhaps we have tried at too early a stage to reach solutions that
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were too broad. Perhaps we should have realized that it was too early to find an

ideal solution, good for all times and circumstances, and that only limited

solutions were possible for the immediate operations before us.

Furthermore, when we look ahead, we see no way to prophesy what future

peace-keeping operations by the United Nations may turn out to be. One cannot

foretell their origin, their character, their size, their duration, their cost or

the surrounding circumstances. All that one can forecast is that they will be

different, and that no single formula or single approach can possibly take into

account their potential variations and differing characteristics.

Apart from the complex character of the problem we are asked by the General

Assembly t* solve, there is an additional complicating fact. This is the pressure

of time and circumstances. We are called upon to complete and circulate our

report by 3-1 March. This means that we cannot spend the time, as we might

otherwise like, to study in detail all conceivable avenues of approach.

When I mentioned the pressure of circumstances, I had two matters in mind.

Une is the fact that this Organization now has two peace-keeping operations in the

field which must be financed if they are to continue, regardless of whether

we can or cannot agree on some ideal formula for financing all future operations of

this kind. Secondly, it now appears that funds to continue these operations,

even if that in the Congo is sharply reduced in magnitude, will rund out by about

30 June.

This means that, when the General Assembly meets in Special Session this

coming May, it will have to adopt resolutions which will provide for the future

financing of these two operations, at least for the six months from 1 July to

31 December, or it will have to recommend their abrupt discontinuance. This is

the very practical problem immediately before us, and I submit that it should

receive >jur prompt attention and not be lost sight »f in a search for possible

general principles to govern the financing cf unknown operations not yet begun.

Accordingly, the United States believes that the Working Group should cencentrate

its attention as rapidly and fully as possible on concrete proposals for

financing UNEF and OMJC in the six months from 1 July to 31 December 1963.

Second, the United States believes that it would be wise, for some time to

come, to deal with the method of financing of each peace-keeping operation and
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when that operation occurs, learning from each experience what might be desirable

for the future and adjusting each solution to the particular facts of each

case. We "believe that this approach is the only sensible and practical one for

this Group to follow at this time, given the present financial plight of the

United Nations, the present deep political differences between Member States, the

unpredictable character of any future peace-keeping operations, and the virtual

impossibility of our now agreeing on any one single formula or any one single

set of principles or criteria to govern unknown operations yet to be begun - even

if such a single pattern could ever be considered practicable.

I know that there are those who would like to see a simple solution worked

out now for all time, and fear that any solutions with reference to UKEF and OKUC

alone might prejudice their future interests. To these I suggest that we can

all agree that what we decide now for UNEF and ONUC need not constitute any

pattern for the future. Given our uncertainties and lack of experience in this

area - plus the fact, stated by the distinguished Representative of Sweden,

that the proper political climate does not exist - it would undoubtedly be wise not

t» try to freeze any such pattern now or in the immediate future.

Some Representatives may feel that the Working Group would not be fulfilling

its mandate if it did not recommend some universal formula or some universal set

of principles or criteria to be followed in the case of any and all future

peace-keeping operations. Surely the General Assembly expects this Working frroup

to use its own best judgement in this matter, and if the Working Group comes

to the conclusion, as we believe it should, that for the foreseeable future no

single formula wr simple set of principles or criteria can be applied to any and

all peace-keeping operations, we are confident that the General Assembly will

respect that conclusion.

Some Member States may feel concern that, in the absence of some agreed-upon

single formula or fixed set of definite principles or criteria, they iray in

the future be subjected to excessive assessments for some yet unforeseen peace-

keeping wperation. Our Delegation would point out, however, that any

assessment on Member States, whether for peace-keeping operations or for any other

matter, requires in the General Assembly an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the

Members present and voting, and that excessive and unfair assessments are very

unlikely to receive any such vote.
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If, as our Delegation reconmends, we concentrate our efforts on the financing

of UNEF and OKUC in the period immediately ahead and not try to fix some single

pattern for the financing of unknown future operations, then we should consider

wnly facts and principles which are relevant to these tw* existing operations and

put to one side elements which might be relevant only to other possible

operations. This should enable us to reduce the area of our discussion and make it

possible to comply with our mandate within the time-limit fixed by the General

Assembly.

Let me turn now, Mr. Chairman, to the substance of the matter before us,

namely, the methods to be recommended by this Working Group for financing UNEF

ONUC operations beyond June 1963- In this connexion, it should be noted that

A/RES/185U (XVII) does not limit this Working Group to considering or recommending

a single method of financing and, in fact, provides that the Working Group is

"to study ... special methods for financing peace-keeping operations ...".

A very strong case can be ira.de for financing these operations in their

entirety on the basis of the regular budget scale of assessments. As has been

pointed oat by the distinguished Representative cf Australia, peace-keeping

expenses are just as much expenses of the Wrganization as are any other, and there

is a strong prima facie case for applying to them the same scale which is

considered equitable for ether expenses of the Organization. The regular

assessment scale does take into account relative capacity to pay; indeed it is

based broadly on relative capacity to pay. Furthermore, very substantial

adjustments in the regular assessment scale are made for low per capita income

countries, beyond what would be called for by comparative national income figures.

The so-called ceiling applied to the United States percentage in the regular

scale is not an exception to the general principles of cost-sharing adopted by

the General Assembly - indeed, it is one of those general principles. When in

19̂ 6 the General Assembly accepted the recommendations of the Preparatory Commission

that expenses of the •rganization should be based "broadly" on capacity to pay,

it expressly contemplated the imposition of a ceiling on the contribution of the

largest contributor and it applied such a ceiling in the very first scale of

assessments. Ever since that time the General Assembly has continued to accept

the principle that, in an organization of sovereign States - where each nation
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has one vote - it is not, in the interest of the organization to depend too much

financially on any one State or to concentrate too much financial responsibility in

any one State, regardless »f what some statistics might appear to imply with

regard to relative capacity to pay.

Also, the so-called ceiling is not the only modification in the regular scale

of assessments of the principle of capacity to pay. Equally a modification is

the special reduction which;, as I have mentioned, is given to all States - a

majority of the Members - having a per capita income below $1,000. A pure capacity-

to-pay approach would require the elimination of this reduction. Needless to

say, the United States would oppose such an elimination.

In the discussions to date, considerable emphasis has been laid upon the need

for voluntary contributions from the developed countries. With respect to

this suggestion, I can only say that, while voluntary contributions may have had

considerable value as an adjunct to an assessment of a portion of peace-keeping

expenses, there is merit in relying upon voluntary contributions only if a

sizable number of governments join in making such contributions.

I mention this because of the past record. In connexion with the major

United Nations peace-keeping operation, that in the Congo, only the United States

has made voluntary cash contributions in excess of its assessed percentage.

Even th»ugh those voluntary contributions brought the United States total

percentage of the costs of this operation close to the 5* per cent level, not a

single other State has seen fit to make a voluntary cash contribution in response to

the General Assembly's appeal. This has meant that the United States has

borne the entire extra burden of keeping the operation a going concern. For this

reason, the United States will now be required to study very carefully any

proposal for financing these operations which involves voluntary contributions.

Moreover, for the United States to give serious consideration to any such proposal,

solid assurances would be needed that a sizable number of nations will make

sizable voluntary contributions along with us.

Many speakers have indicated support of a possible scale of assessments.

Those speakers have made it quite clear that the special scale they have in mind

would involve an assessment percentage for the United States - some speakers have

added other States - in excess of that in the regular scale of assessments. In

this connexion, I call the Croup's attention to several important facts:
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(a) Under legislation enacted "by the United States Congress in 1952, no

US representative may commit the United States to an appropriation of funds

in excess of 33-1/3 per cent of a budget of the United Nations.

(b) Although the General Assembly decided in 1957 that in principle no

Member State should have a percentage of more than 30 per cent in the regular

scale, the United States percentage in the regular scale of assessments is

32.02 per cent.

(c) Since the establishment of the United Nations, the United States has been

by far its largest financial contributor. Its assessed contributions have

always been more than twice that of the second largest contributor. The

proportion of its voluntary contributions, and of its actual payments against

its contributions and pledges, has been even higher.

(d) Let me be more specific.

(1) The United States has contributed over the calendar years 19̂ 6-1962

an aggregate of $1,864,218,000 to the United Nations and its Specialized

Agencies and special programmes;

(2) The United States pays an assessment percentage in the regular scale

of 32.02 per cent as against 14-97 for the second largest contributor^

namely the Soviet Union.

(3) The United States has contributed to special United Nations

programmes percentages such as 57-6o per cent for the International

Refugee Organization, UO-72 per cent for the Children's Fund,

70 per cent for the Relief and. Works Agency for Palestine Refugees,

kO~6Q per cent for the Expanded Technical Assistant Programme,

kO per cent for the Special Fund, and over 50 per cent for the Congo

Economic Assistance Programme.

(e) In the case of the major United Nations peace-keeping operations in the

Middle East and the Congo, the United States has added very substantial

voluntary contributions to its assessed contributions ever since 1957- This

has resulted in its paying between kk and 9̂-1/2 per cent of the total costs

of these operations.

(f) Apart from the foregoing, any calculation of what the United States

sh»uld pay by way of an assessed percentage must take account of the amounts
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the United States contributes in the way of bilateral assistance to less

developed countries, the amounts it contributes to regional and multilateral

assistance programmes, and the amounts of its military expenditures to

protect the free world from aggression.

Frwm the facts mentioned, Mr. Chairman, it is clear that any proposal to

increase any United States assessment over the regular scale would present the

most actue and serious difficulty.

It follows that the United States attitude towards the special scale proposals

which thus far have been suggested is necessarily negative.

My Delegation is fully aware of the needs and concerns of the less developed

States, and realizes that these States reach sooner than developed States a point

beyond which the financial strain of contributing to international organizations

becomes a difficult burden to bear. The United States has recognized this in

a very practical vay by its substantin.1 volv'.uary ccntributions in the

past to meet the Middle Fast and Congo expenses. However, I join with

th*se speakers who reject the idea that the contributions of less developed

countries to peace-keeping operations should be only "token" or "symbolic" in

nature.

Surely there is nothing "token" or "symbolic" about the interest that every

country has in the keeping of the peace. Peace is the equal concern of all of us,

and peace-keeping should be the equal concern of all of us. Surely we have

learned what history teaches us - that a single spark, unextinguished, is capable

of starting a conflagration that engulfs all of us in flames. In 191̂  a single

shot, fired in a spot which at the time seemed remote t« many of us, produced

such a holocaust, and in 1939 a dispute over a far-off city which used to »e

called Danzig again set the whole world afire. Today, with international

interrelations and tensions increasing as distances decrease, it is increasingly

and compellingly necessary that all of us give full measure of support, and not

"token" «r "symbolic" support, to the United Nations efforts to keep the peace.

I submit, Mr. Chairman, that there would be little chance of this Working

Group's reaching agreement on any basis involving only "token" or "symbolic"

contributions to peace-keeping operations. Any arrangement which would involve

the eighty or ninety so-called "under-developed" States, whose regular scale
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percentages amount to only some 18 per cent of the total, paying a much smaller,

or, insignificant, amount, could never be considered just or equitable. And,

I would point out, any recommendation of this Group must appear just and equitable,

not only to the smaller nations, but also to the countries which are the major

contributors to this Organization.

Mr. Chairman, this Working Group has been asked to work on a problem which

involves the survival of the United Nations itself, fur no institution can

survive if it cannot pay its debts and if its members are not willing to supply it

with the funds necessary to pay those debts and continue its operations.

Let me review the deadly serious situation in which the United Nations finds

itself.

As at 31 December 19&2, only fifty-two Members had paid the regular budget

assessment which had been levied a year earlier. The other Members owed a total

of over $17 million for that budget assessment and prior budget assessments.

At the same date, only forty-one Members had paid in full their UNEF

assessments for 1962 and prior years, and the rest owed an aggregate of over

$27 million for such assessments. Twenty-five Members had never paid anything.

At the same date, only thirty-two Members had paid in full their Congo

assessments fvr 19̂ 2 and prior years, and the other Members owned a total of over

$76 million for such assessments. Forty-eight Members had never paid anything.

This makes a grand total of arrears for the regular budget, f»r UNEF, and for!

uNUC of over $121 million, one full year after the latest of such assessments

became due.

The United States realizes with appreciation that many Members have indicated

that they are now prepared, since the International Court »f Justice opinion

and its acceptance by the General. Assembly, to pay their arrears as soon as

practicable. But I would remind the Working Group that at 31 Decmeber 1962 the

United Nations had unpaid obligations of over $l6o million and net cash resources

•f only $88 million, »r an estimated deficit of over $72 million.

I will say no more on the subject of arrears at this time, Mr. Chairman,

since I know that you have scheduled a discussion of this subject for later in our

session.

As to the United Nations Bond issue, which was overwhelmingly voted by the

General Assembly as a partial solution towards the United Nations financial
/
I ...
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difficulties, out of the $2CO million authorized, only about $7^ million has been

subscribed to by fifty-eight countries other than the United States, despite

! United States readiness to buy up to $100 million of Bonds on a matching basis and

of this $7*4- million, $1̂ -3 million was purchased by five nations who are not
t

members of the United Nations. Assuming that all the Bonds so subscribed for are

purchased, the United States matching purchase would bring the total up to

only about $1̂ 8 million out of the $20* million of Bonds that was contemplated.

Prudent financing dictates that the rest of these Bonds be sold, and quickly.

Why do I mention these melancholy facts? The reason is very simple. It is

because several of the statements that have been made to the Working Group

apparently are based on the assumption that the United States can fairly be asked

to be committed to pay for peace-keeping operations more than the 33-1/3 per cent

limitation which the Congress of the United States has stipulated, or on the

assumption that the United States will make very substantial voluntary

contributions, far above those of others, for such operations.

Mr. Chairman, I must in all candor say to the Working Group that, until the

United Nations and all its Members face up to the financial situation of the

United Nations, and not merely face up to it but do something concrete about it,

my Government is not prepared to proceed on the basis of either of such

assumptions.

Let me make my meaning clear. The United Nations is not being supported and

is not supporting itself when arrears accumulate in staggering amounts and

continue to increase, when major powers refuse to fulfill their legal obligations,

and when adequate steps are not being taken to remedy the situation.

Mr. Chairman, the assessment which the United States believes is necessary

at this time is a reassessment of the attitude of the United Nations toward its

financial position, and a reassessment of the willingness of Members of the

United Nations to give full support to all of its operations and to take steps to

ensure its fiscal integrity. Until those reassessments have been made, and have

resulted in changes evidencing a real desire by the United Nations and its Members

to put its financial house in order, the United States must reserve its position

as to the United Nations financial problems.

In the light of the present financial circumstances of the United Nations, and

until these circumstances show improvement, the United States government is not
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prepared to commit itself to the making of contributions for peace-keeping

operations in excess of its normal regular scale percentage. In particular, the

United States will oppose any special scale of assessments for UNEF and ONUC

for the last six months of 1963 which would involve an assessment percentage for

the United States in excess of 32.02 per cent.

I need hardly say., Mr. Chairman, that the United States is of course prepared

to pay an assessment of 32. *2 per cent if the General Assembly decides to apply

the regular scale of assessments to the financing of any United Nations peace-

keeping operations.

There remains the possibility of financing UKEF and *MJC f«r the balance of

1963 by some combination of assessed and voluntary contributions. We are prepared

to explore this possibility with other members of the Group. However, the

cgntribution of anything - even a small amount - more than its regular share by the

United States will depend on whether in the next several months, the membership

demonstrates the will to give this Organization the financial support which is

absolutely essential to its survival. Until deeds can demonstrate that this

support is forthcoming, the United States will have to reserve its position.

Mr. Chairman, our attitude should not be construed as negative. The positi*n

I have stated is related to the present extremely unsatisfactory financial

situation'of the United Nations and the apparent lack *f a firm determination on

the part of its members to do much about it. We want that situation to improve -

and to improve rapidly. We will watch it closely. If it shows satisfactory

signs of improvement, we will review our position when the Special Session of the

General Assembly faces the problem of dealing with the financial situation.

What I have said, Mr. Chairman, does not mean that we will remain aloof from

the discussions and negotiations in this Group. We helped to establish this

Group and have held high hopes that useful recommendations would come forth from

its deliberations. We continue to hold these hopes, Mr. Chairman, particularly

in view of your own dedication to the task of finding better paths to follow in the

future. We will do our best to assist in the formulation of proposals to the

forthcoming Special Session for the financing of UNEF and uMJC during the last

six months of 1963; an<3- hope that workable and practicable recommendations can

be agreed upon.
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Above all, we hope that all the members of this Working Group, and all the
J other members of the United Nations, will during the coming weeks give the most

serious attention to its financial plight and demonstrate that determined support

» which alone can ensure its survival.
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In the brief remarks that I Intend to make now I shall endeavour not to

dwell at length on the many arguments which have been advanced with regard to the

important questions that we, in this Working Group, are called upon to study and

make recommendations upon.

I should like to state unambiguously that, in the opinion of my delegation,

the question of the financing of peace-keeping operations, whether in the past

or in the future, and here I earnestly hope that there will be no need for future

peace-keeping operations, is of a political nature rather than a juridical one.

It is very fitting to recall the words of the distinguished representative of

Brazil when he said that "it is plain to see that our problem becomes strictly

technical as soon as political understanding has been reached".

This opinion has always been the one that guided my Government's decisions

in this respect.

Such being the case, my delegation expressed its regret that the General

Assembly had to request the advisory opinion of the International Court of

Justice on such a political question. The question addressed to the Court did

not constitute the main subject of the real problem, and the answer of the Court

was not of a nature to help the Assembly to formulate a practical solution to

the financial difficulties of the United Nations.

My delegation does not propose to make here a study of the Court's opinion

and will confine itself to underline the aspect which it considers the most

significant.

63-07160 /•'
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As I already said, the core of the problem is not the question addressed to

the Court. The Court itself has distinguished between three categories of

questions which could arise in the interpretation of Article 17. In its

advisory opinion, the Court said: "The first question is that of identifying

what are 'the expenses of the Organization'; a second question might concern

apportionment by the General Assembly; while a third question might involve

the interpretation of the phrase 'shall be borne by the Members'. It is the

second and third questions which directly involve 'the financial obligations of

the Members', but it is only the first question which is posed by the request

for the advisory opinion."

Therefore the Court has limited itself to answer the first of these questions,

namely whether the expenses relating to emergency operations constitute "expenses

of the Organization". To this question the Court has answered in the affirmative,

but it has not specified the method of financing these operations, whether from

the ordinary budget of the Organization or from a special fund, as my delegation

preconizes.

Consequently, the General Assembly having requested the opinion of the Court

as to the expenses relating to the emergency operations, the Court states that

these expenses constituted "expenses of the Organization" in the meaning of

Article 17 of the Charter. But, having not been asked the question whether

these expenses, special in nature, should be covered by the regular budget of

the Organization, the Court did not express its opinion as to the method of

financing these operations.

Yet, the problem which has confronted the United Nations is not to know

whether these expenses constitute expenses of the Organization, but it is the

question of how these operations shall be financed.

My delegation believes that the real problem is whether these expenses

do or do not constitute expenses of a special nature which should be distinguished

from the regular expenses of the Organization. In this respect may I read from

the document submitted to us by our colleagues from Argentina, Brazil and Mexico

contained in document A/AC.113/R-3 that, "The Court's decision has also made

it clear that the General Assembly has the widest possible power to determine

the method and the scale of contributions for financing expenditure incurred by

the Organization for the purpose of maintaining peace."

A..
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Thus, while the Court has not dealt with this question, the General Assembly,

in its resolution 1732 (XVl) has specifically differentiated between these two

categories of expenses. In the third preambular paragraph of that resolution,

we read:

"Bearing in mind that the extraordinary expenses for the United Nations
operations in the Congo are essentially different in nature from the expenses
of the Organization under the regular budget and that, therefore, a
procedure different from that applied in the case of the regular budget is
required for meeting these extraordinary expenses."

It follows that these expenses, which, though they are expenses of the

Organization, do not constitute a part of the ordinary budget of the Organization,

should therefore be treated differently.

Mr. Chairman,

If I have dwelt at length on this important point, it was to illustrate

that we, in the United Arab Republic, have, since the beginning, adopted and

maintained the view which corresponds to the conclusion I arrived at and which

is a natural outcome of the Court's opinion.

Our position has been based on the following principles:

1. The expenses occasioned by the formation of emergency forces differ

by nature and by the reasons which have motivated their creation from the

ordinary expenses of the Organization. This is why we must differentiate

between the regular expenses of the Organization and the extraordinary expenses

entailed by unforeseen operations. With regard to this point my delegation

finds itself in the company of many others around this table who advocate this

same principle.

2. The second principle that has guided us was and certainly still is,

that the country or countries which are the victims of the action which

necessitated the dispatch of the United Nations force should be exempt from

payment of a contribution with regard to such expenses. This, in our opinion,

is a very important principle which should be recommended by this group, since

it is inconceivable for a country to suffer morally, materially and humanly

and, over and above that, to be made to contribute such funds which certainly

should be used to' alleviate a part of these sufferings.

3- Cn the other hand, in organizing the financing of these operations, ore

must take into account the following factors:
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(a) the responsibility of the State or the States whose acts made and

make the operations necessary;

(b) the benefits which certain States derive from the operation;

(c) the special responsibility of the permanent members of the Security

Council for the maintenance of international peace and security.

In other words, the peace-keeping operations, when duly organized, should

be financed by funds drawn from the following sources:

(a) The country or countries whose actions have necessitated the dispatch

of the United Nations force. May I be allowed to refer at this point to

paragraph 6 of the statement delivered before this group by the

distinguished representative of Nigeria who rightly said: "We take this

to mean that those whose negligence or malfeasance has led to the events

which make a peace-keeping operation necessary should be surcharged

with part at least of the cost. The fact that it may be difficult in

some cases to fix responsibility, or to .reduce that responsibility

into monetary terms, does not invalidate this principle."

(b) The country or countries who are at the source of the events which

led to the dispatch of the force, or whose actions necessitate the

continuance of the United Nations operations. Again, history, specially

recent, has given us ample proof of how the actions of certain countries

made it imperative that the Congo operation, for example, should continue

until today and might have led to the doing away with our Organization.

The least to be taken into consideration is that such countries should not

be left to gain from these ruthless acts and that their aim should not

only be defeated but that they should be made to pay for their actions;

(c) Ihe premanent members of the Security Council as primarily responsible

for the maintenance of international peace and security. These States

are in general, and due to political realities, tied in one way or

another to world events. I would like again, with the permission of the

distinguished representative of Nigeria, to read from paragraph 7 of his

statement. He said that "we agree with criteria (ii), paragraph 2,

that the permanent members of the Security Council should bear special

financial responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and

security. This would appear to be consistent with the Articles of the
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Charter which gives permanent members extraordinary powers for the

maintenance of peace and security".

(d) A special fund should 'be established as a stand-by arrangement

into which voluntary contributions for peace and security would be paid

by Member States. This suggestion has also been advanced by the

distinguished representative of Sweden in his address to the Group last

Friday. In contributing to this fund, on a voluntary basis, the Member

States would demonstrate their solidarity in repelling aggression, even

before it happens, and by the same action would live up to their collective

responsibility.

Mr. Chairman,

During the course of the debate, some of the distinguished representatives

who have preceded me spoke of finding a way out of the problem by advancing

certain proposals with regard to what system of apportionment should be

followed. They have pointed out, and rightly so, to the capabilities and the

capacities of what they called at certain times the developing countries,

poorer countries, or countries that receive technical assistance aid, or

countries that cannot face these tremendous expenses. But, Sir, while my

delegation appreciates that feeling, we believe it should not be the point of

departure in finding the ways and means of arriving at a solution.

In the opinion of my delegation, the principles that I have mentioned and

which many delegations before the Fifth Committee and also here in this Working

Group shared with us, should really constitute the point of departure in finding

our way out.

How can we, in all fairness, put aside the principle that the country or

the countries victims of an act of aggression should be exempt from these

financial burdens? How can the United Nations, in all honesty, fail to put the

blame and the responsibility squarely on that country or countries that created

the situation which necessitated the United Nations intervention? It was

argued here that defining the responsibility would be a difficult task as was

stated by the distinguished representative of Pakistan when he said, "We feel

that we should leave aside such thorny and undefinable questions as to who is the
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delinquent and who the victim in a particular situation or who stands to benefit

from the restoration of peace and tranquillity in a particular area of the

world." But, Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, the source of the trouble in

each of the cases that confronted the Organization has been very clear tc all

of us, and we should not really close our eyes and let those who created these

menacing situations escape from their responsibilities.

I do not propose that we, in this Working Group, should embark on a lengthy

discussion to define what is aggression. It is certainly not my intention. But

still any recommendation by the Group to the General Assembly should refer to

this important factor, and it would be up to the Assembly itself to decide who is

responsible for the operation.

The fact that the United Nations would succeed in stopping an aggression

is in itself a very good achievement; but still, the achievement cannot be

complete unless those whose negligence or malfeasance, as was described in

the words of the distinguished representative of Nigeria, has led to the events,

are made, to the greatest extent, to pay for it. In fact and in all honesty,

if these principles are not upheld the future of the Organization itself might

be in jeopardy.

My delegation is heartened, as I have already stated before, to hear

several of our colleagues, around this table, express in one way or another, in

one form or another, to a certain extent or to a greater extent, these same

principles.

Moreover, it is to be noted that the General Assembly, in its

resolution 1732 (XVI) has approved most of these ideas.

In the paragraph which I already quoted, it recognizes that "a procedure

different from that applied in the case of the regular budget is required for

meeting these extraordinary expenses".

It stresses the special responsibility of the permanent members of the

Security Council when it states in its fourth preambular paragraph:

"Bearing in mind that the permanent members of the Security Council
have a special responsibility for the maintenance of international peace
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and security and, therefore, for contributing to the financing of peace
and security operations."

and in operative paragraph 6:

"The General Assembly ...

"Urges the permanent members of the Security Council to make sizable
additional contributions;".

The Assembly has further taken into account the special responsibility of

the State who is at the source of the events which led to the formation of ONUC

when, in its paragraph 8, it

"Calls upon the Government of Belgium, a State directly concerned
with the situation in the Republic of the Congo (Leopoldville), to make
a substantial contribution;".

Finally, it appealed "to all Member States which are in a position to assist

to make voluntary contributions to help defray the costs of the United Nations

operations in the Congo".

Mr. Chairman,

There is still a very important point which should be borne in mind. The

cost of operations of this nature varies considerably according to the

geographical region, the country or countries victims of aggression, the country

or countries responsible for the United Nations operation, the duration and

the aim of the operation. My delegation believes, therefore, that the Working

Group should not enunciate immutable rules concerning the methods of financing

the operations, but that these rules should leave to the General Assembly the

latitude to adapt them by a simple procedure in each particular case. In

other words, each operation should have an ad hoc method of financing.

This idea has also been advocated by several distinguished representatives

during the present debate. I appeal to those representatives who expressed

their objections against that method to understand the magnitude of these

operations and to know that, in suggesting this point, we are not hampering

any definite steps to be taken in the Working Group. In fact, in the light of

certain principles which we have advanced this latitude is necessary and the

freedom for the General Assembly to decide on each case is imperative.
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Mr. Chairman,

These are the observations which my delegation deemed appropriate to make

at this juncture of our work with the hope that they will be considered by the

distinguished members of the Group. I need not emphasize that the debates

which took place in the Fifth Committee would reveal that a considerable number

of countries shared the views I have advanced today.

I, naturally, reserve the right of my delegation to express our opinion
on the documents which would be later presented to the Group.
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The question of finding ways and means for financing the operations of the

United Nations in the Middle East and in the Congo has "been discussed at length at

many previous sessions of the General Assembly. Our Working Group is now dealing

with the problem which will "be the only item on the agenda of the forthcoming

Special Session of the General Assembly.

I should now like to stress once again my delegation's position - a position

already developed by us on various occasions.

We are firmly convinced that if the operations of the United Nations in the

Middle East and in the Congo had been carried out in conformity with the Charter

and with the requirements of international law, this question would now have been

a matter of the past.

The establishment of the Emergency Force in the Middle East was made in

connexion with the armed aggression committed against Egypt. This aggression was

an act in flagrant violation of international peace and security. There is nc

doubt that in such a case any action for maintaining international peace and

security comes within the exclusive competence of the Security Council. In order

to establish the Emergency Force the former Secretary-General of the United Nations

pretended to base himself on the resolution adopted by the- Emergency Session of

the General Assembly of November 195&-

The establishment of the Emergency Force in violation of the Charter is one

reason why my Government cannot consider itself bound by the financial implications

63-07156
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of the maintenance of this Force. The second reason is not less important. This

reason, rooted in the principles of international law, was simply but wisely

expressed "by our distinguished colleague H.E. Mr. Bindzi who said: "Celui ^-Jii

casse les verres les pale" which means that those countries which have ccronitted

the aggression must "bear the consequences of it.

In the case of the Congo, I do not "believe there is anything more to be

added to what has already been said on previous occasions. More than two and a

half years have elapsed since the day when the late Prime Minister of the Congo,

Patrice Lumumba, appealed for United Nations help to cope with the aggression of

a former colonial Power.

Many facts about these tragic events at that time.- either obscure cr ignored -t

have nov come out into the open. The recently published book of

Mr. Congr C. O'Brien, former chief representative of the United Rations in the

Congo, has thrown abundant light on what happened in that country.

When one considers the pattern of events in that long-suffering country as

these events are known to everybody now it is impossible to avoid the conclusion

that the Congo was the victim of a conspiracy organized by the colonial Powers. It

was not a mere accident that the late Secretary-General of the United Nations

violated Chapter VII of the Charter and himself assumed the role of the Security

Council. The Security Council was kept away from the operations and denied

control of the forces acting there allegedly on behalf of the United Nations. This

conduct was in conformity with the interests of those colonial Powers which were

exploiting the wealth of this country.

My delegation stresses once more these notorious events in the Middle East and

in the Congo, not because, we enjoy doing so, but because we feel obliged to make our

position explicitly clear. Our position is based on the provisions of the Charter.

In the case of the Emergency Force in the Middle East, we believe that it was

the Security Council and not the General Assembly which was competent to deal with

the situation created by the aggression against Egypt. This belief of ours is

based on Article 11, paragraph 2 of the Charter which reads:

"The General Assembly may discuss any questions relating to the

maintenance of international peace and security brought before it by any Member

of the United Nations, or by the Security Council, or by a State which is
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not a Member of the United Nations ... Any such question on which action

is necessary shall be referred to. the Security Council by the General Assembly

either before or after discussion."

In the case of the Congo, we believe that the United Nations forces were sent

there to help the legitimate Government of Patrice Lumumba, and not to isolate him

in a way. which led to his assassination and the murder of many other Congolese

patriots.

We "believe also that the operations of the forces should have been directed,

not by the late Secretary-General of the United Nations and his "Congo Club", in

which Mr. Cordier played such an important role, but by the Security Council.

This belief of ours is based on the Charter, more precisely on the provisions

of Articles kj>, k6, V7 and U8. I prefer to refrain from quoting these articles

since their contents are well-known.

During the last regular session of the General Assembly and during the

previous sessions as well, many Western delegates have spoken very emphatically

about the financial crisis or the financial collapse of the United Nations. In

our opinion, the present financial difficulties of our Organization are the

result of flagrant violations of the Charter. It is only by observing the spirit

and provisions of the Charter that we can remedy the present financial difficulties

of the United Nations and preserve this organization for the benefit of mankind.

We cannot, therefore conceal our apprehension of the fact that some Powers,

for their own selfish interests, are pushing the Organization in the wrong

direction. These Powers spare no effort to veil their violations of the Charter.

We do not believe that the acceptance by the General Assembly of the advisory

opinion of the International Court of Justice would help to solve the financial

problems of the United Nations.

When we discussed the Court's opinion in the Fifth Committee, we stated that

the question of the financing the operations in the Middle East and in the Congo

was not a juridical question but predominantly a political one. The Court is not

entitled to give opinions on political issues.

When we analyse the vote of the judges on the recent advisory opinion - 5 out

of the 14 judges voted against, 4 gave separate opinions and only 5 were in

favour - we cannot fail to conclude that it was not easy for them to make a

decision on this thorny matter.
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It is true that at previous sessions many delegations courageously and

successfully fought to show that "the extraordinary expenses of the United Nations

operations in the Congo and in the Middle East are essentially different in nature

from the expenses of the Organisation under the regular budget ...". They have

subsequently accepted the Court's opinion that these expenses of the Organization

are expenses within the meaning of Article 17, paragraph 2. But this acceptance

was just a formal act on their part. These delegations are not willing to accept

all the material consequences which logically result from this acceptance. I am

far from blaming them for the adoption of this position. On the contrary, my

delegation understands those delegations very well. Why should the neutral

countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America be forced to pay such enormous amounts

of money for those who are guilty of the aggression against Egypt and the

conspiracy of the colonial Powers in the Congo?

Our position on this point is quite similar with theirs. The difference lies

in the fact that we do not accept the opinion of the Court. We do not agree that

these expenses are expenses within the meaning of Article 17, paragraph 2, and

we do not see any reason for changing our previous position.

At the last session, attempts have been made by the United States and their

allies to impose on all Member States more than $̂ 00 million worth of expenditures

for OWUC and UNEF by including these expenditures in the regular budget of the

Organization. As I have already tried to show, this is in contradiction with the

Charter and must inevitably provoke objections on the part of many Member States.

The resolutions adopted by the General Assembly at its seventeenth session have

not solved the problem. And on this point, we think that the provisions of the

Charter cannot and should not be replaced by a simple resolution or resolutions of

the General Assembly.

By the resolution of the last session of the General Assembly, our Group has

been instructed to continue the consideration of the question of finding ways and

means for financing the previous, present and future peace-keeping operations.

We have listened with great attention to the various statements made before

this Working Group by the distinguished delegates.

We were especially impressed by some points raised by the delegates of Pakistan,

Nigeria and Cameroon. My delegation looks with sympathy upon the following two

factors stressed by the above-mentioned delegations for defraying the cost of the

peace-keeping operations.
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1. The responsibility of the State or States whose acts or delinquencies

make the operations necessary.

2. Operations carried out in accordance with the procedure established in

Chapter VII of the Charter should be financed according to the military agreements

referred to in this Chapter.

At this stage, it is rather difficult for my delegation to formulate a

practical proposal for finding ways and means for financing the past, present

and future peace-keeping operations of the United Nations. Most of these

difficulties stem from the provisions of the Charter. The Charter is a treaty

concluded between States, and my country cannot accept mere obligations than

those included in the present Charter of the United Nations. I should like to

clarify the basis of the difficulties that we encounter.

1. Arcicle 11, paragraph 2 of the Charter provides that where action for the

maintenance of international peace and security is concerned, such action may

be undertaken only on the grounds of a resolution of the Security Council.

2. Article 3̂ requires that for the maintenance of international peace

and security the agreement or agreements for the provision of armed forces,

facilities etc., must be concluded between the Security Council and the Member

States.

3. When the Security Council makes a binding decision providing for

peace-keeping operations involving the use of armed forces, the financial

responsibility of the Member States will be governed by the terms of the agreement

referred t~ 'n Article ^3.

These are seme of the stumbling blocks confronting our Group, and my

delegation believes that during the present discussion the aforesaid fundamental

principles of the Charter will find clear and positive expression in cur work.

At this stage, my delegation would like to stress the following two

principles which in our opinion should be accepted as a basis for the studies

entrusted to our Working Group by the General Assembly.

1. Recognition of the principle that these Powers committing the aggression

or being culpable of the delinquency must assume all material responsibilities

for the peace-keeping operations.

We think that at present this is the case with the operations in the Congo

and in the Middle East.
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2. For future peace-keeping operations involving financial responsibilities,

oar Group should apply the principle that only the Security Council is authorized

by the Charter to take decisions..

These principles are not new. They have been mentioned in the statements of

many delegates who preceded me. These principles have been most clearly and

frankly put forth by the distinguished representative of the Soviet Union.
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The Italian delegation has listened, with great interest to the statements made

by the representatives who have already spoken on the problem referred to us

by the General Assembly.

First of all, I should like to recall briefly my delegation's position on

the question of the principle of the financial responsibility of Members of the

United Nations. As soon as the problem came before the Organization in a concrete

form, the Italian delegation expressed the opinion that expenses connected with

the peace-keeping operations in the Congo and the Middle East were expenses of

the Organization within the meaning of Article 17 (2) of the Charter and that,

in consequence, it was incumbent on the General Assembly to settle the question

and apportion the expenses among the States Members of the Organization.

The General Assembly Itself arrived at the same interpretation of the Charter

provisions relating to its competence. Certain States Members opposed this

interpretation, and thus was born the idea of asking the International Court of

Justice for an advisory opinion. My delegation believed it appropriate to have

recourse to the technically qualified organ of the United Nations in the hope

that an authoritative opinion would put an end to differences which threatened

the very future of the Organization. Here let me pay tribute to the Argentine,

Brazilian, and Mexican delegations. Until the seventeenth session of the General

Assembly, those countries had supported the thesis that expenses incurred for

* Transcript of simultaneous interpretation.
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military purposes could not be considered expenses of the Organization within

the meaning of Article !?• In accordance with their brilliant juridical

traditions they now support the Court's opinion, which the General /issembly

accepted in its resolution 185U A, and are giving valuable assistance in our

efforts to solve the problem on which we have to report to the General Assembly.

Only if we all show a similar spirit of co-operation shall we be able to reach,

if not a solution satisfactory to everyone, at least an honourable compromise.

Otherwise new difficulties will be added to those we already face and the

possibility of effective action by the Organization for the maintenance of

peace will be very seriously limited.

Resolution 185̂  D gave this group the task of submitting to the General

.assembly a report on the procedure to be followed in order to meet the cost

of operations fur the maintenance of peace which impose, and I quote, "a heavy

financial burden on the States Members." The resolution which set up this

group recognized that such a procedure would have to be different from that

applied in regard to the ordinary budget of the Organization.

It seems to us, therefore, that we must above all try to establish the

meaning of the expression "heavy expenses" used in the fourth preambular

paragraph of the resolution referred to. The task which is entrusted to us is

to find a special method for the sharing of these "heavy expenses". The

resolution does not envisage particular procedures in relation to peace-keeping

operations not involving heavy financial burdens. VJe can, it seems to us, deduce

therefrom that in such cases, by virtue of the principle of collective

responsibility, the scale of contributions to the ordinary budget of the Assembly

should be applied.

If we do not wish to indicate at random a figure above which an expense

may be considered "heavy", we may perhaps refer to certain financial decisions

adopted by the Organization which may help us to select some figure which we

could net subsequently be accused of having chosen arbitrarily.

During its fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth sessions the General

assembly decided that:

"In cases where, as a result of a decision by the Security Council,

it is necessary for the purpose of maintaining international pe^ce and

security to incur expenses the estimated total of which would exceed
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$10 million before the next ordinary session of the General Assembly,

a special session of the assembly should be called by the Secretary-General

to examine the question."

The fact that a special session of the General Assembly is judged

necessary to examine expenditures in connexion with peace-keeping operations

wnen those expenditures exceed ffJ.0 million indicates, in our opinion, that

the "burden" becomes "heavy" at that point. Consequently, when the cost of a

peace-keeping operation is below that total, it seems to us that the scale

of contributions to the ordinary budget of the Organization should be applied.

In regard to expenses exceeding $10 million, my delegation believes it

would not be convenient to establish a rigid scale to be applied automatically

whatever the circumstances. Indeed, we believe that one cannot ignore the fact

that certain countries are more directly interested than others in the solution

of particular questions, that they have what I would like to call a "special

interest" in the normalization of certain situations. The case of West

New Guinea has already been mentioned here several times. The two States

having a "special interest" in the question have agreed to pay all the costs

of the Organization's participation in the settlement of the dispute. It may

also be recalled that the Secretary-General has appointed a permanent Special

Representative whos task it is to try to re-establish normal relations between

Cambodia and Thailand. Those two countries have agreed to share the cost of

Mr. Gussing's mission in that geographical area.

These precedents are encouraging. It therefore seems opportune to give the

Secretary-General a mandate to try to obtain substantial voluntary contributions

to peace-keeping operations, when they have to be undertaken, from the countries

most directly interested. The impartiality of the Secretary-General, the

discretion he exercises in his activities, the many and frequent contacts he

has with the countries whicn are parties to a dispute, give reason to hope

that his intervention will have positive results.

On the other hand, we cannot share the opinion of certain delegations which

have maintained that a special financial responsibility must be recognized to

rest upon the States whose actions made United Nations intervention necessary.

The notion of political responsibility is particularly hard to aefine, and it
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is even more difficult for a political Organization like ours to take a decision

in the matter. It seems to us therefore that we must not insist on this

criterion if we do not wish to be unrealistic or make the solution of certain

problems even more difficult.

My delegation believes that the special position which the Charter confers

upon the permanent Members of the Security Council necessarily carries with

it corresponding obligations. Thus when a peace-keeping operation is decided

upon,those countries should be asked to make substantial voluntary contributions

to the operation in question.

Finally, we think it is time to ask all the Member States of the Organization

to make voluntary contributions towards meeting the cost of peace-keeping

operations.

If the total of the voluntary contributions I have just referred to is not

sufficient to cover the difference between the sum of $10 million to which

I referred earlier and the cost of the operation, the excess should be

apportioned -- still in accordance with the principle of collective

responsibility -- among the States Members according to a scale to be established,

taking into account above all the ability of States Members to pay with certain

adjustments for developing countries depending on whether they are or are not

receiving technical assistance. I would like to emphasize that, if the

voluntary contributions referred to are not paid, it would be necessary to

establish a different scale taking into account not only the c.bility to pay

but also the special interest of certain States in a given operation, as well

as the special responsibility of the permanent Members of the Security Council.

May I be allowed, in conclusion, to summarize the Italian delegation's

suggestions as follows:

(j.) When the total cost of a peace-keeping operation does not exceed

ylO million, the expenditure should be divided among the States Members in

accordance with the scale adopted in regard to the ordinary budget of the

United Nations.

(2) If the cost of such an operation exceeds the sum of ~̂ 1Q million, the

excess should be covered, in the following order:
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(a) by voluntary contributions from States having a "special interest"

in the question which led to United Nations intervention;

(b) by voluntary contributions from the States which are permanent Members

of the Security Council;

(c) by voluntary contributions from other States Members of the

Organization;

(d) by .̂ 11 States Members according to a special sctjle taking account of

their ability to pay and, in the case of developing countries, of whether

they receive or do not receive technical assistance.
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In its advisory opinion of 20 July 1962 the International Court of Justice

confirmed that the expenses relating to the United Nations Operations in the

3or.go and in the Middle East constitute expenses of the Organization within the

meaning of Article 17, paragraph 2, of the Charter. In resolution 185̂  (XVII),

part A, the General Assembly accepted the opinion of the International Court

of Justice. In part B of the same resolution, the General Assembly gave our

Working Group a mandate which falls into two parts: one concerning the methods

of financing peace-keeping operations of the United Nations involving heavy

expenditures, including a possible special scale of assessments; another

concerning the situation arising from the arrears of some Member States in their

payment of contributions for the financing of the operations in question. Thus,

Mr. Chairman, as you have stressed at the beginning of the session, the Working

Group has a specific task. The Netherlands delegation hopes to be able to

contribute to a successful outcome of the Group's deliberations in the same

constructive spirit as already manifested by a majority of the distinguished

representatives .

In the opinion of the Netherlands delegation, the question of methods of

financing peace-keeping operations, including a possible special scale of

assessments, can best be solved if we take as a starting point the collective

financial responsibility of Member States. "We have always firmly believed" -

63-07148 /.
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I am quoting from a statement of the Netherlands representative in the Fifth

Committee on 11 December 1962 - "that when the General Assembly takes a decision

with the required majority, the financial implications of such a decision have

to be borne by all the Members of the Organization." The Netherlands delegation,

therefore, finds itself in agreement with the view already expressed by many

other delegations represented in this Working Group, that the collective

financial responsibility of Member States is to be regarded as a criterion of

fundamental importance.

In the second place, the Netherlands delegation is of the opinion that in

terms of Member States' contributions the correct way to give expression to

the collective financial responsibility is to use the regular scale, that scale

being the generally accepted translation of the various national capacities

to pay into percentage shares of United Nations budgets. This point too has

already been made by various distinguished speakers before me.

It sounds, therefore, as a repetition if I stress as a third point the

desirability to elaborate a special scale of contributions for the financing

of peace-keeping operations when the expenditures concerned can be considered

as being too heavy to be borne by all Member States according to the percentage

allotted to them in the regular scale. This point, in fact, is simply a part
of the mandate of the Working Group.

The next question is concerned with the kind of special scale of assessments

which should be applied. On this point the Netherlands delegation welcomes

the various proposals and suggestions already made which it regards both as

precious material for discussion and a promise of a constructiAre solution. We

value the ideas set out by the distinguished representatives of China,, of Canada,

of the Latin American countries, of Pakistan, of Nigeria, of Cameroon, because

they seem to us to be very helpful in enabling the Working Group to fulfil its

mandate. We have also noted that the distinguished representative of the Soviet

Union is ready to be co-operative in trying to succeed in our business by a real

effort. In fact, he has proposed two alternative formulas, the one embodying

an exclusive financial responsibility of a limited number of Member Staias, ihe

other representing the regular scale of contributions. By so doing, the

distinguished representative of the Soviet Union has actually defined the two

extreme positions between which the Working Group as a whole will have to find
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that intermediate position which will constitute the most generally acceptable

compromise.

The way to define, in a general sense, the best possible intermediate

position between the various proposals and suggestions before the Working Group,

which especially recomnends itself to my delegation, is the following. On the

one hand, there is no doubt that in the case of heavy expenditures for peace-

keeping operations the regular scale of contributions has to be replaced by

a special scale in order to provide the necessary relief to countries with

only a modest capacity to pay. On the other hand, the principle of collective

financial responsibility requires from each Member State a maximum contribution

in relation to its capacity to pay. Here again are two extremes between which

a balance has to be struck. Relief should be sought for those countries whose

capacity to pay is relatively modest. At the same time it would seem wrong

to reduce this share to purely symbolic amounts which in fact would weaken the

spirit of collective responsibility to which they themselves have subscribed.

In the opinion of the Netherlands delegation, the question of how to strike

the correct balance between the necessity to provide relief to Member States

with a relatively small capacity to pay, and the necessity to give expression

to collective financial responsibility, is one of the crucial issues before

this Working Group. For a possible reply to this question, the Netherlands

delegation would like to refer first of all to the proposal of the Canadian

delegation to devise a method whereby a certain predetermined level of expenses

for each peace-keeping operation would be financed under the scale of assessment;

used with regard to the regular budget. Without being too rigid as to the

actual determination of this level of expenses, the Netherlands delegation

values the Canadian proposals as embodying a useful principle.

The next step would be to establish a special scale for the remainder of

the expenditures concerned. In this respect I should like to refer to the

observations of the Netherlands Government regarding General Assembly

resolution 1620 (XV), as submitted to the Working Group of Fifteen on

15 September 1961. In these observations the proposal was made to draw up a

scale for peace and security expenses by which the percentages of the Member

States with little capacity to pay are reduced, while those of Member States wit!
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a greater capacity to pay are increased proportionately. Our proposal was, and

still is, to reduce the minimum percentages of the regular scale to, e.g., 0.01 per

cent. By doing so, and by making corresponding corrections in the rest of the

regular scale, in particular its upper part, the Working Group would arrive

at one of the purest forms of a special scale as suggested in its mandate. The

main criterion for allowing Member States a reduction in comparison with the

regular scale, might be, e.g., the receipt of technical assistance, with due

corrections in cases where this criterion would clearly not be applicable, as

already pointed out by some of the distinguished representatives.

The advantages of a method based on reducing the minimum percentages of

the regular scale to something like 0.01 per cent would be many. Such a method

would be simple. It would bring considerable relief to poorer countries. At

the same time, the contributions asked from those countries would be more than

just symbolical. In brief, the type of scale as proposed by the Netherlands

delegation would indeed be a genuine scale, comparable with the regular scale,

but taking into account the specific requirements outlined in the mandate of

the Working Group. In an attempt to elaborate such a proposal, the Group

might find it useful to enter into consultation with the Committee on

Contributions.

As a final point, the Netherlands delegation would like to express its

agreement with the view of the Canadian delegation that it would be desirable

to develop a method to apportion (in the future) the costs of peace-keeping

operations in a manner which would not rely on ad hoc arrangements. It is

the earnest hope of my delegation that the work of this Group will not only

be useful for solving the problems immediately ahead, but will also have a more

lasting significance for the future. In the interest of the United Nations and

as a means of ensuring the Organization's continued existence, the uncertainties

which up to now have been characteristic of the financing of peace-keeping

operations, should once and for all be eliminated.

These are the views of the Netherlands delegation, Mr. Chairman. They have

been put forward in the same spirit of flexibility and of willingness to find a -

generally acceptable solution as already expressed by many other distinguished

representatives.
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First of all I should like to crave your forgiveness for the somewhat general

character of the statement that I am about to make. As members of this group know

this is the first time that my delegation is taking the floor in this Working Group

as its new member. I should also like to inform the members of this group that

our Government had decided to participate in the work of this group because of its

sincere desire to co-operate with the Members of the United Nations in this

particular matter. According to standard procedure the President of the

General Assembly before appointing any given country of the United Nations carries

out a preliminary consultation with the party concerned. This was not done in

respect of my country. My delegation has taken part in the work of this group only

one week after we learned from a memorandum of the Secretary-General that

Mongolia had been appointed a member of the Working Group of Twenty-One for the

examination of the administrative and budgetary procedures of the United Nations,

ou?' delegation has acquainted itself with the documents prepared by the

Secretariat concerning criteria for the apportionment of expenses connected with

peace-keeping operations and has followed with great attention the statements made

by the members of this Working Group.

In the opinion of my delegation the only right criteria for the apportionment of

expenses connected with operations for the maintenance of peace is the principle

that a State whose aggressive acts have led to the implementation of a concrete

Transcript of simultaneous interpretation
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peace-keeping operation should bear the full material responsibility.for indeed

it is clear to all that the carrying out of such operations can only take place

where external aggression is committed; for in other cases the Charter of the

United Nations does not allov us to interfere in the domestic affairs within the

jurisdiction of any State. The establishment and application of such a principle

would in the future have a sobering influence on any aggressive attempt on the part

of any State. This is specially applicable to the concrete cases before us, that

is to say; to the expenses connected -with the operations of the emergency armed

forces in the Congo and in the Middle East.

Here we are faced with naked aggression on the part of the impel...:iist Powers

which has led to the creation of armed forces that are now representing such a

heavy financial burden for the United Nations and amounting to about one-third of

the over-all expenditures in the case of the Congo. The creation of United Nations

armed forces were in those cases carried out in flagrant violation of the Charter

of the United Nations and in circumvention of the Security Council which is the

main organ for the maintenance of peace and security.

I shall not repeat here various facts that are well known about these

operations or adduce here all the well-known Articles of the Charter which clearly

state how such armed forces should be created and by whom.

In the light of these considerations my delegation cannot support the principle

of collective financial responsibility. The very expression of collective

financial responsibility of all Members of the United Nations is not applicable in

this case. One can speak of the collective responsibility of those who are guilty

and whose acts have led to the so-called financial crises. That would represent a

just course and in the opinion of my delegation would enhance the authority and

prestige of the United Nations. There is a well-known standard of international

law according to which aggressors who cause material harm are liable to pay

dsEic.ce s. In the opinion our delegation financial responsibility for the

consequences of aggressive acts should not exclude the accomplices of the

aggressors who in one way or another took part in the aggression or else impeded

the implementation of effective measures for the restoration of peace in various

regions.
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The lengthy character of the operations of the United Rations in the Congo

is due precisely to the fact that some States, pursuing their selfish and

narrow purposes, did their utmost to impede the decisive steps to put an end

to the arbitrariness of Tshombe in the Congo. The well-known corporation,

Union Miniere, which is operating in Katanga with Belgian, British, French

and United States capital, has become a nest of Tshcmbe minions and served as

a bulwark for Tshombe in his separatists actiTities.

The very fact that separatist Tshombe found asylum either in the United

Kingdom consulate or in Northern Khodesia, which is a British Trust Territory,

clearly shows British complicity in this matter. It was no coincidence that

the Secretary-General had appealed to the Governments of Belgium, t\e United

Kingium, South Africa and Portugal to take part in the economic sanctions

that were being planned against Katanga, for it w«is the position of the

Governments »f these countries that governed the success of these measures to

a Great extent.

As a result »f this p«licy, the policy of allowing separatism and

promoting the interests *f the various colonial Powerd headed by the United

States, the Congo has been ruined. Funds have disappeared from the Bank of

Katanga; mines and "bridges have been destroyed. The culprit responsible for

all these misfortunes, the murderer »J Prime Minister Patrice iumumba, who had

requested these United Nations operations, is now travelling quite freely from

one colonial Power to another. This dubious position quite rightly arouses

indignation in wide sections of world public opinion. In this connexion, we

should recall the well known letter sent by the President of Ghana, Dr. Kwame

Nkrumah, to the Secretary-General in which he demanded that Tshombe should be

arrested and brought to trial. We still remember and all progressive mankind

remembers the evil misdeeds of this puppet of colonialism, Tshcmbe. Tomorrow,

16 February, will mark the anniversary of the cruel assassination of Prime

Minister atrice Lumunba, a fateful day in the history of the f:>ngo.

VJe recently received a letter from an organization called the Pan-African

Students in America, wkich has called upon us to take part in a procession

to honour the memory of Patrice Lumumba. This is one of the episodes which

truly reflect the course of affairs in the Congo.
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The position adopted "by the Government of the People's Republic of

Mongolia on the question of financing emergency forces in the Middle East and

in the Congo is "based upon the observance of the United Nations Charter since

"both operations, which were the result of the aggressive acts of the colonial

Powers, were carried out in violation of the Charter and in circumvention of

the Security Council, which is the main organ for the maintenance of peace

and security.

Consequently, our Government does not deem itself now to be bound by'any

responsibility incurred as the result of these operations. Our Government has

not changed its position because of the publication of the advisory opinion

of the International Court on the basis that the verdict of the Court is

unlawful, that it merely represents an advisory opinion and thus is not binding

an Member States of the United Natiwns.

In tke light of these considerations, the Mongolian delegation cannot

put forward any other criterion than the criterion of the full financial

responsibility of thnse countries whose acts have caused the creation of armed

forces and the prolongation. of military operations.

Concerning the procedure for the financing of operations of the United

Nations armed forces, the Mongolian delegation continues to believe that such

questions can only be solved by the Security Council on the basis of the

United Nations Charter.
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1. The task confronting the Working Group of Twenty-One has been greatly

facilitated by the solution of the fundamental legal question concerning the

authority of the General Assembly as regards the apportionment of expenses for

the United Nations peace-keeping operations in the Congo and in the Middle East.

In the advisory opinion given by the International Court of Justice it is stated

that the expenses for these peace-keeping operations are expenses of the

Organization within the meaning of Article 17 (2) of the Charter. The advisory

opinion has been accepted by the General Assembly and this Working Group will

have to base its recommendations on that fact.

2. The advisory opinion of the Court does not, however, exclude the possibility

of applying different principles of apportionment to expenses for peace-keeping

operations than to other expenses of the Organization. There are indeed different

views as to the principles which should apply. The opinion of the Swedish

Government is now as before that the financing of these operations must be

based on the principle of collective responsibility. Every rlember State has an

equal interest in efforts by the United Nations to solve any conflict in any

part of the world by peaceful means. Therefore, Member States should also

accept equal sacrifices in relation to their economic and financial possibilities

when it comes to paying the expenses of the United Nations for peace-keeping

operations.

63-071̂ 0
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3. There are some delegations which consider that the main burden of financial

obligations for operations such as UNEF and ONUG should be carried by a limited

group of States.

Among the theories that have been presented in this connexion there are two

which have strong undertones of a political nature.

According to the first of these theories, payment should be secured from

the Member State or group of Member States whose actions have brought about the

situation leading to any particular operations.

The Swedish Government considers that it would be very unpractical to use

this theory as a criterion for the apportionment of expenses. At least two

reasons may be given. Firstly, it would be a complicated procedure, loaded with

political problems, to try to determine which State or group of States are

ultimately responsible for international brush-fires. Secondly, even if in

particular cases it were possible to establish such responsibility on objective

grounds, it would still not be expedient to make the peace-keeping capability

of the United Nations in these cases dependent on financial contributions from

the culpable States. It appears to the Swedish Government that the international

cormunity, in the same manner as the national community, must rely on contributions

made by its law-abiding members for the maintenance of law and order.

Another theory seems to depart from the hypothesis that special benefits

may accrue to a certain State or group of States as a result of a particular

peace-keeping operation. The Swedish Government does not share the view that

such alleged special benefits constitute a criterion for financial assessments.

It is regrettable when an international undertaking, such as the United

Nations operation in the Congo, which has been initiated and guided by decisions

of the Security Council, does not enjoy the positive support of all Member States.

The fact that all States do not participate in a particular peace-keeping operation

may give rise to allegations that those who do participate have special political

interests in the area of the operation. Political balance in a particular

operation can be secured only if all States contribute to its successful

implementation and if their contributions are assessed on a non-political basis.
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4. If the General Assembly decides - and the Swedish Government hopes that

this may be taken for granted - that all I-lember States should contribute to the

financing of United Nations peace-keeping operations, such as UKEF said ONUC,

the question arises how to distribute the costs among the Members. Sweden from

the beginning proposed that the regular scale of assessments for the United Nations

budget should be applied. The experiences of the last Assembly sessions, however,

have shown that the regular scale cannot be realistically applied to peace-keeping

operations, when exceptionally high costs are involved. Those Members whose

capacity to pay is limited must be granted considerable reductions. The Swedish

Government would find it natural that this Working Group in its recommendations

to the Assembly takes guidance from the principles of reduction which were

embodied in the resolutions on UKEF and ONUC adopted during the fifteenth and

sixteenth sessions of the Assembly. However, in one respect there xrould have

to be a change: the reductions granted to some i-Iembers should in the future be

balanced by increased assessments of the other Members, instead of being covered

by voluntary contributions.

5. It is the hope of the Swedish Government that the problem of financing

peace-keeping operations will be solved by the establishment of a special

scale of assessments. However, it may be appropriate to consider also parallel

means of obtaining funds for future operations. The Swedish Government which

does not hold very firm views in this matter, would merely like to mention, as

one suggestion among others which might be discussed by the Working Group,

the possibility of establishing a Voluntary Fund for peace-keeping operations.

The Assembly might issue an appeal to Member States for contributions to such a

Fund. Contributions might also be received from non-governmental and other

sources. It should be made quite clear, however, that the existence of such a

voluntary fund would in no way prejudice the principle of collective

responsibility and the applicability of Article 19. A voluntary fund could

present an opportunity for Governments as well as private individuals to

demonstrate active support for the peace-keeping activities of the United Nations.

It would, inter alia, provide a possibility for Member States to make extra

contributions over and above their assessments without prejudice to the

existing scale, whenever such States wish to give special proof of their

solidarity.
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6. The Swedish Government will study with an open mind all suggestions presented

in the Working Group concerning the establishment of a special scale of

assessments, based on the principle of collective responsibility. It is hoped

that after informal consultations and after one or two more rounds of discussion

in the Working Group it will be possible for the Group to arrive at unanimity or

near unanimity concerning a recommendation to the General Assembly.
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Mr. Chairman, I must confess I congratulated you rather feebly at the

opening of the Committee's work when you were elected to the Chairmanship.

It is because I found myself in total sympathy with you and full of the same

feeling of responsibility. The honour which was done to you, which was done

to us, this honour confers upon us as it does to Africa a formidable duty

which strangely complicates our position within this Committee. Both judges

and parties to the dispute, we have to solve a difficulty occasioned by a

situation where we are most intimately concerned.

Permit me to thank sincerely our colleagues for this confidence which

they have demonstrated to you. Permit me also on behalf of Africa and on

behalf of the Republic of Congo (Leopoldville) to thank all Members of the

Organization for the magnificent spontaneous sympathy demonstrated by the

action of the United Nations undertaken in this country, thanks to which

we may hope that independence and the integrity of this country will be

salvaged.

We shall also be pleased -- and we Africans should be particularly

pleased -- with the success of this action which we hope will lead

finally to national integrity, solidarity, calm and peace. Quite naturally,

this is the time to oongratulate all the sponsors and the executants at

whatever level in this vast and long drawn out enterprise, and above all,

the two Secretaries-General: U Thant and his distinguished predecessor who

would have served up to his last drop of blood.

* Transcript of simultaneous interpretations.
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In such a delicate, complex and. difficult enterprise there were mistakes

and errors -- who can deny it? Men are men and I am among those who do not

"believe in human infallibility.

If straight away I raise this matter of the Congo problem, it is because

it is at the very centre of this financial discussion which we have to

consider; for ever since its creation, the Organization has implemented

several operations for peace-keeping in various parts of the world, but

never before has it known the financial embarrassment it does today.

9ur reflections then should be based on the present experience so as

to encompass the future, bearing in mind of course that the most urgent

and the most pressing thing is to remedy the present ills while laying

down foundations for the future.

The present situation seems very simple to my delegation. Moreover,

you have defined it very admirably, Mr. Chairman, when you addressed the

Committee. You said, in substance: "The present is being tackled." As

long as explanation of law exists among jurists, there was discussion.

Arguments and counter-arguments have their respective validity. But the

discussion is finished. It was finished at the request of the

General Assembly by those themselves who rejected the opinion of the

majority; and closed indeed by the supreme tribunal where sit the

representatives of those who persisted. Is there not some irony in the

fact, an irony which tells of a particular responsibility as we shall fta^e

occasion to demonstrate in a few moments.

No, the debate is finished; I do not think that our Committee has any

mandate to reopen it. The General Assembly has already accepted the opinion

of the Court by a large majority. We must all bow to it and those who are

lagging must try to comply with this decision. But having said this, what

is to be done in the futxire?

I confess that I was very much attracted by the interpretation given

the other day by the reppesentative of Brazil as to the former position

in his country concerning the nature of military operations. My delegation

is in full agreement with the two principles enunciated, that is to say:
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"(a) The financial responsibility of each State was determined

under the Charter by the nature of the operation envisaged

and by the juridical character of the resolution upon which

this operation was based;

"(b) The operations carried out under the procedure established

by Chapter VII of the Charter should be financed in

accordance with military agreements mentioned in this

Chapter;"

The third principle is:

"(c) Operations carried out on the recommendations of the

General Assembly or even of the Security Council do not

involve for Member States the obligation to take a

financial part in the expenditure."

This is more difficult to follow because it departs from the basic budgetary

principle of all financial legislation which lays down that all proposals

for new expenditure should include proposals for corresponding income.

Since then the recoirmendations of the General Assembly authorizing

expenses did not contain proposals for specific financing and logically

therefore should involve obligations for Member States to participate in

these expenses.

As was so well said by Mr. Eouaiss, the opinion of the Court, accepted

by the General Assembly, indeed constitutes "a point of departure for our

work" for no legal precedent is static, certainly not those of the

United Nations.

If therefore we take the last resolution 185̂  (XVIl) as a point of

departure for the formulation of proposals for the General Assembly in

accordance with our terms of reference, our reflections in the humble view

of my delegation should base themselves upon the following points. First

of all, the world being what it is and men being what they are, proliferation

of military operations for the safeguarding of peace is possible in these

conditions; distribution under the manner of the normal budget would far

exceed the contributing possibilities of a great number of Member States

of the Organization. This point postulates itself immediately a first and

necessary discrimination:
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First of all, operations carried out in conformity with Chapter VII

of the Charter. This Chapter does not require any particular comments;

it is clear enough in itself and was mentioned in a part of the speech

we heard from the representative of Brazil. It deals with operations

carried out under the aegis of the Security Council and on its exclusive

responsibility. It lays down the procedure to be followed and assumes that

the financing of military operations will be carried out through agreements,

which are referred to in the Chapter.

Such operations carried out in conformity with Chapter VII could be

put in the category of those for which the working paper submitted by

the Latin American countries has proposed a ceiling of expenditure.

The final cost, under this ceiling, could be financed through the medium

of the regular budgetary provisions. As to the actual ceiling which has

been proposed, my delegation has no a priori abjection but nevertheless

reserves the right to study it more closely before expressing support for it.

However, if unfortunately operations carried out under Chapter VII

exceed the ceiling fixed, that is of course on the assumption that the

Committee accepts the idea of a ceiling, it will be necessary for the

Security Council to inform the General Assembly automatically, since such

expenditures will require contributions exceeding those provided in the

ordinary budget unless the Security Council itself finds a means of financing

the operations which does not call for contributions by States within the

framework of the normal collective financial responsibility.

Secondly, there are other operations undertaken outside the framework

of Chapter VII of the Charter. I may be permitted to remind the Committee that

the Charter envisaged the possibility that the Security Council, already

seized of a situation or a dispute threatening international peace and

security, could inform the General Assembly which, from then duly apprised

of the affair, would no longer violate the rights and prerogatives of the

Council. That means that the Charter foresaw cases in which the

Security Council would find itself obliged to inform the General Assembly,

for the reason that it failed to make the necessary arrangements itself.
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In case of such a failure, or in case the expenditures incurred under

Chapter VII exceed the ceiling established — assuming,, I repeat., that we

adopt the idea of a ceiling -- the General Assembly should "be automatically

seized of the question. In the opinion of my delegation, this is a first

condition relating to methods and procedures.

Once the General Assembly has been informed of the putting into effect

of military operations to maintain international peace and security, a second

fundamental factor in the opinion of my delegation must guide the Assembly's

consideration of the matter. That is the provisional, accidental and limited

nature of the operation in time and space. My delegation is convinced that

the General Assembly would never embark on undefined or too long operations.

It cannot be repeated too often that military intervention must be temporary,

brief and effective.

If I may be permitted a short aside, my delegation believes that with

things going as they are it is time for us to consider whether we should not

stop these operations and repatriate the contingents as soon as possible'.

Whatever the merits of international intervention, it should be borne in

mind that it is no substitute for national responsibility and risks becoming

unpopular or even suspected, rightly or wrongly, of being a kind of disguised

colonialism. For military intervention must be rapidly substituted a

civilian operation which naturally finds its justification in the already

existing Specialized Agencies, with their necessary finances, which are

devoid of any character of automatic participation.

A third important element which the Assembly must take into account

in connexion with collective financial responsibility is the principle

of the direct responsibility for the cause which led to the intervention.

It seems at least curious that the Assembly could take decisions in this

matter as if the threat to international peace and security was due to

some cataclysm or to an invasion from Mars. The threat to peace comes,

and we must have the courage to say so, from aggression. Therefore, before

collective financial responsibility comes into play there is, as I have just

explained, a direct responsibility. As we may say colloquially, he who

breaks the glasses must pay for them. Thus, and here I am following the

logic of the working paper submitted by the Latin American States, it is

necessary that a percentage, and an important percentage, should be reserved
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for the country responsible for the aggression which necessitated military

operations by the United Nations.

If the international community needs peace and is forced to take

collective measures to remove a threat to peace, this procedure should

itself have the consequence of discouraging in future other threats to

peace. What would be as effective in discouraging such threats as the

idea of being obliged to pay the cost of the operations?

There is another element which I would call indirect responsibility.

That responsibility flows, as has been so well said, from the recognition

of certain States as Great Powers which are permanent members of the

Security Council. How and why, in all sincerity, could the Security Council

be unable to act within the framework of Chapter VII? Evidently, only

because of the privileged position held by the permanent members of the

Council.

The solution, naturally, as was pointed out so eloquently by the

representative of Brazil, would be for the Great Powers of the world to

reach a certain area of agreement.

Speaking here as the representative of a small country, how could I

fail to tell the truth, which is that the aggressions or situations which

put the peace of the world in danger, even when they are actually the acts

of small countries, are really the deeds of the Great Powers committed

through intermediaries? Even when United Nations operations are in effect,

it is still true that the complications met with and the delays in the

conclusion of these operations are the result of influences which it is

very difficult for a small country to organize with any hope of success

and if they are successful they are so only because of the support of a

Great Power.

If I may refer once again to the case which we all have in mind, who

would affirm that the secession of Katanga would have lasted so long, had

it not been for the surprising operations of the mercenaries and the strange

consultations which, rightly or wrongly, were attributed to the famous plan

of the Central African Federation? My delegation believes that there is

a certain responsibility there also.
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Finally, a certain economic element is introduced whenever it happens

that operations for the safeguard of peace take place in a country which

produces raw materials. It cannot "be denied that calm is a factor in

prosperity, and is one of the requisites for a healthy and profitable

exploitation of the raw materials involved. There also my delegation

"believes that the country which exploits the raw materials of a troubled

country has an immediate interest in the liquidation of the crisis and has

therefore the duty to participate to an appropriate extent.

Taking all these factors into account it is possible,, as the representative

of China has suggested, to rely first on an appeal for voluntary contributions.
***">
\ If this does not work it will be necessary to resort to a normal allotment

of expenses, due account being taken of the criteria which govern the

allocation of contributions to the ordinary budget. All these different

factors have been explained with so much eloquence by preceding speakers

that I need not return to them. They are already put into practice and

constant efforts are made to improve them from year to year.

In relation to voluntary contributions, tribute must be paid to the

Great Powers which respond so generously to the appeal of our collective

security. Efforts to achieve disarmament have made very slow progress,

and my delegation thinks that the chief protagonists could create a budget

for the safeguarding of peace by immediately allocating a certain percentage

( of the funds now spent on armaments.

These are the preliminary ideas which my delegation thought it useful

to submit to this Committee. I ask you to excuse me if I have referred from

time to time to a specific case. I have only done so because in that way

I could best illustrate my delegation's point of view, without any intention

of taking up the subject from any other point of view other than the financial

and administrative one. My delegation reserves the right to intervene again

later if it is thought necessary.
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1. We have listened with great interest to the views expressed by the several

distinguished delegates who have spoken before us. Although our views nn this

subject are contained fully in several Fifth Committee documents, as well as the

Report of the Working Group of Fifteen, we believe that a restatement of our

stand will still be in order in the light of the special task confronting this

particular Working Group. We shall divide our statement into three headings:

lasic principles, Evaluation of the criteria contained in document E/AC.113/R-l,

and, finally, our proposal on the methods of financing peace-keeping operations.

3asic principles

2. Nigeria was a co-sponsor of resolution 185̂  A (XVTl) which called on the

General Assembly to accept the advisory opinion of the International Court of

Justice that "the expenses of peace-keeping operations constitute expenses of

the Organisation within the meaning of Article 17, paragraph 2, of the Charter".

The Assembly accepted the resolution, and it is our opinion that the Working Group

should, as a starting point, accept this basic principle contained in the

General Assembly resolution.

3- Nigeria believes that the fact that peace-keeping expenses of the

Organization fall within Article 17 (2) of the Charter does not necessarily

invalidate the distinction between such expenses and other expenses of the

Organization, in so far as apportionment is concerned. In fact, the International

Court itself stated in its opinion that the obligation to contribute to the

63-07132 /•••
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financing of the expenses in question was one thing and the way in which that

obligation was met was another. In our opinion it is the recognition of this

fact that gave rise to resolution lQ5̂  B (XTIl), calling for a special scale

of assessment different from that used in the Regular Budget.

4. Nigeria accepts resolution 1854 B and we believe that this is not

inconsistent with special obligations vested in the Security Council by Chapter 7

of the Charter. In our opinion, Article 43 which enables the Security Council

to enter into special agreements for the supply of armed forces, assistance and

facilities does not affect the liability of Member States for the financial

obligations stemming from these peace-keeping operations, except in so far as

the States which supply those forces or other military assistance also agree

to meet the costs themselves, thereby reducing the amount apportionable among

States Members as a whole.

Evaluation of criteria

5- The criteria adopted in past resolutions and others proposed at one time

or the other by Member States have been summarized succinctly by the Secretariat

in A/AC.113/R•1• This summary appears to us to be quite useful as a basis of

discussion even though there is a lot of overlapping which perhaps cannot be

avoided. We regret that we have to go into a brief examination of the criteria,

but this is necessary in order to make intelligible the apportionment formula

we are putting forward.

6. We agree with criterion (i) in paragraph 2 of the summary, which refers

to "the situation of Members having a special responsibility in the events which

necessitate any peace-keeping operations". We take this to mean that those whose

negligence or malfeasance has led to the events which make a peace-keeping

operation necessary should be surcharged with part at least of the cost. The

fact that it may be difficult in some cases to fix responsibility, or to reduce

that responsibility into monetary terms, does not invalidate this principle

which, in spite of similar difficulties, constitutes an important feature of the

national financial systems of most, if not all, countries.

7- We agree with criterion (ii), paragraph 2, that the permanent members of

the Security Council should bear special financial responsibility for the
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maintenance of international peace and security. This would appear to be

consistent with the Articles of the Charter which gives permanent members

extraordinary powers for the maintenance of peace and security. We are, however,

doubtful whether this special responsibility should be compulsorily enforced.

We are inclined to the view that, once acknowledged, it should be left to the

countries concerned to implement by voluntary contributions.

8. We agree with criterion (iii), paragraph 2., that there is a special need

to reduce the financial burden of those Members which have the least capacity

to pay as indicated by the regular scale of assessment. We do not think that

anybody will have difficulty in accepting this particular criterion.

9. We agree generally with criterion (IT), paragraph 2, that the degree of

development of each Member State should be taken into consideration in

apportioning expenses of peace-keeping operations, but we do not think that the

receipt of technical assistance is conclusive as a sign of financial need. It

is well-known that in some cases it may become necessary for even a highly

developed country to request the United Nations for experts in particular fields.

This, in our opinion, should not necessarily qualify that country for reduced

rates of assessment for peace-keeping operations.

10. We accept unconditionally criterion (v) of paragraph 2 which stresses the

collective financial responsibility of the Members of the Vhited Nations. This

of course was the principle recommended by the International Court of Justice

and accepted by the General Assembly in resolution 185̂  (XVTl).

11. We agree with criterion (vi) of paragraph 2 which states that special factors

relating to particular peace-keeping operations might be relevant to a variation

in the cost of the operations. We interpret this to mean that we should beware

of establishing a formula in detail for application to all operations, considering

that some factors which may affect the apportionment of the costs of one operation

may not be present in the case of another operation. We think that the formula

we are going to suggest will pass this test.

12. We agree with item (i) in paragraph 3 which calls attention to the magnitude

of the amount required to finance peace-keeping operations. It is this magnitude

which, more than anything else, makes necessary a method of financing different

from that applicable to the regular budget of the Organization.
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13- We consider criterion (ii) of paragraph 3 to "be unsatisfactorily phrased,

because it would in that form penalize countries whose investments in the area

of a peace-keeping operation may have nothing to do with the causes which give

rise to the operation, it would serre as a disincentive to foreign investment

and it would therefore prejudice the cause of developing countries seeking such

investment. For example, if country "X" at the invitation of country "Y" makes

a mutually agreeable investment in country "Y" and if a political explosion

occurs in "Y" giving rise to a peace-keeping operation for which the investment

of country "X" is not remotely responsible it would appear to us morally wrong

that country "X" should be asked to bear, as a matter of course, part of the cost

of the peace-keeping operation. If country "X" wishes to make a special

contribution voluntarily in recognition of his special stake in the area, such

voluntary contributions should be gratefully accepted. However, if the

investment of country "X" was made or utilized in such a way as to cause political

trouble and give rise to peace-keeping operations, then it seems to us that there

are good grounds for surcharging country "X" a proportion of the cost of such

peace-keeping operations but this point is covered by item (i) of paragraph 2

of the Secretariat's paper.

1*4-. ¥e also find it difficult to accept critierion (iii) in paragraph 3 as

it stands. It attempts to relate each Member's contribution to its expenditure

on armaments. Whilst we are anxious to discourage the accumulation of armaments

it seems to us that due recognition must be given to the necessity of armaments

for maintenance of peace and security in each State. We must recognize that

external dangers, actual or potential, may compel a country to spend a considerable

part of its national budget on armaments. It would appear to us to be unwise

to penalize such a country by using its expenditure on armaments as a direct

yardstick for assessing its contribution to the cost of peace-keeping operations.

This is not to say, however, that the armament expenditure of a country is

altogether irrelevant to our present purpose. We think it is relevant, but

relevant only in determining the country's financial capacity generally. For

instance, a country can hardly be allowed to claim a reduced assessment while

at the same time spending piling up national armaments which are out of all

proportion to its genuine security needs and might even constitute a threat to

international peace and security.
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15. We agree with criterion (iv) of paragraph 3 which states certain factors

for determining the capacity of Meirfcer States to pay. We should, however,

point out that the factors enumerated cannot in any way be regarded as

exhaustive.

16. We agree with criterion (v) of paragraph 3 which suggests a limit of

expenditure to which any percentage assessment for peace-keeping operations

should lie applicable. This is most essential for the protection of Member States

whose financial capacity is very limited.

17- We agree with criteria (i) and (ii) in paragraph h but we believe that

criterion (iii) of paragraph k is inconsistent with the principle of collective

responsibility which has been accepted by the General Assembly. As we have said

earlier, we think that aggressors and others directly responsible for the events

which lead to a peace-keeping operation should be surcharged with as much of

the cost as is warranted by the circumstances of the case, but the residue of

that cost is the collective responsibility of the States Members of the

Organization.

Proposed formula

18. A number of proposals have already been submitted, the first of them by

the distinguished delegate of China. The Chinese proposal has the merit of

tidiness and simplicity. We, however, find it difficult to accept the basic

principle on which it is based, viz., that capital-exporting countries should

bear 95 per cent of the cost of peace-keeping operations whilst capital-importing

countries should be responsible for 5 per cent. To a capital-importing country

like Nigeria it is a very attractive formula, but we think it could do even

such countries harm. Its adoption will discourage capital exportations and

this will be injurious to the capital-hungry countries of the world. Besides,

it is not necessarily correct that the exportation of capital is evidence of

great wealth. For example, in recent years some African countries have offered

aid to other African countries to tide them over some temporary financial

difficulties. Must we assume that those African countries which gave such

assistance are self-sufficient, and assess them for peace-keeping operations

accordingly? In our view the extent to which exportation of capital reflects

a strong economy should be taken into account only as one factor in the
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determination of financial capacity generally, and we "believe that criterion (iv)

of paragraph 2 has already given due recognition to this point. At a time

when the United Nations is calling upon the more advanced countries to help the

developing countries through investment and trade, it would seem to us unwise

to institute an assessment formula which in effect penalizes these countries

for exporting their capital.

19. The method of financing that Nigeria wishes to put forward at this stage

for consideration along with others is as follows. The first element in that

method - in any method for that matter - is the assistance provided by countries

under special agreement negotiated with them by the Security Council under

article kj of the Charter. Such of this assistance as is provided free of

charge must serve to reduce the cost of the peace-keeping operations which would

fall to be met from other sources.

20. The second element in our scheme is voluntary financial contributions. By

this we mean contributions made voluntarily by countries over and above, and

separately from, their compulsory assessments. We attach considerable importance

to this element. We think that voluntary contributions should be encouraged

and those who make them applauded. We think that the permanent members of the

Security Council in recognition of their special responsibility for international

peace and security ought to make such contributions to the cost of every peace-

keeping operation. We think that countries with special stakes in the area of

an operation should do likewise. We think that any other country which, for

any reason whatsoever, cares to do the same should be made to feel that its

act of generosity would be appreciated.

21. The next element in the method that we propose is a surcharge on the

countries responsible for the events which make a peace-keeping operation

necessary. Again this surcharge should be additional to the amounts payable

by those countries under the general assessment scheme for the operation. In

the absence of a determined effort to levy these surcharges, more countries

will start more bush-fires in the expectation that they can get away with it.

22. When the gross costs of an operation have been abated by'contributions

under the three heads already indicated, there will remain a residue which in

some cases will be of considerable magnitude. It is this residue that will require
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to "be apportioned among all the Merrier States of the Organization. We think

the apportionment should "be on the "basis of the criteria which we have in this

statement accepted as valid for the purpose of the compulsory assessment. What

this amounts to is that the apportionment should be based on financial capacity.

23- Considering that the assessment scale for the regular budget is supposed

to reflect financial capacity, we think that that scale should serve as the basic

scale for the apportionment of the net costs of peace-keeping operations. For

this latter purpose, however, the scale will require one important modification.

At present, it is subject to an upper limit of 33 1/3 per cent for any single

country. This limitation should be removed, at least in regard to peace-keeping

costs. We were glad to note from an earlier intervention by the distinguished

representative of the United States that his Government is taking steps which

might facilitate the lifting of this restriction.

2k. Two other conditions to the application of this scale seem to us to be

vitally necessary. A number of the smaller States Members may be quite unable

to pay their assessment for peace-keeping operations in addition to their

assessment under the regular budget. We should be prepared to scale down uhe

former to accommodate them, what is lost to the peace-keeping budget in that

way being recovered from other States Members in proportion inter se to their

assessment quotas.

25. The other condition that must be made to the application of the assessment

scale is a limitation on the magnitude of each year 's expenditure on peace-

keeping operations. We would suggest a figure of $50 million. We think that

any expenditure above this figure should be financed by a special appeal for

voluntary contributions by members.

The Nigerian scheme may be summarized as follows:

(a) "Free of charge" supplies (if any) of men and materials under

Article ^3 of the Charter;

(b) Voluntary contributions by the permanent members of the Security

Council in recognition of their special responsibility for international

law and order;

(c) Voluntary contributions by States with special states in the area

of the peace-keeping operation;
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(d) Voluntary contributions by any other States willing to make them;

(e) Surcharge on States responsible for events necessitating the operation;

(f) For application to net costs (that is to say, gross estimated

expenditure abated by receipts under itwms (a) to (e) amounting to not more

than $50 million a year, application of the assessment scale for the regular

budget, subject to the tvo qualifications indicated in this statement;

(g) Net costs in excess of $50 million a year to be met by an appeal for

special voluntary contributions.

26. These comments and proposals represent the views of the Nigerian delegation

at this stage of the Working Group's deliberations, and are volunteered in the

spirit, advocated by our Chairman, of co-operating to find a compromise solution

likely to command general acceptance. The Nigerian delegation is prepared to

join, either in the full working party or in committee, in considering any other

proposals submitted by other delegations.
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To begin with, let me say that I have no radical new ideas to suggest nor any

concrete formula to put forward for the solution of the problem "before us. If

this problem has remained unsolved it is not for lack of ideas but because of the

absence of agreement among Members of the United Nations as to the best way to

solve it and, in a sense, about the very nature of the problem. Discussions in the

Fifth Committee during the fifteenth and sixteenth sessions of the General

Assembly and in the fifteen member predecessor of this working group showed clearly

enough the nature and extent of the controversy. The root of this dispute lay

in disagreement firstly ab«ut the purposes and objectives of the operations

undertaken by the United Nations in the Middle East and the Congo and then more,

importantly, in opposing conceptions of the scope and meaning of the provisions of

the Charter relating to the maintainence of international peace and security.

One has to admit that this basic disagreement remains unresolved. It follows, I

think, that the difficulty in which the Organization finds itself for the present,

will not be removed and, if removed by some means, for the present, is likely

to recur if these political disagreements are not resolved through a compromise

based on the recognition of the common interest of all Member States in the

survival and viability of the Organization and, in particular, in situations

demanding emergency action, its ability to function promptly, effectively and

impartially .
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This working group is, however, not competent to deal with these issues. We

have a limited and specific mandate, namely to suggest - (a) special methods

for financing peace-keeping operations involving heavy expenditure and -

(b) arrangements designed to bring up to date the dues of Members who are in

arrears in their contributions for financing peace-keeping operations. This is a

narrower mandate than the one under which the working group of fifteen had to

work. That group had to examine such questions as the sources of authority

for peace-keeping operations, the applicability of Article 17 of the Charter and

so forth. We are not concerned with these questions since the ICJ answered them

in its advisory opinion of 20 July 1962. The ICJ opinion constitutes the

framework within which we have been instructed to work by the General Assembly -

in saying this, I am not suggesting that the differences that continue to

exist between the Powers, the Court's advisory opinion notwithstanding, can be

ignored. But I do hold that we cannot reopen these questions here and that,

even if we could, it would take us no further towards agreement than did the long

and intricate discussions held in the past. Our task is to recommend, as

regards the future, a method of financing peace-keeping operations which would be

just and equitable and more dependable than the ad hoc arrangements that have

had to be hurriedly devised in all cases up to now. In so far as past

expenditures are concerned, we have to recommend some arrangements for the

recovery of arrears from those who are willing to pay their contributions but have

been unable to do so for reasons beyond their control. In regard to Members

who are able to pay but are unwilling to do so for one reason or another, it will

have to be admitted that there is no substitute for willingness to co-operate

and that the working group is unlikely to come up with a magic formula to solve

the problem.

As regards the methods of financing peace-keeping operations, the question

resolves itself into that of determining the principles on the basis of which

the expenditures should be shared among Member States. When I refer to

expenditures, I have in mind not expenditures after taking into account funds that

might be made available voluntarily by Member States. Such voluntary

contributions are of course to be welcomed and, although they cannot be calculated

in advance nor foreseen, in the present circumstances, they must continue to
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provide an important portion of finances available for peace-keeping operations.

In certain cases, as for instance the operation in West Irian, peace-keeping

•perations will be financed entirely by voluntary cont.ri'hu-H ons. The views of

the Government of Pakistan on the matter were conveyed to the Cccic+nry o°noT~=n in

August 1961 in connexion with the work of the earlier Working Group on the

administrative and budgetary procedures of the United Nations. The text of these

observations is contained in document A/AC.It̂ /1/Add.k and I will not repeat it

here. In summary, the Government of Pakistan believes that all Members of the

United Nations share in the responsibility for the maintenance of international

peace and security and therefore in the financing of operations undertaken with

that aim. It believes further that while the regular scale of assessments

provides a fair and equitable distribution of the expenses of the United Nations,

under-developed countries would find it beyond their means to pay additional

contributions of more than a token amount for operations involving heavy

expenditures. It considers that expenses such as those incurred in the Congo are

different in nature from the regular expenses of the Organization and that

therefore a procedure different from the one applied in the case of the regular

budget is required for meeting these expenses. The Permanent Members of the

Security Council have special responsibilities and powers under the Charter in

connexion with the maintenance of international peace and security and in the view

of the Government of Pakistan this special responsibility extends to the financing

of peace-keeping operations. On the basis of these principles, the Government

of Pakistan concluded that peace-keeping operations should be financed under a

special scale which would provide relief to those Members which had inadequate

capacities to pay and would take into account the special responsibilities

of permanent members of the Security Council.

A number of other criteria were put forward by other Members of the United

Nations. The list of these is contained in the statement prepared by the

Secretariat for this Working Group. Side by side with the, as it were, abstract

discussions of criteria and principles, the United Nations was of course

carrying on various peace-keeping operations upon which it had embarked with funds

provided in an ad hoc manner under resolutions adopted by the General Assembly.

A certain practice has therefore grown up for apportioning the cost of peace-

keeping operations. In the case of both UNEF and ONUC, the financing resolutions
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take into account the principles of collective responsibility on the one hand and

on the other that of granting relief to Members with a relatively low capacity

to bear the additional financial burden.

In parenthesis, I might state here that in our view the effect of the opinion

of the International Court of Justice merely confirms that the various actions

taken in this regard by the General Assembly were in consonance with its

responsibilities and powers under the Charter. The International Court's opinion

thus confirmed the General Assembly's right to authorize peace-keeping operations

in certain circumstances and to authorize and apportion expenditures involved

in such operations. This does not of course mean that the General Assembly

can act with the same freedom as does a national parliament. Limitations to its

powers are written into the Charter and others are dictated by the common-sense

consideration of political and financial consequences of any action it may

wish to authorize. I would like to anticipate a little here and to say that we

strongly commend, in this connexion, the suggestions put forward in

paragraphs IP to 12 of the very useful working paper submitted by the Canadian

delegation. Obviously the examination by the General Assembly of the financial

consequences of a peace-keeping operation will not eliminate, difficulties that

might arise as to the political objectives and scope of the operation or as to the

manner of their execution. Nevertheless, if the General Assembly had the

opportunity to examine the cost estimates of an operation before the operation was

undertaken and the Secretary-General received from it specific authorization

to enter into financial commitments, this would bring much greater clarity into

the picture in future and help to avoid the kind of confusion and uncertainty

which have surrounded the operations in the Congo, quite apart from the

disagreement on principles which has beset it.

To return to the matter of the apportionment of expenditures, the practice

followed in the United Nations as well as all but one or two of the criteria put

forward by Member States are based on the principle of collective financial

responsibility as well as that of allowing relief to countries with under-developed

or developing economies. The three working papers submitted respectively by

China, Canada and the Latin American members of the Group, all proceed on the same

basis. On behalf of my delegation I would like to pay the warmest tribute to the
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authors of these working papers. Their great merit lies in the fact that they

avoid all abstract discussion of criteria and proceed to formulate concrete

proposals in respect of the question that is "before us i.e. hov should the

expenditures involved in peace-keeping operations be shared amongst Members of

the United Nations. We are very strongly in favour of this approach even though

the various criteria ve have before us have much merit in them and a great deal

could be said about each. For that very reason, we feel that we should leave

aside such thorny and undefinable questions as to who is the delinquent and who

the victim in a particular situation or who stands to benefit more than another

from the restoration of peace and tranquillity in a particular area of the world.

A discussion of these matters would be highly interesting and even diverting but

I am afraid that it will not come to an end before the 31st of March when we have

to submit our report to the General Assembly.

If we can reach agreement on the principle that every Member of the United

Nations has an interest in securing international peace and security but that not

all Members can share the financial burden of peace-keeping operations to the

same degree, then I think we could reach agreement fairly quickly on some specific

formula for sharing the expenses of peace-keeping operations.

This would have three elements. First a definition of what constitutes heavy

expenditure on peace-keeping operations. All peace-keeping expenditures below

an agreed figure would be included in the regular budget as they have in the past.

Then we shall need a yardstick for determining which Members cannot bear to the

full extent the additional burden involved in heavy peace-keeping expenditures.

Finally, the extent to which they are to be granted relief and how the additional

burden is to be distributed among the remaining Members of the United Nations will

need to be determined.

Three such formulae are already on the table. As I said they share the

approach which we ourselves consider the most fruitful. There are nevertheless

important differences in their financial implications. At this stage I would prefer

not to enter into a detailed examination of these proposals. I would like to

state only our agreement with the view that for the great majority of the Members

of the United Nations collective financial responsibility for peace-keeping

operations would be reflected by contributions of a token nature. We also agree

that the receipt of technical assistance is the simplest yardstick for determining
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the grant of relief from the full burden of the cost of peace-keeping operations.

Although modifications may be necessary in individual cases based on the

assessment of the Member concerned to the regular budget or on some other factor

reflecting its capacity to pay.

At this stage I shall confine myself to these rather general observations,

reserving the position of my delegation until ve get down to the examination of

concrete proposals.
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At this point I should like to define as "briefly as possible some aspects of

my delegation's position on procedure in this Working Group and on a few questions

of substance.

As the distinguished representatives know, Brazil had until the General

Assembly's sixteenth session a clear-cut position on the definition of military

expenses of the Organization. It did not believe that such expenses could be

regarded as "expenses of the Organization", within the meaning of Article 17 of

the Charter, irrespective of the nature of the military operations involved. Thus,

in interpreting the Charter on this subject, Brazil was guided by the following

three principles:

(a) The financial responsibility of each Member State was determined,

according to the Charter, by the nature of the proposed operation and by

the legal nature of the resolution authorizing that operation]

(b) Operations carried out according to the procedure laid down in

Chapter VII of the Charter would be financed under the military agreements

referred to in that Chapter;

(c) Operations carried out under recommendations of the General Assembly,

or even of the Security Council, would lay on Member States no obligation

to share in the expenses.

Notwithstanding the clarity of that position Brazil was compelled, at the

General Assembly's seventeenth session, to take account of a new factor fundamental

63-0712!+
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to its sense of loyalty to the legal obligations of States: I refer to the

advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice that the expenditures

authorized in the General Assembly resolutions designated in resolution 1751 (XVI)

constitute "expenses of the Organization" within the meaning of Article 17,

paragraph 2., of the Charter. In the circumstances Brazil decided to accept the

Court's advisory opinion by voting in favour of resolution 185̂  (XVIl) of which,

indeed, it had been a sponsor.

The vote on that resolution represents, in my delegation's view, a crucial

moment in the history of our whole problem. We have henceforth to refer to this

resolution as a point of departure for our future work.

The fact remains that this has not shut the door on the past. The future

of the United Nations will remain in jeopardy until the major world Powers manage

to find some common ground. Until they find some way to recognize that the

previous resolutions authorizing military expenditures can be regarded as legal,

or at any rate as capable of being legalized by some means, it will be very

difficult - or so my delegation feels - to find a "technical" solution to our

problem. It is plain to see that our problem becomes strictly technical as soon

as a political understanding has been reached.

In present circumstances the only hope lies in accepting the fact that

what is past is past and in looking ahead,'so that such military operations as we

may undertake in the future may be decided upon with the common consent of the

very few Powers which together possess over 95 per cent of mankind's military

strength.

Nevertheless, facts must be faced. If this consent - for whatever reasons -

is lacking, it is foreseeable that the United Nations will have to take its

decisions on such operations through the General Assembly. We may thus accept

it as a possibility that situations of the type we are facing now may recur at

any time.

This means that solving our problem is well worth any effort, for the present

state of affairs imperils the very existence of the United Nations or at any rate

its effective functioning, which amounts to the same thing.

In the circumstances our duty is plain. What is not always plain is the

wording of the resolution that guides us, for it is not without ambiguity.
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Perhaps it would help us to find common ground if we made a study of that

resolution purely from the semantic standpoint.

With this in mind, then, I venture to draw your attention to these few

points:

(1) The second preambular paragraph refers to "a different procedure ...

from that applied to the regular budget of the United Nations";

(2) This fourth preambular paragraph refers to "different financing methods

from those applied to the regular budget to cover, in the future, peace-

keeping operations of the United Nations";

(3) Operative paragraph 1 refers to "Administrative and Budgetary

Procedures" as part of the title of the Working Group, whose purpose -

according to the same paragraph - is to study "special methods for

financing peace-keeping operations of the United Nations involving heavy

expenditures, such as those for the Congo and the Middle East, including

a possible special scale of assessments";

(!*•) Operative paragraphs 2 and 3 refer to "criteria" which, according to

the French text, are made up of "elements". This notion of "elements" «un

be discarded, however, for it is merely a mode of expression used in the

French text: in contrast to the French phrase employed - "attention

particuliere aux elements suivants" - the English text reads "giving

particular attention to the following", the word "criteria" being understood,

while the Spanish text says "fijando especialmente la atencidn en los

siguientes" , with the word "criterios" understood.

It will thus be seen that we are dealing with three main concepts: procedure-

procedure-procedimi .nto; methode-method-metodo; and criteres-criteria-criterios.

Listed in this order, these three concepts represent, roughly speaking, a

descending order of generality. While the semantic borderlines between the first

two are not very well defined, there is a clear-cut distinction between ths last

two. There is also a generic and specific relationship between the three, and

in the same order.

Needless to say, however, all these concepts are tools to be used to produce

something which is clearly described in operative paragraphs 1 and 2, i.e.
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"special methods for financing ... including a possible special scale of

assessments", for the "sharing of the costs of peace-keeping operations".

•ur procedure should therefore be to try to solve our problem, if possible,

through a series of objective and specific conclusions from which one or, if

necessary, several draft resolutions can be prepared for the forthcoming special

session of the General Assembly.

As to our methods, there are at least two approaches that might be considered:

either we could adopt a formula of the type proposed by the distinguished

representative of China, which would spare us the necessity of scrutinizing

shades of value among the criteria submitted for our consideration; or we could

decide that that formula, or a similar formula, was undesirable, in which case

we would have to decide to draw up a special scale of assessments.

If we opted for the second method, we could proceed to consider the criteria

already listed for us by the Secretariat.

In conclusion, I venture to state what my delegation hopes for with regard

to our work:

(1) that we shall conclude, inter alia, that the collective responsibility

of Member States for military expenses involves in itself a moral and

political choice of great significance;

(2) that the military contingents which under-developed Member States

will almost certainly be called upon to provide will in themselves

represent a noteworthy contribution, even where the cost involved is

recovered by those Member States;

(3) that future peace-keeping military operations of the United Nations may

be authorized with the common consent of the major Powers, so as to spare

the Organization itself the consequences of their disagreements, call it

cold war or what you will; in a world where roughly $120,00* million a year

is being spent on armaments it is almost ironical and certainly tragic that

the Organization for peace, the only one which mankind can yet appreciate

or even conceive, should be torn apart on account of a budget representing

a relatively tiny fraction of that sum;

(U) that, for the time being, very serious consideration will be given to

the Chinese proposal or some other equally simple and logical method. That
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proposal is simple in that, it spares us the difficulty of making a choice

among the criteria, and it is logical becaus;- it goes directly to the

point by taking as the immediate yardstick 1che scale of assessments for

the regular budget.

(5) tnat, whatever the procedure, method or criteria adopted, the

contributions of the under-developed Member States will be set as low as

possible. One of the causes of the world's troubl-s is the risk that a

very few rich countries may grow richer, and a vast number of poor countries

poorer, every day. There can be no nobler scale of values than one based

on the realization of this fact which, indeed, is the reason for the very

existence of this Working Group.
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We are meeting here in this Working Group under more auspicious circumstances

than the Working Group of Fifteen in 1961. In the first place,, there have recently

been favourable developments in the Congo operations. The Secretary-General has

announced that the military phase in the Congo is about over and that there will be

no need to maintain the present level of expenditure in that country. This is

indeed good news for us. It appears that we are no longer in the snowed-under

condition in which the Working Group of Fifteen undertook its work.

Another important factor which facilitates our work is the General Assembly

resolution by which the Assembly accepts the relevant Advisory Opinion of the

International Court of Justice. We may, as individual delegations,. have taken

different positions in the General Assembly on the Advisory Opinion. However, as

members of this Working Group, we have no competence to reopen the question. We

have to work under the premise that the expenses incurred in the peace-keeping

operations are expenses of ths Organization within the meaning of Article 17 (2) of

the Charter. This puts our discussion on a firm basis which the Working Group of

Fifteen did not have.

Still another helpful factor in our work is the favourable response to the

sale of the United Nations bonds. It appears that some $1̂ 0 million worth of the

bonds have been pledged or purchased. The proceeds thus realized will be enough

to cover the United Nations operations in the Congo and in the Middle East at least
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up to the middle of the year or, with a scaling-down of the United Nations forces

in the Congo, up to the latter part or even to the end of this year. While the

United Nations financial crisis still exists, its pressing and grave nature appears

to have somewhat subsided.

While saying this, I am not unaware of the difficulties underlying the two

questions to which we are asked to help find solutions. These are inherently

difficult questions, as are all other questions involving dollars and cents. We

are here primarily to help devise methods of financing future United Nations peace-

keeping operations involving heavy expenditures. At the same time, we are to study

the situation arising from the arrears in the payment of contributions for

financing peace-keeping operations that have accumulated to the tune of a little

over $100 million. This second question seems to me to be even more complex than

the first one. I will leave the discussion of this second question to a later

stage and address myself at present only to the first question, that is, how to

finance future peace-keeping operations.

Since it has now been established that the expenses incurred from peace-

keeping operations are the expenses of the Organization, it follows that such

expenses are the collective responsibility of the entire membership of the United

Nations. I think this is a fundamental principle on which the Working Group should

first of all agree. It should be the point of departure from which we may

proceed to find workable and equitable methods of financing peace-keeping

operations.

The establishment of this principle certainly does not preclude the

applicability of another equally fundamental principle, namely: that assessments

should be made for such expenditures only after voluntary contributions have in

the first place been applied to them. Past experience has shown that United Nations

peace-keeping operations involving heavy expenditures have been successfully

financed by voluntary contributions. The two most outstanding examples are the

peace-keeping operations in Korea and in West New Guinea. It is obvious that only

when voluntary contributions are unavailable or inadequate will the financial

obligations of the membership arise.

A third fundamental principle applicable is that the expenses incurred in

peace-keeping operations should be apportioned among the Members of the United
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Nations in accordance with their capacity to pay. This is the guiding principle

in the assessments in relation to the regular "budgets of the United Nations. In

fact, it is the only criterion that is provided in the rules of procedure of the

General Assembly and in the Financial Regulations of the United Nations. This is

a sound and well-established principle which, as I understand, has never been

disputed.

It may be asked why a special scale of assessment should be prepared for

financing peace-keeping operations as distinct from the regular scale of assessment

if the principle of capacity to pay is to be applied in both cases. The answer is

that when peace-keeping operations involve heavy axpenditures, the assessments made

according to the regular scale will simply go beyond the capacity to pay in the

case of a large number of Member States. Indeed, the regular expenses of the United

Nations have been on the increase throughout the years. However, there is a

limitation to the increase. We cannot imagine a situation in which the regular

expenses of the United Nations for any given year would suddenly double those for

the preceding year. Therefore, the regular scale of assessment established

according to capacity to pay would not normally give rise to undue hardships,

although the ever-increasing regular expenses of the Organization may already make

some Member States feel their financial burdens extremely heavy.

In the case of peace-keeping operations, the situation is entirely different.

The Member States are asked to pay, on top of their regular assessments, another

large amount which, in the case of the Congo operations, is even larger than the

regular expenses of the Organization. In the case of many Member States, their

capacity to pay is almost exhausted after their regular financial obligations ere

met. In other words, for these Member States, there is little more capacity left

in such circumstances. There is no question of willingness; it is the question of

ability.

This is the question which we are meeting here to help solve. To try to

solve it, we. have to study and answer two concrete preliminary questions: First,

which Member States will find their capacity to pay almost exhausted after paying

contributions to the regular budget? Second, what maximum additional financial

burdens can such Member States be expected to bear after meeting their regular

financial obligations?
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To the first preliminary question, a simple and easy yet fair answer may be

found in the past General Assembly resolutions relating to the financing of the

peace-keeping operations in the Congo and the Middle East. The yardstick used

there is the fact,, whether or not a Member State is in receipt of technical

assistance from the United Nations.

In the past years, my delegation has put forward in the Fifth Committee of

the General Assembly the view that the capital-exporting countries should share

among themselves the additional burdens resulting from the heavy expenditures for

peace-keeping operations and that the capital-importing countries should be

exempted from such burdens. I believe that this view is well-founded and I wish

to restate the reasons in brief terms.

The capital-importing countries would not import capital if they did not

lack capital and were not badly in need of capital for their vital national

development. It is already difficult for them to use up a part of this badly-needed

and hard~to-get capital to pay their contributions to the regular budgets of the

United Nations. It is indeed ironical to make them re-export to the United Nations

whatever capital they may be able to import or at least a sizable part of it, in

order to pay their, contributions to the additional heavy assessments for peace-

keeping operations. To force them to do so would be to defeat one of the objectives

which the United Nations is committed to promote under Article 55 of the Charter,

namely, higher standards of living, full employment, and conditions of economic and

social progress and development. That is why we feel that these countries should

be exempted from such additional financial burdens.

In the Working Group of Fifteen, my delegation made a more detailed analysis

and listed five factors as measures of a Member's capacity to pay. These five

factors are:

1. A Member's national savings, or alternatively its national and

especially its per caput income;

2. Its development requirements;

3. The state of its public finance;

h. Its balance of payments position; and

5. Special hardships.

All these factors are actually determinants of the fact whether a Member needs to

import capital or has surplus capital for export.

/ O o a
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As I said earlier, the relevant General Assembly resolutions use the receipt

of technical assistance from the United Nations as the yardstick. I believe that

the General Assembly is saying the same thing. It is safe to say that the Members

which need and import capital would "be the same as those in receipt of United

Nations technical assistance. From the United Nations point of view, the yardstick

of technical assistance is more advantageous because the United Nations is in

possession of all relevant facts. My delegation therefore thinks that this is a

good yardstick and concludes that the Members in receipt of United Nations technical

assistance have little remaining capacity to pay after paying their contributions

to the regular assessments.

That answers the first of the two preliminary questions I have posed. Now

I have yet to answer the second preliminary question, which is: VJhat maximum

additional burdens can such Member States be expected to bear after meeting their

regular financial obligations towards the Organization?

This question would not be necessary if the only principle applicable in this

matter were that of capacity to pay. As I have said, these Member States have in

fact little capacity to pay left and therefore should not be expected to bear

additional burdens. However, General Assembly resolution 185̂  A (XVTl), by

accepting the Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice, has

established the principle of collective responsibility. Consequently, those

capital-importing Member States, while finding almost no surplus resources for

additional contributions, have to make some extraordinary efforts to pay a share

of the heavy expenditures as a token of their support of the United Nations

peace-keeping operations. In such circumstances, their share cannot be expected

to be more than a token one.

The answer to my second preliminary question therefore lies in the

determination of what constitutes an adequate token payment for these Member

States. I must admit that I am no expert on budgetary matters and that this

question baffles me a great deal. However, relying on common sense, I submit

that an additional payment of 5 pe*° cent of their contributions to the regular

budget should be considered as an adequate token of support and at the same time

would not appear to have a damaging effect on their economic development.

Whatever amount exceeding 5 per cent of the assessments for the regular budget
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may "be required to finance peace-keeping operations should be the responsibility

of the capital-exporting Member States. Here I have used the figure of 5 per

cent in a rather tentative manner. It could be 14- per cent or 6 1/2 per cent.

I am open-minded on this point, but I believe that 5 per cent is about the

right figure.

Let us take for example contributions payable by Member States to the

United Nations regular budget for 1963- The total of the contributions,, in

round figure, amounts to about $8f million. Five per cent of that amount is

$̂ .1 million. If a given peace-keeping operation costs SJ&-.1 million, or less,

it may be safely considered as not belonging to the category of peace-keeping

operations involving heavy expenditures as referred to in paragraph 1 of

General Assembly resolution 185̂  B (XVIl). The expenditure thus incurred shculd

be shared by all Member States according to the scale of assessment for the

regular budget. Thus, a Member State whose contribution to the regular budget

is O.C&- per cent is required to pay about $1,600 for the peace-keeping operation

in addition to about $32>0°0 for the regular budget.

Nov let us suppose that, under different circumstances, the total cost of

the peace-keeping operation is $20 million in 1963? which is about the size

of that for the UNEF in the Middle East and which of course exceeds 5 per cent

of the regular budget. Such an operation should be considered as belonging

to the category of operations involving heavy expenditures as referred to in

paragraph 1 of General Assembly resolution 185̂  B (XVIl). In accordance with

the formula I have just proposed, $4.1 million of the expenditure would be

borne by all Member States. The remainder, which is $15.9 million, would be

apportioned only among those Member States which are capital-exporting or

which are not in receipt of technical assistance from the United Nations. The

apportioning would also be determined in proportion to their contributions to

the regular budget.

It appears that this formula has several advantages. It requires no special

scale of assessment. It is pegged on the scale for the regular budget which is

itself subject to constant review and readjustments. It is entirely in

accordance with the principles of collective responsibility and of capacity to

pay. Above all, it is fair and reasonable. My delegation, therefore, wishes

to commend this formula to the Working Group for careful consideration.
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It may "be asked whether, under this formula, the burden put on what I call

the capital-exporting Member States may not be too heavy for them to share. If

that should lie the case, then it is only too clear that the United Nations

vould be undertaking activities beyond its financial capacity. We must admit

that even the United Nations has its limitations. In those circumstances, it

is up to the capital-exporting Member States to indicate that the expenditures

involved are too heavy and beyond the means of the United Nations.

Let me sum up the points I have made in this intervention.

1. The expenditures incurred in United Nations peace-keeping operations

are the collective responsibility of the entire membership of the Organization.

2. Voluntary contributio»s to such expenditures should be encouraged and

should be used to pay for such expenditures in the first place.

3. Of the remainder of such expenditures after voluntary contributions

have been applied, aa amount equivalent to 5 per cent of the regular budget

should be apportioned as the expenses of the Organization among all Member

States in accordance with the scale of assessment for the regular budget<,

k. Any additional amount required should *e apportioned among capital-

exporting Member States or Member States non-recipients of technical assistance

from the United Nations.

I am not unaware of the fact that General Assembly resolution 185̂  B (XVIl)

makes reference to two other principles on which I have not commented. I have

not done so because, in my opinion, those two principles are either not really

relevant or are impractical. Thus, the special responsibility of members of

the Security Council has really no bearing on their financial obligations to

the Organization. That factor has never been taken into consideration in the

determination of the scale of assessment for the regular budget. Furthermore,

a member of the Security Council may also suffer from temporary economic

dislocations which limit its capacity to pay. As to what is referred to in the

General Assembly resolution as "special factors", a discussion of that principle

will only give rise to a lengthy and probably inconclusive debate. With all

due respect, I am of the opinion that it is too complicated to be of practical

value.
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The Working Group of Twenty-One is taking up its work pursuant to instructions

from the General Assembly to study special methods for financing peace-keeping

operations of the United Nations involving heavy expenditures, such as those for

the Congo and the Middle East.

This question deserves careful consideration.

United Nations expenditure on the operations in the Kiddle East and in the

Congo amounts to $402 million. Of this sum, the United Nations treasury has not

received about $170 million. A bond issue of $203 million has been made, an act

without precedent in the history of the United Nations. It should be emphasized

that there is no definite indication as to when the heavy expenditure incurred

through these operations is to end. What is more, it is being proposed more and

more frequently and insistently that United Nations armed forces should remain in

the Middle East and in the Cong-* on a virtually permanent basis and, consequently,

that the United Nations should continue a course of action the financial result of

whicn is that the Organization is even now unable to meet its bills. Furthermore^

as we shall show later on, all this expenditure has been incurred in flagrant

violation of the Charter of the United Nations. Vast sums, equal to four times

the United Nations annual budget, have been illegally drawn from the various

accounts in the Organization's custody.

In order to find t,«me way out of the unsound financial situation which has

been artificially created in the United Nations to please the colonial Powers
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headed by the United States and in their interests, many attempts have been made

over the past few years, as we all know, to lay the burden of this expenditure on

all the States Members of the United Nations by including it in the so-called

regular budget of the Organization. This step, as a contravention of the Charter -

we shall discuss this in more detail later on - was bound to arouse, ancl has

aroused, well-founded objections on the part of many States Members of the

United Nations; they have rightly refused to regard the sums arbitrarily assessed

against them as contributions which, as Members, they were bound to pay under

Article 17 of the Charter.

We shall not now recall all the .stages in the disputes on this question in

the United Nations. All this is widely known.

We shall merely emphasize that even in the most recent stage, namely, at the

seventeenth session of the General Assembly, no definite decisions were reached on

this question. The position on 1 January 1963 was that forty-nine countries had

in effect refused to acknowledge any obligation to pay for the maintenance of the

armed forces in the Middle East while sixty-seven countries had taken the same

position with regard to the operations in the Congo.

Faced with this situation, the General Assembly was unfortunately unable to

take any definite political or financial decisions, though it must be frankly said

that the United States and other Western Powers tried in every possible way to

impose their own thesis that the expenses in question should be included in the

Organization's regular budget - a thesis which is contrary to the Charter of the

United Nations.

In the Assembly forty-two delegations, including those of the socialist

countries and of a number of Afro-Asian countries, refused in one way or another

to support the Western Powers' position; this was reflected, in particular, in the

voting on the Jordanian amendment to the effect that the General Assembly could not

ratify a certain opinion of the International Court of Justice.

In the aggregate, then, about half the Members of the United Nations have

expressed in one way or another - by refusing to pay the sums assessed against them,

or through their votes and public statements - a critical attitude to the ever more

insistent demands «f the United States and other Western Powers that expenses

incurred through the operations of United Nations armed forces in the Middle East

and in the Congo should be included in the United Nations regular budget.
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Nov our Working Group has been instructed to pursue the examination of the

question left unresolved at the seventeenth session of the General Assembly. It is

to prepare a rep«rt for the special session «f the Assembly which is to be convened

r«t later than the end «f June 1963.

In beginning our work, we naturally cannot and must not disregard everything

that has happened in the preceding period.

It is also natural that we should ask ourselves what are the main, decisive

reasons for the attempt vhich is being made deliberately; for definite political

purposes, to represent an artificially created situation to the Members of the

United Nations as a financial crisis, or even financial ruin,, facing the

Organization. It is impossible to reach the right conclusions until this question

has been clarified. It is necessary to make a diagnosis, to examine not only the

external symptoms of the disease but also, and above all, its causes.

Let us look once again at what was said during the General Assembly's

seventeenth session. Let us remember that the delegations of many Asian and

African countries continued to stress that the question of paying the expenses of

maintaining armed forces in the Middle East and in the Congo was not at all a

financial but, first and foremost, a political question. This was pointed out, in

particular, by the representatives of the United Arab Republic, Algeria, Indonesia,

Iraq, Mali, Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Syria, Ghana, Jordan and Cambodia. The

representatives of Argentina, Uruguay, Ecuador, Venezuela, Denmark, United Arab

Republic, Jordan and several other countries emphasized that such expenses could

not be identified with the expenses included in the United Nations budget (i.e.,

under Article 17 of the Charter) and must be examined separately.

We agree with this approach to the question. The longer the discussions

continue on this subject in the United Nations, the more obvious it becomes, even

to those who formerly doubted this, that the problem at issue is one of vast

political significance, one which affects the very foundations of our trganization's

existence.

The financial aspect of the matter is merely the outcome of the fact that

decisions concerning the expenses incurred through the operations in the Middle

East and in the Congo have been adopted in disregard of the Security Council.

The principle of unanimity among the permanent members of the Council in the

adoption of the Council's decisions has been by-passed in this connexion. In both

cases the Assembly has arrogated to itself, under pressure from the United States
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and other Western Powers, functions and rights which, under the Charter, are placed

within the exclusive competence of the Security Council.

As you know, under the United Nations Charter only the Security Council is

competent to take decisions in any matters relating to any action for the

maintenance of international peace and security, including the establishment and

use of anted forces acting in the name of the United Nations. The Security Council,

as is stated in Article 2k of the Charter, bears "primary responsibility for the

maintenance of international peace and security". Accordingly, it is precisely the

Security Council, and only the Security Council, which, as Article 39 states,

"shall determine the existence of any threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or

act of aggression and shall make recommendations, or decide what measures shall be

taken in accordance with Articles kl and k2} to maintain or restore international

peace and security".

\Jhen the existence of a threat to the peace or a breach of the peace in any

given area or any specific situation has been established by the Security Council,

and if the Council has decided to use force to maintain or restore peace, it decides,

as may be seen from Article kk-, just which States Members of the United Nations, in

the given instance, are to make contingents of their armed forces available to the

Council. Members of the United Nations, as is stated in Article hj>} are bound, for

their part, to make available to the Security Council the appropriate contingents

of their national armed forces "on its call and in accordance with a special

agreement or agreements ... Such agreements ... shall govern the numbers and types'

of forces, their degree of readiness and general location, and the nature of the

facilities and assistance to be provided".

Thus, all material or financial matters connected with the execution of

Security Council decisions concerning the use of armed forces in the name of the

United Nations are to be the subject of agreements between the Security Council and

the Member State concerned.

Do I need to show that the Security Council was by-passed when such matters

were considered with reference to the operations of the Middle East and the Congo?

In the first case, the Security Council, was simply replaced by the

General Assembly.

In the second case, the matter was more complex, but this substitution is

equally evident. On ~L\ July 1960, the Council took its well known political

decision to send armed forces to the Congo in connexion with Belgian aggression
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against the young Republic of the Congo. This was done at the request of the

Congolese Prime Minister, Patrice Lumumba.

However, everyone knows what happened literally on the day after the adoption

of this decision. From the very outset} the operations in the Congo were organized

and conducted in a manner contrary to the Council's decision to give United Nations

military aid to the Congo.

The United Nations flag was used by the United States and other Western Powers

as a cover for acts which had nothing to do with the maintenance of international

peace and security. The Prime Minister. Patrice Lumumba,, who had called on

United Nations troops for help, was foully murdered.

A further gross violation of the Security Council's decision of lU July 1960

was the fact that the Council was prevented from determining which States Members

of the United Nations were to play a part in carrying out the Council's decisions

and from concluding the necessary agreements with these States governing the numbers

and types of forces, the nature of the assistance, and hence also the method of

financing, as provided in the Charter. Moreover, the Security Council was prevented

from having any say in the use of the armed forces acting in the name of the United

Nations in the Congo. Why did this happen? It was obvious that any decisions

regarding the organization, including also the financing, of the operations in the

Congo which were to the liking and to the advantage of the colonial Powers would not

command the necessary supp«rt in the Council and would not be adopted. That is why

from the very outset, as early as July 19̂ 0, the former Secretary-General of the

United Nations and his closest colleagues in the United Nations Secretariat

themselves (instead of the Council) determined, contrary to the Charter, which

States should be invited to participate in the operations in the Congo. That is

why, ignoring the Security Council, they took charge of these operations. It was

not, of course, primarily a question of the former Secretary-General himself. He

was merely a tool in the hands of those who controlled him.

On one occasion, as far back as 20 October I960, the Head of the Soviet

Government, Mr. N.S. Khrushchev, said in Moscow; "Nothing can wash away the shame

with which the United Nations has covered itself as the result of the policies

pursued in the Congo by the United Nations Secretariat under the leadership of the

Secretary-General, Mr. Eanmarskjold ...".

The profound justice of this estimate was confirmed by the whole further

course of events. The predominance of the Western Powers, headed by the

United States, as long as Hammarskjold was carrying out the practical policies
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of the United Nations in the Congo has "been more than eloquently revealed in a

recently published "book "by the former chief representative of the United Nations

in Katanga, Mr. O'Brien, who knew the whole "inside story" as to how decisions

were taken by the then Secretary-General of United Nations.

This is what O'Brien says in this connexion: "If there was any TCabinet1

for the Congo operation it was not the Security Council "but the highly

informal ... 'Congo Club' within the Secretariat itself" (page 50 of his book).

And further: "The Congo Club, then, consisted ... of an inner core of Americans

round Mr. Tfonunarskjold ..." (page 56).

We know what all this led to in practice. For it was on the instructions

of the American Cordier, as O'Brien says in his book, that the Congolese

Prime Minister, Patrice Lumumba, was isolated at the crucial moment by United

Nations troops, who deprived him of any opportunity to speak on the radio, to

get help, etc. (pages 60? 93).

The result of the violations of the Security Council* s resolutions and of

the usurpation of its powers was the murder of the man who turned to the United

Nations for help, suppression of the national liberation forces of the country,

and advancement of the interests in the Congo of the international monopolies,

above all, of the well-known company Union Minî re, financed by United Kingdom,

Belgian, French and United States capital.

The unalterable truth is that, acting in the interests of Union Miniere and

other international monopolies, the Governments of the United States, the

United Kingdom, France and Belgium embarked on a course of gross interference

in the internal affairs of the country from the very first days in the existence

of the Republic of the Congo, using the United Nations operations in the Congo

for their own venal purposes. This is the reason why the Congo crisis arose,

why it has dragged on and why it has not been settled to this day.

Let me just refer to a few facts.

The report to the Secretary-General from the Officer-in-Charge of the United

Nations Operation in the Congo of 8 October 1962 (S/5053/Add.l2) contains

conclusive evidence as to who supplied Tshombe with the weapons and mercenaries

to carry on his criminal activities against the legal Central Government of the

Republic of the Congo.
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As is clear from the report, the countries which were involved, either

directly or indirectly in the delivery of aircraft to Tshombe via Angola, for

example, include the Republic of South Africa, soire of '..'hose coir.paiiics sold the

aircraft to Tshombe; Portugal, without whose approval the aircraft could not

have been transported across Angola; the United Kingdom, one of whose companies

(Benguela Railway) transported the aircraft in parts via its railway line;

Belgium, one of whose companies (Union Miniere) assembled the aircraft at its

factories in Kolwezi; and the United States ana Franca , ̂ ".lidi o\m part of the

shares in Union Miniere.

It is no less revealing to consider the types of aircraft which were supplied

to Tshonibe from abroad.. As stated in the report, the overwhelming majority (no

less than twenty-four) were produced in the United States, eight in the Federal

Republic of Germany, four in the United Kingdom and three in France (which also

supplied Tshoroe vith kCO air rocks^s).

The main centres for recruiting mercenaries for Tshombe's army, as is again

clear from the report, were Belgium, France, the Republic of South Africa, and trie

United Kingdom colony known under the name of the Federation of Rhodesia and

Nyasaland.

Finally, the chief financial source from which Tchombe drew funa^ to buy

weapons and hire mercenaries was, as everybody knows, the Belgian, or rather,

the Anglo-Belgo-Franco-American company, Union Miniere, which, according to an

estimate made by the Washington Post in its issue of IT January 1963, iias spŝ t

between $100 and $150 million on Tshombe.

These were the actual "outside recou,-cas" that provided the r;.a"Cirial casis

for the shameless violations of the Security Council's decisions of Ik July I960.

Was it, perhaps, the Asian, African and Latin American countries or the Soviet

Union and the other socialist countries that were responsible? No. The

responsibility for all this lies with the Western Powers, headed by the United

States.

As is well known, they have not hesitated and do not hesitate now to interfere

directly in the operations of the United Nations forces in the Congo in order to

guide those operations in a direction favourable to them. Thus, operations against

Tshombe were twice brought to a halt, in September and December 1961.
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Such evidence could "be multiplied, as everyone here present knows full well.

Another indication that the colonial Powers have adopted a policy of prolonging

the Congo crisis is the well known fact that when it was necessary for these

Powers, wishing to have an official settlement of accounts, if I may put it like

that, in the secret reallocation of "spheres of influence" in the Congo which was

Going on between them, to order Tshcmbe to change over to a new "status", they

were able to do so almost instantaneously and without any apparent difficulty.

In the light of all this evidence, what is the meaning of the demand put

forward by the United States and its allies at the seventeenth session of the

General Assembly that countries which are in no way guilty of aggression either

in the Congo or the Middle East should assume the financial, and consequently

the political, responsibility for such aggression?

In point of fact, in addition to the $100-150 million which the monopolies

of the colonial Powers have spent for their own purposes outside the framework

of the United Nations in giving help to Tshombe, the Governments of a number of

the same colonial Powers have already contributed or intend to contribute the

funds necessary to cover expenditure in the Congo, which has in fact been

undertaken in order to achieve the very same purposes under cover of the United

Nations. The familiar story of the "United Nations bond issue", of course, will not

deceive ~.;.:-ĉ ~. Everyone knows who made the main "investment".

Why do they continue to demand so insistently that it should be compulsory

for all States to share in financing the operations of the United Nations forces

in the Middle East and the Congo? What is the political significance of this

demand, what is the real reason for it?

It is becoming more and more difficult for the colonial Powers to interfere

openly, by armed force and in other ways, in the affairs of nations which have

won independence or are still engaged in the struggle for national liberation.

Considerable light is thrown on the new situation which has arisen in recent years

by statements made quite openly in the United States and elsewhere.

Thus Dr. Atwater, representing the Friends' Ccn.uiittoc- on National Legislation}

speuliin^ in the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the United States CoriPiress on

17 July 1/062, said:

";,/though the Congo case is ixcopticnally co,.iolDJ-:, it illustrates
how United States interests have been More effectively served
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by relying on United Nations agencies ... Indeed, I vould go
raL-'c'.iar and suggest that the United States' interests in the new
co.'-ycries of the world can be more effectively acconoLisaed by using
tV United Nations rather than by trying to do it exclusively ourselves."

As recently as k February 1963, the United States periodical U.S. News and

World Report, revealing the secret i.rc-j'VdLons of the Unite-l States, quoted

the following franL statement by a ^e>-v,er of the staff of the United States

Mission to the United Nations:

"Had there "been no U.N." (in the Congo) "then" (i.e. at the very
"beginning of the Congo crisis) "the U.S. would have had to do the job ... The
U.W. 'presence' in the Congo may be resented by some. A U.S. 'presence'
would have been resented by everyone."

That is the actual state of affairs. That is why the United States and some

other Powers have in practice met most of the cost of financing these operations.

That is why they nevertheless wish to avoid officially recognizing their

obligation at least to finance the United Nations operations in the Congo.

Instead they paint a picture of the United Nations as undergoing a financial

crisis.

That is why proposals designed to force all the States Members of the

United Nations to participate in financing the operations in the

Middle East, without a decision on the subject "by the Security Council, go not

only far beyond the limits of -a purely financial aim or. j even beyond the limits

of such important political problems as the situation in the Congo and in the

Middle East. Such proposals represent one of the new and, in my opinion,

insidious and therefore particularly dangerous stages in the struggle against

the principle of great-Power unanimity in the Security Council.

It is scarcely necessary, in the present discussion, to prove in detail

again and again the importance of this principle to the activity and the very

existence of the United Nations.

That decisions adopted by two thirds of the Members of the United Nations

in the General Assembly should supplant the principle of unanimity among the

great Powers in the Security Council when decisions are taken concerning the

action required for the maintenance of international peace and security: that

is the aim in all this.
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The fallacy of such an approach, on the part of certain States, to decisions

adopted in the General Assembly of the United Nations was explained by

W.S. Khrushchev, in his statement on United States television on 9 October I960,

in these words:

"Principles based on the majority, which you fix at two-thirds for
deciding disputatious questions, are perfectly acceptable within a country
when domestic issues - political, economic and so on - are to be settled.
Here, however, we are concerned with a complex international question.
This question is to be decided by the countries which form the United
Nations; and that is not a parliament but an international forum,
established to settle questions in such a way that the decision does not
injure a single State participati.,!-;.-. in that foruij.

"... Consequently you must not abuse a temporary majority in the
United Nations in order to impose your decisions on the minority, because -
I repeat - it is not a parliament. We are discussing here, not domestic
issues in a particular country, but International questions, vith
•I'JG r;spoct for sovereignty and l'c,:c non-intervention in the
affairs of other States. It is necessary to keep that in mind, and to
proceed on that basis. Then the correct decision will be reached in
the matter."

It was specifically the recognition of the special and equal responsibility

of the permanent members of the Security Council for the maintenance of

international peace and security which prompted the inscription of the so-called

unanimity rule as the basis of the Charter. Only those who would like to regard

the United Nations as a "club of the politically like-minded", those who would

like to destroy the Organization, can object to this most important principle.

As is well known, the Soviet Union, which is concerned to preserve and

support the United Nations as an important instrument for the maintenance of

peace and security, has always come out in support of the principles of the

Charter, and especially the principle of unanimity among the permanent members

of the Security Council.

It follows from all the foregoing that any proposals designed to force all

States Members of the United Nations to bear any financial consequences of the

operations in the Middle East and in the Congo, without a decision by the

Security Council, are unacceptable to the Soviet delegation for reasons of

principle, because such proposals are contrary to the Charter of the United

Nations.
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As already noted, the very people who instigated all the aggressive and

illegal actions in the Middle East and in the Congo have also committed gross

violations of the Charter with respect to the financing of the operations of

United Nations armed forces in those regions. Now they are trying to represent

this situation as a financial crisis for the United Nations. This, however, is

not a financial crisis for the Organization "but simply the financial reflection

of the downfall which will inevitably overtake the colonial Powers if they

continue on their course of violating the Charter of the United Nations and

suppressing the movement of national liberation. The United Nations operations in

the Middle East and in the Congo were provoked by the aggressive actions of the

colonial Powers. Both operations, and especially the United Nations operation

in the Congo, have "become long drawn-out affairs and have put the Organization to

considerable expense solely through the fault of the colonial Powers and their

accomplices, whose aims - as already pointed out - have nothing whatever to do

with the maintenance of international peace and security. In view of this fact,

it would be no more than justice that those same Powers should also assume the

entire material responsibility for the United Nations operations in the Middle

East and in the Congo.

The recognition of this principle as the basis for the solution of the

problem of financing the United Nations operations in the Middle East and in the

Congo would represent a triumph for the principles of the Charter of the United

Nations and would help to enhance the authority of the Organization as a force

capable of upholding the cause of the peace and security of peoples.

As to the methods of financing the possible future operations of armed forces

acting on behalf of the United Nations, the Working Group of Twenty-one should

approach this question from the preciisv: -;,hat such questions can and must "be

decided by the Security Council alona. Tliis is plainly "che conclusion to be

drawn Iron; the analysis we have :r.ads of t: ..2 provisions c_' Chapter VII of the

Charter of the United Nations -which relate to this question.

Such are the two fundamental criteria which, in the opinion of the Soviet

delegation, should form the foundation of the study to be made by our Working

Group on the instructions of the General Assembly.
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WORKING GROUP ON THE EXAMINATION OF THE
ADMINISTRATIVE AND BUDGETARY PROCEDURES
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

FINANCING OF UNITED NATIONS PEACE-KEEPING OPERATIONS

Note dated 8 February 1963 from the Permanent Representative of
Ireland to the United Nations to the Chairman of the

Working Group of Twenty-One

The Permanent Representative of Ireland to the United Nations presents his

compliments to the Chairman of the Working Group on the Examination of the

Administrative and Budgetary Procedures of the United Nations and has the

honour to refer to paragraph 3 of resolution 1854 E (XVII) "Administrative and

Budgetary Procedures of the United Nations" which requests the Working Group

"to take into account any criteria proposed by Member States at the seventeenth

session of the General Assembly or submitted by them directly to the Working

Group".

On the instructions of the Government of Ireland the Permanent Representative

has the honour to transmit, for. consideration by the Working Group, the full

text of the statement made by the Minister for External Affairs of Ireland,

Mr. Frank Aiken, in the General Debate at the seventeenth session of the

General Assembly on 4 October 1962. In connexion with this request for

consideration attention is called in particular to the proposal, contained in

the concluding paragraphs of the Minister's statement, to eupower tb.e Secretary-

General of the United Nations to borrow in any financial year up to the full

amount of the cost of implementing all tke decisions of the United Nations in

that year.

The Parmanent Representative is at the disposal of the Working Group should

they require his assistance in supplying further details of the proposal.

63-07113
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The Permanent Representative of Ireland to the United Nations avails

himself of this opportunity to express to the Chairman of the Working Group on

the Examination of the Administrative and Budgetary Procedures of the United

Nations the assurances of his highest consideration.
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ANNEX

Excerpt of ..Statement made by the Minister for External Affairs
of Ireland at the HA.2nd jneeting of the General Assembly on

4 October !Qf2

...There are major problems facing the United Nations which in other

circumstances I should like to discuss at some length. However, on ore

occasion or another in the past, the Irish delegation has stated its attitude

with regard, to many of these issues: Berlin, Tibet, the Middle East, the Congo,

Angola, Southern Rhodesia, the danger of the spread of nuclear weapons, and

the danger of a troika veto on the execution of our decisions. I propose,

therefore, to confine my remarks in this debate to a new and pressing danger

of a fundamental character to which our Acting Secretary-General and many

representatives here have already wisely brought attention. Only yesterday

the Foreign Minister of Cameroon described this as "beyond peradventure the

most grave" of all the problems confronting this Organization (A/FV.1140,

page 53). I refer to the threatening crisis in the finances of the United

Nations - the danger of the disruption of the United Nations through the

failure of many Member States to play their due part in meeting the cost of

implementing the decisions of the Security Council and the General Assembly.

Unexciting and even prosaic as this subject may appear, it is one of vital

consequence because, far-reaching and noble as are the potentialities of the

United Nations, it must collapse in chaos if its exchequer is empty. As an

army is .-. .d to march on its stomach, the onward march of an organization

such as ours depends on its purse.
Although the small States as well as the large have the duty to contribute

their due share of the expenses of the Organization, I am not concerned at the

moment with the case of such Members of the Organization whose failure to pay

may temporarily be due to conditions beyond their own control. As we all

know, the Charter recognizes that such cases may exist and makes due provision

for them. What is more serious, in my view, is the situation created when

Members which have no such excuse refuse to contribute their fair share to

the cost of specific activities undertaken by the Organization, on the

ground that the activities in question should not have been undertaken at all

or that they disagree with the manner in which such activities are bsing

conducted. /• • •
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I do not wish to pause here to discuss the recent advisory opinion of the

International Court of Justice, which we accept unreservedly. Neither do I wish

to discuss the morality and justice of the sort of attitude I describe, although

it is manifestly unfair that those Members which continue to honour their

obligations to the Organization should have to shoulder additional burdens in

consequence of the default of those which do not. What disturbs me more is

the thought of the influence which this kind of attitude would be bound to have

on the future effectiveness of the Organization if it were to persist and become

more widespread.

In an organization such as this, there will always, of course, be differences

of policy and opinion. Decisions are bound to be taken from time to time to

which at least some of us will be strongly and even bitterly opposed. It is

natural that we should tend to prp.ise and applaud the Organization as long as it

is acting in accordance with our own views and to criticize and attack it when

it ceases to do so. But if we were ever to accept the position that Members

of the Organization were free to pick and choose between the activities of the

Organization they were prepared to pay for, supporting those of which they

approved and disclaiming financial liability, on one pretext or another, for

those they opposed, the utility of the United Nations as an instrument of

collective international action on behalf of the world community as a whole

would be at an end. If we were to accept this position, the United Nations, of

which mankind has such dire need, would become no more while it lasted than a

debating society - what our late Secretary-General Hammarskjold called a

"static conference machinery". My belief is that it would not last for long

and that this bulwark of peace, this best hope for the liberty of small nations,

free and yet to be freed, this shield of the rights of man, this reservoir of

assistance for under-privileged peoples, would disappear as the League of Nations

disappeared, with no less disastrous consequences for humanity.

In weighing the effects of the non-payment of contributions, moreover, we

should not disregard its impact on public opinion outside these walls. In our

various countries, people are watching the United Nations, most of them I believe

with hope and confidence, but some I am afraid with growing doubt and apprehension.
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This is a consideration we cannot afford to ignore. It is essential to avoid

giving our peoples the impression that the financial burdens of the Organization

are being unequally borne. To be successful in promoting the aims of the Charter,

not only must we take the right decisions to deal with the difficulties and

dangers which confront us, but we must also convince all men of goodwill, and

men of ill will too, that we are united in support of this Organization and are

determined that it should succeed. But how can the United Nations hope to make

this impression if Members fail to pay the contributions necessary to implement

the decisions which we arrive at here after prolonged inquiries and lengthy

discussions?

We smaller nations have, of course, a particular interest in this regard.

As Hammarskjold said, the United Nations is, above all, our Organization. It is

to our advantage in particular that the Organization should live and, step by

step, fulfil the aspirations of the Charter and the Declaration of Human Rights.

But I doubt whether it can survive the mounting contempt which will be heaped

upon it by its enemies and the increasing doubts of its friends if even we,

to whom the Organization means so much, are not prepared to make the sacrifice

involved in paying the contributions which amount to no more than a few cents

per head of our populations. Like other smaller countries, Ireland's assessed

share of the expenses of the United Nations is small compared to the other

contributions we make to the Organization - the sacrifices and hardships suffered

by our soldiers serving with United Nations forces, our purchase of United Nations

bonds, our contribution to the Freedom from Hunger Campaign, the World Food

Programme, the International Refugee Organization and other voluntary funds.

In comparison with these contributions, our assessed share of the expenses of

the Organization is relatively small, amounting to no more than four cents per

head of our population. The share of some other countries amounts to even less.

Even in the case of Members with the highest capacity to pay, it does not exceed

twenty-e ight cent s.

As we all know, however, the real cause of the difficulties which have

arisen in the finances of the Organization is not the failure of smaller Members

to meet their obligations, although indeed their defaults have contributed to

the loss of confidence in the Organization which our financial difficulties have
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created. It is found rather in the deliberate refusal of some of the major Powers

to pay their share of the costs of specific activities which the United Nations

has undertaken, even though in all cases these activities were embarked upon on

the strength of decisions to which the permanent members of the Security Council

positively or tacitly agreed in the Council, or which were taken by the

appropriate majority of the General Assembly.

In signing the Charter, the smaller nations accepted, of course, the special

position of the five permanent members of the Security Council. Legally,

therefore, we have no grievance if any of them vetoes a decision approved by

the requisite majority of the Council. Each of the permanent members is entitled

under the Charter to veto in the Security Council any initiative to which it

is opposed and to the cost of which, for that reason, it is not prepared to

contribute. But it is quite wrong and althgether inadmissible that we should

be asked to recognize a second veto, a financial veto, by means of which

permanent members can later nullify decisions of the Security Council upon which

they refused to exercise a voting veto, or by means of which they can defeat

decisions of the appropriate majority of the Assembly when such decisions are

in the course of implementation.

To cede such an uncovenanted veto to the major Powers, or any group of

Powers, would not only introduce an element of constant uncertainty into the

operations of the United Nations; it would risk bringing the Organization into

dishonour. For this Organization would indeed be dishonoured if, when a small

nation like the Congo accepts our pledged help and we dispatch gallant soldiers

and officials in response to its appeal, we were then, due to lack of a

relatively paltry sum of money, to go back on our pledge to the Government

concerned and to fail to support those who, in reliance on our good faith, have

volunteered to serve the Organization in the face of difficulties and dangers.

I can appreciate the exasperation which any Member of this Organization

must feel when its national policies are attacked and condemned here in the

Assembly, often in what it may regard as unnecessarily provocative and

rancorous terms. I can understand, too, the irritation of major Powers when

they become dissatisfied with the implementation of decisions which they have

failed to veto in the Security Council. I realize also the keen disappointment
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felt by any Power or group of Powers when they have been outvoted in thw Assembly

on what they regard as matters of vital interest to them. In all such cases

there is a temptation to block the implementation of the decisions concerned

and for that purpose to seek to impose a financial veto on them by withholding

contributions. But if Members are swayed by such considerations, the consequences

for this Organization must surely be disastrous. Galling as it may be from time

to time to abide by the will of the appropriate majority ascertained in the

manner laid down in our Charter, abandonment of that orderly democratic principle

can only result in the paralysis of the Organization and consequent chaos. Today

it is a question of the Congo. If we do not persevere there, patiently and

steadily, if we are driven to retreat or to take precipitate action because of

lack of funds, what country in what continent will turn to the United Nations

in future with confidence in the value of its assistance?

I submit that Member States which, by withholding their contributions,

would force the United Nations to betray the confidence of nations which have

sought and received its help, run the risk of forfeiting moral leadership in

this Assembly and of greatly lessening their influence on our affairs. In any

case, I submit that the rest of us are morally and legally bound by all means

open to us to circumvent any attempt to reduce our Organization to financial

impotence contrary to the wishes of the overwhelming majority of the Members

and in clear breach of the letter and spirit of our Charter.

The question is, is there anything we can do to prevent a financial veto

of the kind I have described being exercised on the United Nations decisions

in the course of their implementation? I think there is. In any event, I

believe that the possibilities in this connexion should be carefully examined.

I am firmly convinced that it is the interest of the great Powers as well as

the small that we should agree upon financial procedures which will ensure

that, once undertaken, operations such as UNEF and the Congo will be adequately

financed until such time as this Organization decides that their objects have

been achieved.

I suggest that in view of the financial crisis looming over us we should

undertake an urgent and comprehensive examination of our present budgetary
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procedures and see how best we can fit them to the needs of the United Nations

today. I suggest that there are three possible ways open to us of making certain

that the implementation of our decisions will at all times be assured of adequate

financial support. The first and most desirable way is, of course, to persuade

all Members to pay their annual assessments promptly. The second is to increase

from time to time the Working Capital Fund to a sum more in keeping with the

present level of the annual budget. There is a third method which seems to be

worthy of examination - a method of last resort., a guarantee against any short-fall

in the first two. It is to empower our Secretary-General on such terms and

conditions as he deems appropriate to borrow in any financial year up to the full

amount of the cost of implementing all the decisions of the United Nations in that

year.

I recognize, of course, that the third suggestion would represent somewhat

of a new departure in our budgetary system. In fact, however, it is by no means

revolutionary or novel. Indeed it follows the normal budgetary procedures in

many States. In my own country, for instance, when expenditure for the year

has been decided on and the budget agreed to by Parliament, the Minister for

Finance is authorized to borrow up to the full amount of his commitments on

such terms and conditions as he decides to be appropriate. In the event, of course,

he neve:.1 lias to "borrow any tiling like tire full amount, as revenue from taxes and

oti.er receipts am constantly flowing into the exchequer. But this authorization,

automatically included in the Appropriation Bill every year, promotes public

confidence by affording the assurance that the Minister for Finance can fully

meet his commitments during the financial year and carry out in an orderly fashion

the social and economic programmes to which our Parliament has agreed. I believe

that the Members of the United Nations must put the Organization in a similar

position of financial stability and give it the assurance of being able to pursue

its task amid the chances and changes of an uncertain world situation without the

risk of finding itself obliged for financial reasons to suspend its activities or

default in its undertakings and commitments.
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The consideration and approval of the annual budget is, of course, a matter

for the General Assembly. It is within the power of the membership as a whole,

therefore, of the smaller countries as well as the larger, to ensure that the

funds in the United Nations exchequer will at all times be sufficient to ensure

the implementation of the decisions of the Security Council and the Assembly.

In my view it would help to ensure this if we set the amount of the Working

Capital Fund at an appropriate level and provided the Secretary-General with

emergency borrowing powers to be used in the last resort. There may be other

/---', means of achieving the same result; if so, let us examine them. Above all

let us take concrete measures to ensure that our efforts to keep the peace,

to help developing countries, to evolve the rule of law and peace-keeping

machinery, would never be defeated through lack of funds. I believe that there

are enough men and women of good will throughout the world prepared to make

the necessary sacrifices so that that will never happen. With their support

and by our foresight and perseverance we can at least deserve to succeed.
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The Latin American countries formerly considered that expenses arising from

United Nations operations for the maintenance of peace, such as those undertaken

in the Middle East and the Congo, were essentially different from the expenses of

the Organization provided for in the regular budget and that procedures different

from those applied in the case of the regular budget must therefore be adopted in

order to defray such expenses.

This position was argued by the Latin American group collectively in 195̂ ,

when the first budget estimates for the Emergency Force were debated, and was

maintained until the seventeenth session of the General Assembly, at which the

advisory opinion given by the International Court of Justice on 20 July 1962 on

"certain expenses of the United Nations" was considered.

The International Court's ruling that such expenses constitute "'expenses of

the Organization' within the meaning of Article 17, paragraph 2, of the Charter",

with all that it implies, is not consistent with the views we had been upholding.

The Court's advisory opinions, however, deserve the most careful consideration by

the Latin American countries, particularly in view of the fact that the Court is

the highest judicial authority of the United Nations; accordingly, and also because

they wish to maintain the prestige of the Court, whose objectivity, in considering

the matters submitted to it is one of the most solid guarantees for the maintenance

of international peace and security, the Latin American countries accepted the

advisory opinion.

63-07109 /...
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One element of doubt which complicated the solution of this problem has thus

been eliminated. The Court's decision has also made it clear that the General

Assembly has the widest possible power to determine the method and the scale of

contributions for financing expenditure incurred by the Organization for the

purpose of maintaining peace.

On the basis of the foregoing, we set forth in this document our views as to

the recommendations which the Working Group established under

resolution 185̂  B (XVIl) should submit to the General Assembly.

1. The special methods of financing United Nations operations for the

maintenance of peace will apply to all expenses incurred by the Organization in

carrying out operations of that kind which are not provided for in the

Organization's regular budget and which total more than $2 million in any financial

year.

When such expenses do not exceed the sum of $2 million, it is considered that

the Secretary-General may enter into commitments up to that sum, certifying that

they are connected with the maintenance of international peace and security, under

the authorization given him each year by the General Assembly in its resolution

on unforeseen and extraordinary expenses.

2. Any United Nations operations the expenses of which are covered by the

parties directly concerned under agreements concluded by them shall be excluded

from the application of any provision concerning special methods of financing.

3. In the case of operations for the maintenance of peace which entail

heavy expenditure and thus require a different method of financing from that

applied to the regular "budget, a special scale of contributions shall be adopted,

based on the following criteria:

(a) collective financial responsibility of the States Members of the

United Nations;

(b) special financial responsibility of the permanent members of the

Security Council with respect to the maintenance of international peace and

security;

(c) the special interest and/or responsibility of any Member State or group

of Member States in connexion with such operations;

(d) the total expenditure by each Member State on armaments;
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(e) the ability to pay, depending on per capita national income,

insufficient domestic savings to maintain full employment and growth and

the "balance-of-payments situation of each Member State.

With this special scale, collective responsibility would be represented by

contributions of a symbolic nature amounting to some 5 per cent of the total

cost of the operations. Member States would be assessed for this percentage in

accordance with the scale for the regular budget. The remaining 95 per cent of

the expenses would be distributed among the Member States covered by (b) and (c),

bearing in mind the criteria mentioned in (d) and (e).

k. Some delegations have expressed opposition to the selection of criteria

for determining contributions to United Nations operations for the maintenance of

peace. We accordingly submit an alternative method for distributing such expenses.

According to this method, the expenses would be defrayed as follows:

(a) by a compulsory contribution of a sum equal to 5 per cent of the

total expenses for the operations for the maintenance of peace each •

Member State paying the same percentage of that sum as it pays under the

scale of contributions to the regular budget;

(b) by voluntary contributions;

(c) for the remainder, by contributions by the economically advanced

Member States in proportion to their quotas of the regular budget.

5. In this document the Latin American delegations are advancing the

possibility that the method or methods of financing approved by the Working Group

should be applied with respect to the provisional financing arrangements made in

resolutions 1732 (XVI) and 1753 (XVI) and in earlier resolutions on methods of

financing the United Nations Emergency Force and the United Nations Operation in

the Congo.

6. Regarding the provisions of paragraph k of resolution 185̂  B (XVTI), we

consider that the Working Group should draw up a recommendation to the General

Assembly in which the Member States that are behind in paying their share of the

expenses of operations for the maintenance of peace would be urged to pay their

arrears as soon as possible. Where economic circumstances make it advisable,

such Member States would be authorized to pay their arrears in annual instalments

of not less than 10 per cent of the total, spread over a maximum period of

ten years.
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In such cases, as long as the payments were being made regularly, Article 19

of the Charter would, as an exceptional measure,, be suspended.

* # *

The idea put foward in this document do not represent the views of the Latin

American countries alone. The debates in the Fifth Committee show that many

delegations share our concern over the burden which ever increasing contributions

to the expenses of United Nations military operations impose on the budgets of

countries of limited economic capacity, which need imports of capital and

technical assistance from international organizations in order to develop their

economies and to improve the living conditions of their people.

We accept the obligations imposed on us by the Charter and wish to bear our

share of the responsibility for maintaining peace. But in view of the economic

situation in the world, the same efforts cannot be required of all States Members

of the United Nations. Some can do only a little, others are in a position to

make a substantial contribution. If a suitable procedure can be found to take

account of this fact, which is undeniable, the United Nations will be able to

overcome its present financial difficulties and at the same time to carry out in

full its proposals for the effective maintenance of international peace and security.
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1. The Working Group of Twenty-One has "been given a difficult and complex

assignment with very little time to carry out its task. It is therefore

essential that all possible measures be taken to facilitate the expeditious

advancement of the Group's work. Experience in the predecessor Group of Fifteen

proved that one of the most useful aids to progress was the submission of working

papers which served as a focus and basis for discussion. It is with this in

mind that the Canadian delegation has prepared the following summary of its

visws in the hope that, during the course of the Working Group's consideration,

it would be possible to discuss two of the major aspects of the problem of

financing peace-keeping, the financing of UNEF and ONUC and the financing of

any future United Nations peace-keeping operations.

2., Resolution 185'-!- (XVIl) lays down very clearly the area to be studied by

the Working Group. The Canadian delegation Taelieves that if we are to have any

prospect of completing our work and reaching agreement on a report for

submission to the Secretary-General "before 31 i"-arch_, it is essential that

discussion be limited to specific subject matter related to the apportionment

of expenses.

5. The basis of the Canadian approach to United Nations financing is that all

Members have an interest in and a responsibility for the activities of the

Crganization and their financing. For this reason the Canadian delegation

believes that there is a collective financial responsibility for all Members to

finance all United Nations activities, including peace-keeping. Since each
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Member State benefits from the regular programmes of the Organization it should

contribute its share of the costs as determined by the General Assembly. This

principle, in the view of the Canadian delegation, applies especially to

United Nations peace-keeping operations. The maintenance of international peace

and security is the United Nations' primary purpose under the Charter and by

virtue of signing the Charter all Member States have undertaken to co-operate

in achieving this objective.

4. The concept of collective responsibility is fundamental to the future of

United Nations peace-keeping operations because no Member country or group of

countries has a special or exclusive interest in the maintenance of international

peace and security. This interest and responsibility is shared by all.

Consequently, the costs should be shared by all according to some generally

acceptable financing arrangement. One possible method of sharing this collective

responsibility with respect to peace-keeping costs would be for Member countries to

contribute according to the scale of assessment employed under the regular budget.

This scale makes extensive allowances for the position of countries with low

capacities to pay. The Canadian delegation believes that this scale is

equitable and should apply to the budget for peace-keeping operations, as well

as to the regular programme of United Nations activities, except in circumstances

when peace-keeping expenditures are so heavy as to merit provision of additional

relief to those developing countries which are understandably preoccupied with

pressing problems of economic and social development. ^

5. In addition to the question of the financial ability of Member States to

meet the costs of large-scale peace-keeping operations involving heavy

expenditures, the Working Group of Twenty-One has been requested in part B of

resolution 185̂  (XVIl) to take into account, in its study of methods to apportion

the costs of peace-keeping operations, certain other factors. A number of these

factors are mentioned in paragraph 35 of "the report of the Working G-roup of

Fifteen (A/̂ -9?l)« Tne Canadian delegation is not in agreement with proposals

which would attempt to introduce such special factors or criteria, political or

otherwise, which do not normally enter into the calculation of the regular scale

of assessment and which would have the effect of arbitrarily allocating among

certain Member States more or less interest in and financial responsibility for

United Nations peace-keeping operations.
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6. The Canadian delegation believes that the imposition of such factors would

be wrong in principle and impractical of application. Many, if not all, of such

factors are of a subjective nature and, therefore, it would be most difficult

if not impossible to express them in the mathematical terms necessary for use in

a scale of assessments for the apportionment of peace-keeping costs. Furthermore,

attempts to introduce such factors, especially those of a political nature,

could lead to lengthy and possibly fruitless political arguments since both

their possible use and relationship, if any, to peace keeping in general or

to particular peace-keeping operations are matters of individual Judgement.

If this occurred, it would not be in the best interests of the United Nations.

7. 'In brief, therefore, the Canadian delegation believes that the Working Group

should avoid making proposals for financing peace-keeping costs which involve

factors other than those which normally enter into calculation of the regular

scale of assessment.

8. In accordance with the views as expressed above the Canadian delegation

submitted to the Working Group of Fifteen, on 7 September 19̂ 1, a working

paper (Wo. 2) which put forward, as a basis for discussion, certain principles

and suggestions as a possible basis for recommendations which might be made to

the General Assembly. Unfortunately, circumstances were such that the Working

Group of Fifteen was unable to give detailed consideration to these proposals.

It is our hope, however, that in the light of decisions taken at the seventeenth

session of the United Nations General Assembly, the Working Group of Twenty-One

might find them useful in formulating its conclusions. The main features of

the Canadian proposals, modified slightly in light of subsequent developments,

are set out in following paragraphs.

Basic principles and procedures

9. The collective responsibility of the membership of the Organization to

finance authorized expenditures, incurred by or on behalf of the Organization

in respect of duly approved peace-keeping operations involving armed military

forces, can be assured most effectively by agreement in advance on what

procedures are to be followed and on how expenditures shall be apportioned

among Members.
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10. Experience has shown that it is desirable at the time of initiating each

peace-keeping operation for the Secretary-General to provide estimates of the

costs of each operation. These estimates should be produced as a natter of

course, and as quickly as possible. In this way all Members would %e given as

much information as possible about the financial consequences for the United

Nations of embarking on a particular operation.

11. The financial implications of any future peace-keeping operation which

involves expenses in excess of those covered by the current resolution (e.g.

resolution 1862 (XVTl), relating to unforeseen and extraordinary expenses), should

be "brought to the attention of the United Nations General Assembly for action,

at the earliest possible time. If the General Assembly is in regular session

at the time of the initiating decision, the Assembly should be aware of and

deal with the financial implications before the end of that session. When

initiating decisions are taken by the Security Council at a time when the

General Assembly is not in session, the Assembly should be convened as soon as

possible, either in a special session or in an emergency special session

depending upon existing circumstances.

12. In considering the financial implications the General Assembly would nedd

to act as follows:

(a) to examine the cost estimates prepared by the Secretary-General to

decide upon their appropriateness and to consider the financial

implications;

(b) to give the necessary authority to the Secretary-General to enter into

financial commitments in accordance with the estimates; and

(c) to decide upon a method whereby expenses are to be met. The Working

Group might wish to recommend that this be done in accordance with the

ideas contained in paragraphs 13, 1^- and 15 of this Working Paper.

If agreement were reached on some such basis, the Canadian delegation hopes that

appropriate accounting procedures for such peace-keeping operations, including

the possibility of special accounts, would form an integral part of future

United Nations budgets.
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Method of Financing

13- At the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth sessions the General Assembly

adopted ad hoc arrangements which allowed substantial reductions in the 19̂ 0, 1961

and 1962 IMEF and ONUC assessments of a large number of Member States in

recognition of the fact that large-scale peace-keeping operations placed a heavy

financial burden on a number of Members with limited capacities to pay. To a

considerable extent these reductions were made possible "by the willingness and

generosity of some Members to make voluntary contributions. The Canadian

delegation believes that it would be desirable to develop a method to apportion

(in the future) the costs of peace-keeping operations in a manner which would not

rely on ad hoc arrangements. Furthermore, in order to assist the Assembly in

establishing a method to apportion the costs of peace-keeping, it would seem

desirable for the Working Group to find some method which would give effect to the

principle of collective financial responsibility while safeguarding the

financial interest cf all Member States and giving some additional relief to those

Members with low capacities to pay.

1^. The Canadian delegation believes that the Working Group should be able to

devise a method to finance peace-keeping operations involving military forces and

equipment whereby:

(a) a certain pre-determined level of expenses for each peace-keeping

operation in one year in the future would be financed under the scale of

assessments used to apportion the costs of the regular budget. An appropriate

level might seem to be $10 millio.n for each duly approved peace-keeping

operation.;

(b) expenses in excess of $10 million for each peace-keeping operation in

any future year, but which are less than, for example, $75 million, should

be financed according to a special peace-keeping scale of assessments under

Article 17 of the Charter based on the elements listed in paragraph l6;

(c) commitments for expenses to be incurred in any one year for each peace-

keeping operation above $75 million or higher than $125 million for total

peace-keeping operations would require authorization by the General Assembly

and adoption of special ad hoc financial arrangements.
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15. The starting point for such a special peace-keeping scale mentioned in (b)

above would be the capacity of Member States to pay, as expressed in terms of

their national income. Wot only is capacity to pay the most equitable criteria

but, unlike many other special factors which have been suggested in the past,

it is capable of being expressed in quantitative terms. It is visualized that

many Members with developing economies and consequently a low capacity to pay

would be assessed for peace-keeping operations, depending on the extent of

their capacity to pay, at various rates substantially lower than their

customary assessment rates under the regular scale; while others, depending

on the extent of their capacity to pay, might be assessed at rates higher, or

lower than, or at their customary rates under the regular scale. In no case

would any country in receipt of technical assistance from the United Nations

under the EPTA be assessed at a rate higher than its usual rate under the

regular scale and in most instances a country receiving such technical assistance

would probably be granted a substantial reduction. Such a method, if adopted,

would of course apply only to future assessments in respect of duly authorized

peace-keeping operations of the United Nations within the meaning of

Article 17 (2) of the Charter.


